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Abstract
We are concerned with two applications of GIT.
First, we prove that a geometric GIT quotient of an affine variety X =
Spec(A) by a reductive group G, where A is an almost factorial domain, is a
Mori dream space, regardless of the codimension of the unstable locus. This
includes an explicit description of the Picard number, the pseudoeffective
cone, and the Mori chambers in terms of GIT.
We apply the results to quiver moduli to show that they are Mori dream
spaces if the quiver contains no oriented cycles, and if stability and semista-
bility coincide. We give a formula for the Picard number in quiver terms.
As a second application, we prove that geometric quotients of Mori dream
spaces are Mori dream spaces as well, which again includes a description
of the Picard number and the Mori chambers. Some examples are given to
illustrate the results.
The second instance where we use GIT, is the construction and variation of
moduli spaces of quiver sheaves.
To that end, we generalize the notion of multi–Gieseker semistability for
coherent sheaves, introduced by Greb, Ross, and Toma, to quiver sheaves for
a quiver Q. We construct coarse moduli spaces for semistable quiver sheaves
using a functorial method that realizes these as subschemes of moduli spaces
of representations of a twisted quiver, depending on Q, with relations. We
also show the projectivity of the moduli space in the case when Q has no
oriented cycles. Further, we construct moduli spaces of quiver sheaves which
satisfy a given set of relations as closed subvarieties.
Finally, we investigate the parameter dependence of the moduli.
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Introduction
In his talk [Mum63], Mumford outlined a strategy for building varieties,
or schemes, which parameterize algebro–geometric objects – like, the vector
bundles on a curve, or 0–cycles on a variety. Later, he developed this idea
into Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT), as explained in his famous book
[MFK94].
The general strategy is to write the objects under consideration as a variety
X, together with the action of a group G, which encodes isomorphisms of
the objects. To parameterize the isomorphism classes, we should then try
to find a variety structure on the set of orbits.
Though in general, it is not possible to find a scheme structure on the whole
set of orbits: in some sense, this set is too large. But on a subset consisting
of so called stable orbits, or on semistable orbits, a construction is possible.
This implies that for classification problems of algebro–geometric objects,
we have to find suitable notions of stable and semistable objects as well.
From here, two natural directions of further development emerge. First, one
could try to apply Mumford’s strategy in order to construct moduli spaces of
other interesting objects. Another natural question is to describe properties
of the spaces of orbits, also called GIT quotients, in terms of properties of
the action on X.
Mori dream spaces
One example of the second line of thought is the notion of a Mori dream
space, as introduced by Hu and Keel in [HK00].
By construction, Mori dream spaces are varieties which are well–behaved
with respect to Mori’s minimal model program. They are also closely re-
lated to Variational Geometric Invariant Theory.
Examples of Mori dream spaces include Pn, Grassmannians, quiver moduli,
toric varieties, and Fano varieties.
The results of this thesis which are concerned with Mori dream spaces may
be found in Chapter 2. Also, they are available as the preprint [Mas15].
Mori dream spaces and VGIT.
Suppose that a reductive group G acts on a quasiprojective variety X. The
construction of a GIT quotient starts with the choice of an ample line bundle
E → X,
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together with a lift of the group action, a so called G–line bundle. To such
a choice, GIT associates the semistable locus
XE−sst =
⋃
s
X \N(s),
where the union is taken over all s ∈ H0(X,mE)G for all multiples m > 0.
This is an open subset, and the central result of GIT is the existence of a
quotient
qE : X
E−sst → YE .
A simple, yet important, example of a G–line bundle is Lχ, given by the
trivial line bundle
L→ X,
where the lift of the group action is induced by a character χ of the group G.
Evidently, the construction of the GIT quotient depends on the choice of
the G–line bundle E. Variational Geometric Invariant Theory (VGIT), as
developed by [BP89],[DH98],[Hu92],[Th96],[Hal04], provides a system-
atic study of this dependence.
The G–line bundles which are ample as line bundles and have non–empty
semistable locus form a rational polyhedral cone
CG(X) ⊂ NSG(X)R
in the space of all G–line bundles. This cone is called the G–ample cone.
Moreover, the G–ample cone is divided into finitely many full–dimensional
and rational polyhedral subcones, the so called GIT chambers. The hyper-
planes diving the GIT chambers are called GIT walls.
Within a chamber, the semistable locus does not depend on the concrete
choice of the G–line bundle. Consequently, the quotient does not depend on
it as well.
Suppose that we have two neighboring GIT chambers C+ and C−, separated
by a wall H. A line segment connecting interior points E+ ∈ C+ and
E− ∈ C− of the chambers intersects H in a G–line bundle E0. In good
cases, the corresponding quotients are related by a so called Thaddeus flip
Y− //
  
Y+.
}}
Y0
Hence, VGIT influences the birational geometry of the quotients. We re-
mark, that the construction of rational maps between the quotients is not
restricted to this case. Under some mild conditions, it is possible to map
from the quotient associated to any point in the interior of the G–ample
cone to any other quotient.
On a Mori dream space Y , the cone of pseudo–effective divisors
Eff(Y ) ⊂ N1(Y )R
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admits a similar decomposition into finitely many full–dimensional and ra-
tional polyhedral cones with disjoint interior, the so called Mori chambers.
They have the property that for all divisors in the interior of one fixed Mori
chamber, the associated contractions
fD : Y 99K YD
are well–defined, and are equivalent in some suitable sense. The equivalence
used here is the notion of Mori equivalence, also introduced by Hu and Keel.
If the variety and group action satisfy some good conditons, a GIT quotient
translates between these two chamber structures.
Assumption 1. Among some technical conditions, Hu and Keel consider
the action of a reductive group G on an affine variety X, and the choice of
a character χ0 of G, such that the following conditions hold.
(1) X is normal and Cl(X)Q = 0.
(2) χ0 is contained in the interior of a GIT chamber, and
codim
(
X \Xχ−sst) ≥ 2.
Here, the first condition implies that all G–line bundles are, up to multiples,
of the form Lχ for a character χ. In that sense, the GIT chamber structure
for G–line bundles reduces to a chamber structure in the space χ(G)R of
characters, explaining the second condition.
In the following, we will refer to the inequality in the second assertion as
the codimension condition on the unstable locus.
Hu and Keel then show that the GIT quotient Y = Yχ0 , associated to χ0, is
a Mori dream space, closely related to the VGIT of the group action on X.
Theorem 1. Under the Assumption above, the following assertions hold.
(1) Y is a Mori dream space.
(2) Descent of G–line bundles induces an isomorphism
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q.
(3) The map ψ identifies the G–ample cone with the pseudo–effective cone,
and the GIT chambers with the Mori chambers.
(4) For any divisor D, the associated map
fD : Y 99K YD
is equivalent to the rational map induced by VGIT for a character χ
such that ψ(χ) = D.
Conversely, to a Mori dream space Y , Hu and Keel associate an affine va-
riety X, such that Y is given as a GIT quotient satisfying the conditions
imposed above.
This affine variety is the spectrum of a so called Cox ring
Cox(Y ) =
⊕
a∈Zr
H0 (Y,O(a1D1 + . . .+ arDr)) ,
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where D1, . . . , Dr are Cartier divisors on Y such that
O(D1), . . . ,O(Dr)
forms a basis of the vector space Pic(Y )Q. The group action is that of the
torus T = T r, action via the multi–grading of the Cox ring.
To ensure that this construction is well–defined, Hu and Keel show that if
Y is a Mori dream space, Cox(Y ) is finitely generated as a k–algebra.
Unstable components in codimension one.
In applications of Hu and Keel’s results, the codimension condition on the
unstable locus seems to be a technical hurdle.
For example, in [J11], Jow even considers a Mori dream space Y such that
the unstable locus in the spectrum X of the Cox ring is of codimension at
least three. This requirement is guided by his desire to construct a hyper-
surface Y ′ ⊂ Y which is itself a Mori dream space. Indeed, his stronger
codimension assumption ensures, that for a hypersurface in X, the unstable
locus is of codimension at least two.
Another example is the work [Cr11] of Craw, where he wants to consider
a certain class of quiver moduli as Mori dream spaces. The need to ensure
the codimension condition restricts him to a rather limited special case.
On the other hand, in [Ba11], Ba¨ker proved, that a quotient of a variety
with finitely generated Cox ring also has finitely generated Cox ring in gen-
eral, posing no condition on the unstable locus at all. But, his work does
not allow insight into the quantitative data, like the Mori chambers. Even
the Picard rank remains unknown.
It thus seems desirable to obtain a version of Hu and Keel’s theorem about
GIT quotients, which does not need the codimension condition. This was
achieved by the author in [Mas15], and is outlined in Section 2.1.
Consider a situation as in the Assumption of Hu and Keel, but where the
unstable locus is potentially of codimension one. We have an induced action
of the group G on the irreducible components
Z = {Z1, . . . , Zs}
of the unstable locus which are of codimension one. To each orbit
Bi ∈ Z/G = {B1, . . . , Br} ,
we can associate a regular function fi, such that
N(fi) =
⋃
Z∈Bi
Z,
and such that fi is a semiinvariant with respect to a character χi. The
descend of line bundles ψ then has a kernel
0→ Qr → χ(G)Q ψ−→ Pic(Y )Q → 0,
which is spanned by the characters χi.
As we can show, the quotient is still a Mori dream space, but not all GIT
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chambers correspond to a Mori chamber. By definition, a GIT chamber
C ⊂ χ(G)Q is called stable with respect to χ0, if
χi + C ⊂ C
for all the characters χi associated to the orbits in Z. Our main result is
now the following.
Theorem 2. Under the Assumption of Hu and Keel, but where the unstable
locus is potentially of codimension one, the following assertions hold.
(1) Y is a Mori dream space.
(2) Descent of G–line bundles induces a surjection
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q,
such that the kernel is spanned by the, linearly independent, characters
χi associated to the orbits in Z.
(3) The union of the images of the stable GIT chambers under ψ is the
pseudo–effective cone of Y , and the stable GIT chambers are identified
with the Mori chambers.
(4) For any divisor D, the associated map
fD : Y 99K YD
is equivalent to the rational map induced by VGIT for a character χ
such that ψ(χ) = D, and such that χ is contained in the closure of a
stable GIT chamber.
Applications of the Theorem.
We provide two applications of our main result. The application to quiver
moduli is discussed in Section 2.3, and the application to quotients of Mori
dream spaces may be found in Section 2.2.
Quiver moduli. In the language of representation theory of algebras, di-
rected graphs are typically called quivers. Moduli spaces for the represen-
tations of a quiver, or simply quiver moduli, were constructed by King,
employing Mumford’s general strategy (cf. [K94]). The GIT quotient he
used satisfies the Assumption of Hu and Keel, except for the codimension
condition on the unstable locus.
Given a quiver Q, consisting of a set of vertices Q0 and arrows α : i → j,
King considered the representation variety
Rd(Q) =
⊕
α:i→j
Hom
(
kdi , kdj
)
,
where d is a fixed dimension vector, assigning to each vertex i ∈ Q0 a
dimension di. Simultaneous base change induces a natural action of the
group
Gd =
∏
i∈Q0
GL(di)
on this variety. King then showed that the isomorphism classes of represen-
tations of Q, with fixed dimension vector d, correspond to the orbits of this
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action. Furthermore, he translated GIT stability on Rd(Q) to a stability
condition for representations. Hence, the GIT quotients parameterize such
representations, forming a moduli space.
It is not true in general that the unstable loci are of codimension two, so
that the results of Hu and Keel can not be applied directly. However, our
results show that quiver moduli are Mori dream spaces even if this is not
the case. Since the GIT behavior of the representation variety admits an,
at least partial, description via combinatorics, the same is thus true for the
birational geometry of quiver moduli. We build upon this philosophy in
some of the examples in Section 2.4.
Quotients of Mori dream spaces. As a second application, we were con-
cerned with quotients of a Mori dream space Y . Suppose that a connected
and reductive group G acts on Y , such that there exists a quotient
q′ : V → Z
for a G–invariant and open subset V ⊂ Y . Using the Cox ring description
of Y , we were able to express Z as a quotient
q : U → Z
for an open and T ×G–invariant subset U ⊂ X = Spec(Cox(Y )). Here, T is
the torus used in the Cox ring description of a Mori dream space, and the
quotient q is taken with respect to the lifted action of T ×G. By comparing
these two actions, and applying our main result, we are able to prove the
following.
Theorem 3. The variety Z is a Mori dream space, and
rk Pic(Z) = rk Pic(Y ) + rk χ(G)− |Z(V )|,
where Z(V ) is the set of irreducible components of the complement of V in
codimension one. The Mori chamber structure of Z is determined by the
stable GIT chamber structure of T ×G on X.
Moduli spaces of quiver sheaves
As a second project, we applied GIT to construct moduli spaces of multi–
Gieseker semistable quiver sheaves, following the general strategy of Mum-
ford. Furthermore, we establish a theory of variation for these moduli spaces,
which includes a variation result for the usual notion of stability for quiver
sheaves.
In Chapter 3, the reader may find the detailed results of this thesis which
are concerned with quiver sheaves. Additionally, many results are available
in the preprint [MS17]. This is joint work with Henrik Seppa¨nen.
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Gieseker–stability of sheaves.
The vector bundles on a curve were one of the earliest examples of a class
of algebro–geometric objects which can be parameterized using Mumford’s
strategy. The work of Gieseker and Maruyama (cf. [Gi77],[Mar77]), ex-
tended this classification to the case of torsion–free sheaves on arbitrary
smooth and projective varieties. Finally, Simpson gave a further extension
to the case of pure sheaves (cf. [Si94]).
We briefly sketch Simpson’s approach.
A purely d–dimensional sheaf E is Gieseker–semistable, if for all non–trivial
subsheaves F ⊂ E we have an inequality
PLF
αLd (F )
≤ P
L
E
αLd (E)
,
where PLF and P
L
E are the Hilbert polynomials with respect to some fixed
ample line bundle L on X, and αLd (F ) as well as α
L
d (E) are their leading
coefficients.
Since the family of semistable sheaves with fixed Hilbert polynomial P is
bounded, such sheaves are n–regular for sufficiently large n. Further, they
can be embedded as points in a Grassmannian scheme[
V ⊗H → H0 (E(m))] ∈ GrassP (m) (V ⊗H) ,
where H = H0 (O(m− n)), and V ' H0 (E(n)) is a fixed vector space
among the h0 (E(n))–dimensional ones, and m  n  0. Different choices
of the isomorphism V ' H0 (E(n)) correspond to the action of GL(V ) on
the Grassmannian scheme. One can then show, that the semistable sheaves
correspond to GIT semistable points in the Grassmannian, and that the
GIT quotient of the image of the embedding parameterizes S–equivalence
classes of semistable sheaves.
This approach was later reformulated by A´lvarez–Co´nsul and King in a
functorial way (cf. [ACK07]), where they build upon the fact that Grass-
mannians are quiver moduli.
In some analogy to the case of VGIT, the set of Gieseker–semistable sheaves,
and hence their moduli space, depends on the choice of the ample line bun-
dle L. The behavior under variation of L bears some similarity to VGIT.
Namely, the ample cone of X is divided into chambers by hypersurfaces, such
that stability does not depend on the explicit choice of L within some fixed
chamber. However, in contrast to the case of VGIT, the walls are generally
of higher degree, and need not contain the class of an honest line bundle,
potentially consisting only of formal real powers of line bundles (consider
[Sch00] for an example). Hence, for such a wall, a birational map
Y− //
  
Y+,
}}
Y0
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which is the analogue of a Thaddeus flip, can not be constructed. A notable
exception is the case of a surface (eg. consider [MW97]). Here, the walls
are rational hyperplanes, so that analogues of Thaddeus flips exist, and the
moduli spaces are generically birational.
Multi–Gieseker–stability of sheaves.
In [GRT16], Greb, Ross and Toma approached this problem from a different
direction. Instead of varying the line bundle L directly, they essentially con-
sider linear combinations of the stability conditions for different line bundles.
Let (L1, . . . , LN ) denote a tuple of ample line bundles on X, which we think
of as fixed, and choose a tuple σ ∈ RN≥0. Then, a purely d–dimensional sheaf
E is called multi–Gieseker semistable if for all non–trivial subsheaves F ⊂ E
we have an inequality∑N
j=1 σjP
Lj
F∑N
j=1 σjα
Lj
d (F )
≤
∑N
j=1 σjP
Lj
E∑N
j=1 σjα
Lj
d (E)
.
Clearly, for σ = ej , this recovers the notion of usual Gieseker–semistability
with respect to the ample line bundle Lj . In that sense, the problem of vari-
ation of L is translated into a problem of variation of σ within the space RN≥0.
For the case of torsion–free sheaves on an integral and projective scheme,
Greb, Ross and Toma showed that there is a decomposition of RN≥0 into
chambers by finitely many rational hyperplanes, which encode the equiva-
lence of multi–Gieseker semistability.
Moreover, subject to a boundedness condition, and after fixing the Hilbert
polynomials, they constructed moduli spaces of multi–Gieseker semistable
sheaves, by building upon the functorial approach of A´lvarez–Co´nsul and
King. In their work, they construct an embedding functor
Hom(T, ∗) : Coh(X)→ Q′ − rep,
from the category of sufficiently regular sheaves, to the category of repre-
sentations of an auxiliary quiver Q′, which is schematically given as follows
v1 //
++
&&
w1
v2
33
//
++
w2
v3 //
33
88
w3.
Each row of this quiver corresponds to the functor as introduced by A´lvarez–
Co´nsul and King, further corresponding to one of the ample line bundles Lj .
Consequently, there is a parameter space for such sheaves which is embed-
ded into the representation variety Rd(Q
′).
By an argument in the spirit of Le Potier and Simpson, they further showed
that the multi–Gieseker semistable sheaves correspond to GIT–semistable
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points. Hence, the moduli space of semistable sheaves Mσ−sst(X) is embed-
ded into the moduli space of semistable quiver representations.
Furthermore, by invoking an argument of Langton, they showed that this
moduli space is projective. Together with the result about the chamber
structure indicated above, this enabled them to establish a variation result.
More precisely, they show that for two stability conditions σ1 and σ2, the
moduli spaces Mσ1−sst(X) and Mσ2−sst(X) are related by a sequence of
Thaddeus flips
Mσ1−sst(X) 99K Y1 99K Y2 99K . . . 99KMσ2−sst(X),
and are thus birational. Here, the Thaddeus flips, and the varieties Yi, are
given by VGIT of a suitable variety Z ⊂ Rd(Q′) which encodes the image
of the embedding functor Hom (T, ∗).
The case of Quiver sheaves.
In [GRT16], Greb, Ross and Toma raised the question whether their ap-
proach can be extended to quiver sheaves. Indeed, we are able to show that
this is possible, as outlined in Chapter 3. Most of the results may also be
found in the preprint [MS17].
Quiver sheaves are representations of a quiver Q in the category of coherent
sheaves on some scheme X. The prototypical example is that of a morphism
of sheaves
F → G.
For a general quiver Q, a quiver sheaf E consists of sheaves Ei at the vertices,
and morphisms of sheaves Eα : Ei → Ej attached to the arrows.
Stability conditions. We also fix a tuple (L1, . . . , LN ) of ample line bun-
dles, and consider stability conditions σ ∈ RQ0×N≥0 . We then say that a
purely d–dimensional quiver sheaf E is multi–Gieseker semistable, if for all
non–trivial quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E the inequality∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijP
Lj
Fi∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d (Fi)
≤
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijP
Lj
Ei∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d (Ei)
holds. This notion reduces to that of usual Gieseker–semistability for quiver
sheaves with respect to Lk if we choose σij = δjk, and to the multi–Gieseker
semistability for sheaves in the case that Q consists of a single vertex, where
quiver sheaves are simply ordinary sheaves.
The parameter space of possible stability conditions admits a decomposition
respecting the change of stability as well.
Theorem 4. The space RQ0×N≥0 is divided into chambers by finitely many
hypersurfaces, such that the notion of stability is unchanged as we vary σ
within some chamber.
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These hypersurfaces need not be hyperplanes, but are of degree two in gen-
eral, so that we can not ensure the existence of rational points on the walls.
Symmetric stability condition. However, for the special case of a sym-
metric stability condition σ, ie. such that the value of σij is independent
from i ∈ Q0, and torsion–free quiver sheaves, we are able to prove that the
walls are indeed rational hyperplanes.
Another technical condition is the boundedness of the family of semistable
quiver sheaves, which might possibly not hold in general. In the case of a
symmetric stability condition σ, we show that the family of σ–semistable
quiver sheaves is bounded if and only if the family of σˆ–semistable sheaves
is bounded. Here, σˆ is the multi–Gieseker stability condition for sheaves de-
fined by the symmetry of σ. Hence, we can translate the main boundedness
result of [GRT16] to the case of quiver sheaves.
Theorem 5. Suppose that one of the following conditions holds.
(1) The Picard number of X is at most two.
(2) The dimension of X is at most three.
(3) The ranks of the sheaves under consideration are at most two.
Then, the family of quiver sheaves which are semistable with respect to any
symmetric stability condition σ ∈ RQ0×N≥0 , is bounded.
Hence, at least for symmetric stability conditions in this special case, all of
our technical assumptions are satisfied.
Construction of the moduli space. Our construction of the moduli
spaces of quiver sheaves further exploits the functorial approach of A´lvarez–
Co´nsul and King. We consider a twisted quiver Q(Q′), essentially given by
replacing each vertex of Q with a copy of Greb, Ross and Toma’s auxiliary
quiver Q′. Arrows α : i → j in Q are split up to arrows between the
corresponding vertices in the copies of Q′, attached to the vertices i and j.
Schematically, Q(Q′) thus looks like
Q′ 33// ++ Q′.
We additionally need relations I ′ on this quiver, to ensure that the mor-
phisms attached to the split up arrows are compatible. On the technical
side, this made it necessary to introduce an extension of King’s construction
of quiver moduli spaces to the case of labeled representations with relations.
The embedding functor Hom (T, ∗) of [GRT16] easily extends to a functor
from the category of quiver sheaves on X to the category of representations
of Q in the category of representations of Q′, and the latter can be identified
with representations of Q(Q′) satisfying the relations sketched above. Our
embedding functor thus reads as
Hom(T, ∗) : Q− Coh(X)→ (Q(Q′), H, I ′)− rep.
Moreover, by extending the argument of Le Potier and Simpson even further,
we manage to show that this embedding preserves stability, in the sense that
Hom(T, E) is semistable for a suitable stability condition of vector space
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representations, if and only if E is multi–Gieseker semistable. Hence, we are
able to form the GIT quotient of the image of the embedding functor.
Theorem 6. The moduli space Mσ−sst(X,Q) of multi–Gieseker semistable
quiver sheaves can be constructed as the restriction of the GIT quotient
which produces the moduli space of quiver representations of Q(Q′).
Variation of the moduli space. If Q does not contain oriented cycles, we
are able to show that the moduli space we constructed is projective. In view
of the fact that moduli spaces of quiver representations are projective if and
only if the quiver does not contain oriented cycles, this condition appears to
be necessary. Combining this projectivity result with the description of the
chamber structure, allows us to prove a variation result in the same spirit as
that of Greb, Ross and Toma. That is, as we change σ, the moduli spaces
are related by sequences of Thaddeus flips
Mσ1−sst(X,Q) 99K Y1 99K Y2 99K . . . 99KMσ2−sst(X,Q),
again given by VGIT of a suitable variety Z ⊂ Rd(Q(Q′), H, I ′), and are
thus birational.
Relations on Q. In a further refinement, we succeed in incorporating rela-
tions I on Q into our results. For example, this makes it possible to consider
moduli spaces of sheaves E, together with a nilpotent, or idempotent, endo-
morphism φ : E → E. Another example is that of a commutating square.
Again, the treatment of relations was greatly facilitated by the functorial
nature of the construction. Namely, we can translate the relations I on Q
to a set of relations I ′(I) on Q(Q′), such that if E satisfies the relations I,
Hom(T, E) satisfies the relations I ′(I). Then, by following the program of
construction similar to the one outlined above, we obtain the moduli space
of quiver sheaves which satisfy the relations I, using the GIT construction
of the quiver moduli.
Theorem 7. The moduli space of multi–Gieseker semistable quiver sheaves
which satisfy the relations I is given as a closed subvariety
Mσ−sst(X,Q, I) ⊂Mσ−sst(X,Q).
If Q does not contain oriented cycles, this moduli space is projective, and
the same variation results as in the case without relations hold.
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CHAPTER 1
Preliminaries
In this chapter, we collect basic notions and results about the topics dis-
cussed in this thesis.
The discussion about Geometric Invariant Theory, rational maps and divi-
sors contains almost no novel results, so we omit proofs here. For almost fac-
torial domains, we review the results from Storch’s PhD thesis [St67], and
discuss the uniqueness of primary decompositions. The subsection about
moduli of representations of quivers is fairly detailed, and contains sketches
of proofs. Mainly, this is to justify our use of relations in the labeled case.
Before discussing the special topics, we give some general conventions.
Unless indicated otherwise, we work with varieties and schemes over an al-
gebraically closed field k, and varieties are assumed to be irreducible. We
restrict ourselves to characteristic zero.
Whenever we have a Z–module A we denote by
AK = A⊗Z K
the change of scalars, where K ∈ {Z,Q,R}. Of course, a similar convention
holds for Q–vector spaces.
For a variety X we denote
E(X) = O(X)∗/k∗.
This is a free and finitely generated group (consider [KKV89], Proposition
1.3). If an algebraic group G acts on X, there is an induced action of G on
E(X).
Finally, we remark that over normal varieties we have an analogue of Har-
togs’ lemma (see Theorem 6.45 in [GW10]).
Lemma 1.0.1. Let U ⊂ X denote an open subset in a normal variety such
that X \U is of codimension greater or equal to 2. Then the restriction map
O(X)→ O(U)
is an isomorphism.
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1.1. Geometric Invariant Theory
We recollect basic definitions of Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT), mainly
to fix notation. For the relevant aspects of VGIT we refer to [DH98] or
[Th96], or to [Hal04] for the transfer to the affine case. For GIT itself, we
refer to [MFK94].
1.1.1. Good and geometric quotients.
Let an algebraic group G act on some variety X.
A naive hope is that the set X/G of orbits canonically admits the structure
of an algebraic variety such that the quotient map is a morphism of varieties.
But this is not possible in general.
Assume that there was some quotient
p : X → X/G,
which is a morphism of varieties. The fiber of a closed point x ∈ X/G should
be an orbit
O = p−1(x),
which must be closed by the continuity of p. Morally, quotients can thus
only see closed orbits. But in general, orbits are not closed.
It turns out that good quotients are a useful approximation to the properties
we desire.
Definition 1.1.1. Let an algebraic group G act on a variety X. Then a
morphism
q : X → Y
is called a good quotient if the following holds.
(1) q is surjective and invariant under the group action.
(2) For an affine open subset U ⊂ Y the inverse image q−1(U) ⊂ X is
affine and pullback of regular functions induces an isomorphism
O(U) ' O(q−1(U))G.
If additionally, each fiber consists of exactly one orbit, we say that q is a
geometric quotient.
A good quotient q : X → Y is also a categorical quotient. That is, any
G–invariant morphism f : X → Z uniquely factors over q.
X
q

∀f
&&
Y ∃!f ′
// Z
In particular, if a good quotient exists, it is unique up to unique isomor-
phism.
Moreover, one can show that two orbits O and O′ are mapped to the same
point if and only if
O ∩O′ 6= ∅.
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Finally, we remark that a geometric quotient q : X → Y induces a geometric
quotient
q : U → q(U)
on any open and G–invariant subset U ⊂ X, and that q(U) ⊂ Y is open. In
general, this is not true for good quotients.
There is a very simple example illustrating these concepts.
Example 1.1.2. Let the torus T = Gm of rank one act on the variety
X = An via scaling. A good quotient of this action exists, though it is the
trivial morphism
q : An → Spec(k)
because the origin is the unique closed orbit.
Note that if we remove the origin, all pointed lines become closed orbits,
and indeed the well–known map
q′ : An \ 0→ Pn−1
is a good and geometric quotient.
The general philosophy of removing a set of bad orbits is also found in the
construction of quotients via Geometric Invariant Theory.
1.1.2. GIT quotients.
Let a reductive group G act on a quasiprojective variety X, which we some-
times call the prequotient.
Mumford’s Geometric Invariant Theory (GIT) is a powerful tool to find open
subsets such that good quotients exist.
A G–line bundle E → X on X is a line bundle E → X, equipped with an
action G× E → E such that the diagram
G× E //

E

G×X // X
commutes, and the induced action on fibres of E is linear. We refer to
[KKLV89] for more background on this notion.
Two G–line bundles E,E′ are isomorphic if there exists an equivariant iso-
morphism of line bundles E → E′ (leaving the base space fixed).
Definition 1.1.3. By PicG(X) we denote the group of isomorphism classes
of G–line bundles on X.
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Interpreted correctly, Pic∗(∗) is functorial.
Lemma 1.1.4. Consider the category C, where objects are pairs (X,G) of
algebraic groups acting on varieties X, and morphisms
(f, ϕ) : (X,G)→ (Y,H)
are pairs of morphisms of varieties and algebraic groups respectively, such
that f(g ∗ x) = ϕ(g) ∗ f(x) for all x ∈ X and g ∈ G. Then there is a
contravariant functor
Pic∗(∗) : C → Ab,
extending the usual functor Pic(∗). If (f, ϕ) is a morphism in C as above,
and χ ∈ χ(H), then (f, ϕ)∗(Lχ) = Lϕ∗(χ).
Proof. We use the notation (f, ϕ) for a morphism in C as in the statement
of the lemma. Recall that the pullback of an ordinary line bundle pi : E → Y
is given as
f∗(E) = {(x, e) ∈ X × E|f(x) = pi(e)} ,
and if additionally E is an H–line bundle, we define g∗(x, e) = (g∗x, ϕ(g)∗e).
Now, it is straightforward to check that this construction is well–defined and
satisfies the assertions. 
For a G–line bundle E we denote by H0(X,E)G the space of invariant
sections, and by R(X,E)G the section ring consisting of invariant sections.
We now want to associate the stable and semistable locus to a G–line bundle
E. To avoid further complication, we assume that E is ample as an ordinary
line bundle.
Definition 1.1.5. To a G–line bundle E, which is ample as a line bundle,
we associate the following loci.
(1) The semistable locus with respect to E is defined as
XE−sst =
⋃
f
D(f),
where D(f) = X \ N(f), and the union is taken over all invariant
sections f ∈ H0(X,mE)G, where m ≥ 1.
(2) The stable locus XE−st is the set of points x ∈ XE−sst such that the
stabilizer Gx is finite, and the orbit G ∗ x is closed in the semistable
locus.
(3) The unstable locus with respect to E is the complement
X \XE−sst.
As is apparent from the definition,
XE−st ⊂ XE−sst ⊂ X
are open and G–invariant subsets, though they could possibly be empty.
The technical cornerstone of GIT is the fact that, unless they are empty,
quotients for these subsets exist.
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Theorem 1.1.6. The evaluation of sections defines a good quotient
qE : X
E−sst → YE = Proj
(
R(X,E)G
)
,
which restricts to a geometric quotient on the stable locus.
Remark 1.1.7. By construction of the quotient Y = YE , the canonical line
bundle OY (1) pulls back to E, i.e.
q∗E(OY (1)) = E,
where we use the notion of pullback as outlined in Lemma 1.1.4. If the
quotient is projective, this could also be phrased as the statement that E
descends to an ample line bundle on the quotient.
A special case important to us is that of the linearization of the trivial line
bundle on an affine variety.
Convention 1.1.8. We will denote the trivial line bundle by
L→ X.
As [KKV89] shows, linearizations of the trivial line bundle are essentially
given by a character
χ ∈ χ(G) = Hom (G,Gm) .
For such a character, Lχ is the corresponding G–line bundle with action
g ∗ (x, e) = (g ∗ x, χ(g) · e).
A section f ∈ H0(X,Lχ)G is also called a semiinvariant and satisfies
g ∗ f = χ(g) · f.
Note that some authors call a function as given above a semiinvariant of
rank 1. We do not need this distinction.
Convention 1.1.9. We abbreviate the semistable locus as
Xχ−sst = XLχ−sst,
and similarly for the stable locus. We write the associated good quotient as
qχ : X
χ−sst → Yχ.
1.1.3. Variational GIT.
The space PicG(X)R can be thought of as a parameter space for GIT, and
it is interesting to ask, how the GIT quotient changes as we vary the choice
of E ∈ PicG(X). The answer to this question is the theory of Variational
Geometric Invariant Theory (VGIT). For general reductive groups, this was
developed by Thaddeus (cf. [Th96]) and Dolgachev and Hu (cf. [DH98]).
For the most part, they work over a normal and projective variety X. We
also need VGIT on affine varieties, which was discussed by Halic (consider
[Hal04]), at least for linearizations of the trivial line bundle.
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The main results of VGIT are about the G–ample cone
CG(X) ⊂ NSG(X)R,
which we now need to describe. The right hand side is a finite–dimensional
replacement for the possibly infinite–dimensional space PicG(X)R.
Remark 1.1.10. In the convention of Thaddeus, the space NSG(X) is given
as the set of G–line bundles modulo equivariant algebraic equivalence (see
[Th96], Section 2 for details). In the language of Dolgachev and Hu, it is
given by modding out homologically trivial line bundles which are trivially
linearized (consider [DH98], Definition 2.3.4.).
In the cases we are interested in, we only want to vary linearizations of the
trivial line bundle L, so that the subtle difference between PicG(X) and the
two versions of NSG(X) is of no further relevance.
Definition 1.1.11. The G–ample cone is the convex cone
CG(X) ⊂ NSG(X)R
spanned by classes of G–line bundles E which are ample as line bundles,
and which are G–effective. That is,
H0(X,mE)G 6= 0
for some multiple.
For ample line bundles, the second condition is equivalent to
XE−sst 6= ∅.
Definition 1.1.12. We say that two G–line bundles E and E′ are GIT
equivalent if
XE−sst = XE
′−sst.
This also implies that the stable loci, as well as the associated quotients, on
the stable and semistable locus, coincide.
The first main result of VGIT (consider [Th96], Theorems 2.3 and 2.4, as
well as [DH98], Theorem 3.3.3 and Theorem 3.4.2) can now be phrased as
follows.
Theorem 1.1.13. Let X denote a normal and projective variety.
The G–ample cone CG(X) is rational polyhedral. There are finitely many ra-
tional hyperplanes, called GIT walls, such that E and E′ are GIT equivalent
if they can be connected by a path which does not cross a wall.
Here, we say that a path γ crosses a wall H if there exists a point γ(a) ∈ H
and a point γ(b) 6∈ H. In particular, a path can potentially start and end in
some wall H without crossing it.
Clearly, the walls divide the G–ample cone into finitely many pieces, which
we call GIT chambers and cells.
Definition 1.1.14. Consider the wall structure on the ample cone CG(X)
as discussed in Theorem 1.1.13.
A GIT chamber is a connected component of CG(X) with the walls re-
moved. A GIT cell is a connected component of some wall W without the
intersections with any other, properly intersecting, wall.
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By Theorem 1.1.13 it is immediately clear that the GIT chambers are pre-
cisely the full–dimensional GIT equivalence classes, and that each GIT cell
is contained in a single GIT equivalence class.
Remark 1.1.15. There are some differing conventions for the notion of walls
and chambers. In the language of [DH98], for E inside a chamber we
necessarily have
XE−sst = XE−st,
although it is not explicitly required in the definition (consider [DH98],
Theorem 3.3.2). On the other hand, their definition of a wall allows codi-
mension zero walls.
Even worse, the definition of a chamber as used in Section 3.6.2, which
discusses walls and chambers in the space of stability conditions for quiver
sheaves, includes subsets which are not of full dimension. Additionally, the
walls used there are not necessarily hyperplanes. Since both conventions
seem to be standard in their respective field of study, we will use both in
the according sections.
The second main result of VGIT states that the GIT quotients undergo
birational transformations as the choice of the stability condition E varies
(compare with [Th96], Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3, and [DH98], Lemma
4.2.1 and the discussion below that Lemma).
Suppose that C+ and C− are chambers in CG(X), separated by a wall H.
Assume that we may choose G–line bundles E+ ∈ C+ and E− ∈ C− which
are linearization of the same (class of a) line bundle E. Then the line segment
between them intersects the wall in a rational point, which is thus another
linearization E0 ∈ H of the line bundle E.
Theorem 1.1.16. There are inclusions
XE+−sst ⊂ XE0−sst ⊃ XE−−sst,
and a diagram
YE+
f+ !!
f // YE− ,
f−||
YE0
where f+ and f− are proper and birational.
Actually, more is true. It is possible to construct a rational map
f : YE 99K YE′
from any G–line bundle E in the interior of the G–ample cone to any other
G–line bundle E′ ∈ CG(X). If E′ is also contained in the interior, this map
is birational. We will give a more explicit construction of this map below,
at least for the case of linearizations of the trivial line bundle.
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Remark 1.1.17. The rational map which is constructed in Theorem 1.1.16
is called a Thaddeus–flip, even though it is not necessarily a flip in the sense
usually considered in birational geometry. Moreover, the same naming is
used in other contexts of variation problems (eg. in [MW97] or [GRT16]).
However, if the complements of the stable loci with respect to E+ and E−
both have codimension at least 2, the birational map f is a flip, in the sense
of birational geometry, with respect to the ample line bundle OY+(1) as
explained in Remark 1.1.7.
Now, we want to discuss the case of an affine and normal variety X, following
[Hal04]. We can use the standard linearization
X ↪→ AN
into a G–module AN , to give the description
Xχ−sst = X ∩ (AN)χ−sst ,
where χ ∈ χ(G) is some character, and a similar description for the stable
loci. Thus, at least for linearizations of the trivial line bundle, we have the
same chamber behavior for the action of G on X as outlined for projective
varieties above.
From now on, we want the following to hold.
Assumption 1.1.18. For all characters χ which are contained in a GIT
chamber C ⊂ χ(G)R we have
Xχ−st = Xχ−sst.
Note that this may fail for all GIT chambers at once, or it may fail for some
chambers, while it holds for others (consider the counterexample [Res98]).
However, there are two important situations where our assumption is satis-
fied.
(1) This holds for the action of PGd on Rd(Q), where Q is a quiver (for the
relevant definitions, see Section 1.2), and d is a coprime dimension vec-
tor, i.e. the entries of d admit no nontrivial common divisor (compare
with Section 3.5 in [Rei08]).
(2) If G = T is a torus, the fact that stability and semistability coincide for
one chamber implies the same assertion for the other chambers (again
we use a linearization to reduce to the case of a T–module, where it
holds by Proposition 3.10 in [Hal04]).
Furthermore, we can use the linearization to transfer the Hilbert–Mumford
criterion for G–modules, as established in [Hal04] or [K94], to an arbitrary
normal affine variety.
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Next, we want to give a more explicit description for the rational maps
f : Yχ 99K Yχ′
between the quotients. Suppose that we are given two characters χ, χ′ of G,
and assume that Xχ−st is nonempty. Setting
V = Xχ−st ∩Xχ′−sst,
the restriction V → qχ(V ) ⊂ Yχ is again a geometric quotient, with open
image. Further, the composition
V ⊂ Xχ′−sst → Yχ′
is G–invariant, and hence factors to give a morphism qχ(V ) → Yχ′ . This
defines a rational map f : Yχ 99K Yχ′ .
The situation is summarized in the following diagram.
Xχ−sst
qχ

V

? _oo   // Xχ
′−sst
qχ′

Yχ qχ(V )?
_oo // Yχ′
Note that f is a birational map if Xχ
′−st 6= ∅. Indeed, the images under qχ
and qχ′ of
V ′ = Xχ−st ∩Xχ′−st
give open subsets qχ(V
′) ⊂ Yχ and qχ′(V ′) ⊂ Yχ′ , which are both geometric
quotients of V ′, and are hence isomorphic.
1.2. Quivers and their representations
Quiver moduli were introduced to study the isomorphism classes of mod-
ules over artinian algebras (see [K94]). In this section, we recall the basic
notions of a quiver and its representations. We also recall the concept of
stability and the construction of a moduli space as introduced by King. For
a concise introduction we refer the reader to [Rei08].
Furthermore, we develop an extension of these concepts to the case of la-
beled quivers, i.e. ordinary quivers with labeling vector spaces assigned to
the arrows. This is a mostly straightforward procedure, but even though
special cases have been studied (eg. in [ACK07] or [GRT16]), there seems
to be no such concise treatment in the literature.
Definition 1.2.1. An (unlabeled) quiver Q = (Q0, Q1) consists of a set of
vertices Q0, a set of arrows Q1, and two functions
t, h : Q1 → Q0,
assigning to an arrow α its tail and head.
Typically, arrows are denoted by α : i → j, where i = t(α) and j = h(α).
We further assume that both sets Q0, Q1 are finite.
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Suppose that there are precisely n distinct arrows
1
n // 2
from vertex 1 to vertex 2. Often, we are not interested in the concrete set
of arrows, but just their joint properties, i.e. the sum of their images. This
gives rise to the idea to replace them with a vector space H of dimension n.
Definition 1.2.2. A labeling for a quiver Q is a collection of vector spaces
H = (Hα | α ∈ Q1)
of finite dimension for each arrow in Q. An arrow α with label Hα = k is
considered to be unlabeled. The pair (Q,H) is called a labeled quiver.
We think of an unlabeled quiver as the special case, where the labeling is
trivial, i.e. Hα = k for all arrows.
1.2.1. The category of representations.
Usually, one is not very interested in the quiver itself, but in its representa-
tions, which are a very well–established concept.
A representation M of an (unlabeled) quiver Q in some category C consists
of a tuple of objects (Mi | i ∈ Q0) for each vertex, and a tuple of morphisms
(Mα : Mi →Mj | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1)
for each arrow. Together with the appropriate notion of morphisms, these
representations form a category.
Definition 1.2.3. The category of representations of Q in the category C
is denoted as Q− repC .
The special cases of representations in the category k−vect of vector spaces
of finite dimension, and in the category of coherent sheaves Coh(X) on some
scheme X over k deserve the special notations
Q− rep = Q− repk−vect, Q− Coh(X) = Q− repCoh(X).
In Chapter 3, we further discuss objects in Q − Coh(X), which are called
quiver sheaves.
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A representation of a labeled quiver is given in a slightly different manner.
Definition 1.2.4. A representation M of a labeled quiver (Q,H) consists
of a tuple (Mi | i ∈ Q0) of finite–dimensional vector spaces, and a tuple
(Mα : Mi ⊗k Hα →Mj | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1)
of linear maps. A morphism of representations ϕ : M → N consists of a tuple
of linear maps (ϕi : Mi → Ni | i ∈ Q0), such that for all arrows α : i→ j in
Q the diagram
Mi ⊗k Hα Mα //
ϕi⊗id

Mj
ϕj

Ni ⊗k Hα
Nα
// Nj
commutes.
Clearly, we recover the unlabeled case if we delete all occurrences of ⊗kHα.
Equivalently we can use the canonical identification V ⊗k k ' V . Again, the
representations form a category.
Definition 1.2.5. The category of representations of (Q,H) is denoted as
(Q,H)− rep.
We also need the dimension vector of a representation.
Definition 1.2.6. The dimension vector of a vector space representation
M is defined as
d(M) = (dim(Mi) | i ∈ Q0) ,
both for the labeled and unlabeled case.
In the unlabeled case, relations on the quiver are a well–established concept.
To the best knowledge of the authors, there is no previous treatment of re-
lations in the case of a labeled quiver.
We need such relations. More precisely, we need one very special case in-
volving non–trivial labels, and relations only involving unlabeled arrows.
Developing a more general theory seems tedious and technical, with no clear
application.
Convention 1.2.7. Suppose that (Q,H) contains a subquiver
1
β

H
α
// 2
γ

3
H
δ
// 4,
that is two unlabeled arrows β, γ and two labeled arrows α, δ, with the same
label H on opposite sides of a square. We then say that a representation M
satisfies the relation γα− δβ if there is a commuting diagram
M1 ⊗k H Mα //
Mβ⊗id

M2
Mγ

M3 ⊗k H
Mδ
// M4.
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Again, after removing the terms ⊗kH, we arrive at a very special case of a
relation in the unlabeled case.
Another special case we need is that of relations which only involve unlabeled
arrows. We recall that a path is simply a sequence
γ = αl . . . α1
of arrows such that the tail of each arrow is the head of its predecessor. The
relations we are interested in are then of the form
r∑
k=1
λkγk,
where the λk are scalars, and all the γk : i j are non–trivial paths starting
in the same vertex i and ending in the same vertex j, such that the arrows
which compose γ are unlabeled.
For a path γ = αl . . . α1 : i  j composed of unlabeled arrows, and a
representation M we denote
Mγ = Mαl . . .Mα1 : Mi → j,
and say that M satisfies a relation as given above if
r∑
k=1
λkMγ = 0.
Later in the discussion, we will provide a more general discussion of paths,
allowing non–trivial labels.
We further remark that relations in the unlabeled case also make sense for
arbitrary k–linear categories. In particular, we can consider quiver sheaves
satisfying a set of relations I.
Definition 1.2.8. The full subcategory of quiver sheaves satisfying the re-
lations I is denoted as
(Q, I)− Coh(X) ⊂ Q− Coh(X).
A labeled quiver with relations is now defined as a triple (Q,H, I), where
(Q,H) is a labeled quiver and I is a set of relations of a form as discussed
above.
Definition 1.2.9. The category
(Q,H, I)− rep ⊂ (Q,H)− rep
is the full subcategory of representations which satisfy the relations I.
The connection of the notion of labeled representations to the unlabeled
ones is via a choice of basis for each label Hα. This also allows us to inherit
many already established results.
Specifically, let (Q,H, I) denote any labeled quiver with relations. Construct
a new (unlabeled) quiver Q′ by setting
Q′0 = Q0, Q
′
1 = {αk : i→ j | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1, k = 1, . . . ,dim(Hα)} .
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Roughly speaking, we replace each arrow by dim(Hα) copies. For a relation
γα − δβ in a form as explained above, we equip Q′ with dim(H) relations
of the form
γαk − δkβ, k = 1, . . . ,dim(H).
Relations only involving unlabeled arrows can be imposed onQ′ in a straight–
forward way. The set of all such relations is denoted as I ′.
If θ is a stability condition on Q, as discussed in Subsection 1.2.2, it is also
possible to consider it as a stability condition on Q′.
Now, choose a basis for each label Hα. We restrict this choice by assuming
the following.
(1) If the label is trivial, i.e. Hα = k, the canonical basis 1 ∈ k is chosen.
(2) If two labels are exactly the same, i.e. Hα = Hβ, the same bases are
chosen.
Proposition 1.2.10. The choice of bases induces an isomorphism of cate-
gories
(Q,H, I)− rep→ (Q′, I ′)− rep.
This identification respects dimension vectors.
Proof. We sketch the definition of the involved functors. Extending them
to morphisms, and checking the identities is then straightforward.
The choice of bases Bα = (h1, . . . , hnα), where nα = dim(Hα), induces direct
sum decompositions
Mi ⊗Hα =
nα⊕
l=1
Mi ⊗k k · hl '
nα⊕
l=1
Mi.
The associated projections and inclusions (composed with identification) are
denoted as pil and εl respectively. Suppose we are given a representation M
of (Q,H, I). Define a representation M ′ by
M ′i = Mi for all i ∈ Q0 and M ′αl = Mαεl for the arrows.
Our restrictions on the choices of bases imply, that the representation M ′
satisfies the relations I ′. Conversely, suppose that M ′ is a given representa-
tion of (Q′, I ′). Then M can be constructed via
Mi = M
′
i for all i ∈ Q0, and Mα =
∑nα
l=1M
′
αl
pil for the arrows.
It is obvious that dimension vectors are respected. 
The paths in a labeled quiver (Q,H) are simply paths in the underlying
quiver Q, and the label of a path γ = α1α2 . . . αl is defined as
Hγ = Hαl ⊗k . . .⊗k Hα1 .
By convention, the paths ei of length zero should be labeled by k.
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Definition 1.2.11. The path algebra of (Q,H) is
A = A(Q,H) =
⊕
γ path
k · γ ⊗k Hγ
as a vector space, and multiplication is given on homogeneous elements by
(γ ⊗ h) · (γ′ ⊗ h′) = γγ′ ⊗ (h′ ⊗ h)
if the concatenation γγ′ is possible, and zero otherwise. Relations of the
form δβ − γα in (Q,H) give rise to the relations
(δ ⊗ hδ) · (β ⊗ hβ)− (γ ⊗ hγ) · (α⊗ hα) = 0
independent of the elements hα, hδ ∈ H and hβ, hγ ∈ k. The path algebra
with relations is then simply the path algebra of (Q,H) modulo the ideal
generated by these relations.
Again, removing ⊗kHα from the definition recovers the path algebra of an
unlabeled quiver. Similarly to the argument above, we can show that there
is an identification of the labeled and unlabeled case.
Proposition 1.2.12. There is an isomorphism
A ' A′
between the path algebra A of (Q,H, I) and the path algebra A′ of (Q′, I ′).
As a first example of the translation of results from the unlabeled to the
labeled case, we recall and proof the identification of modules over the path
algebra and representations. Let A denote the path algebra of (Q,H, I) and
let A′ denote the path algebra of the associated unlabeled quiver (Q′, I ′).
Proposition 1.2.13. There is a commuting diagram of equivalences of cat-
egories
(Q,H, I)− rep //

A−mod

(Q′, I ′)− rep // A′ −mod.
Proof. The vertical arrows are given by Proposition 1.2.12 and Proposition
1.2.10. The functor in the upper row is given as follows.
For a representation M of (Q,H, I), the corresponding A–module is given
as
M =
⊕
i∈Q0
Mi,
where an element α⊗ h ∈ A for an arrow α : i→ j acts as
(α⊗ h) ·m = Mα (m⊗ h)
from the i–th to the j–th summand, and as zero otherwise. Conversely,
suppose we are given an A–module M . Since the elements ei ⊗ 1 for i ∈ Q0
form a decomposition of unity into indecomposable orthogonal idempotents,
there is a decomposition
M =
⊕
i∈Q0
Mi =
⊕
i∈Q0
(ei ⊗ 1)M,
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which we take as the collection of vector spaces for a representation. An
arrow α : i→ j is equipped with the map
(ei ⊗ 1)M ⊗k Hα → (ej ⊗ 1)M, (ei ⊗ 1)m⊗ h 7→ (m⊗ h) (ei ⊗ 1)m.
This construction respects choices of bases, and dropping the terms ⊗kHα
gives a similar functor for the lower row, making the diagram commute. The
lower row given by this is well–known to be an equivalence. 
1.2.2. Stability conditions.
To construct meaningful moduli spaces, we need to restrict to semistable
representations as introduced by King. His original work was concerned
with the unlabeled case, but there is no difficulty in extending the defini-
tions to the labeled case.
A stability condition on a quiver, labeled or unlabeled, is a tuple θ ∈ RQ0 .
Definition 1.2.14. The slope of a representation with respect to θ is given
as
µ(M) =
∑
i∈Q0 θi dim(Mi)∑
i∈Q0 dim(Mi)
,
and M is said to be θ–semistable if and only if
µ(N) ≤ µ(M)
holds for all non–trivial subrepresentations N ⊂M . If strict inequality holds
for all subrepresentations we say that M is stable. Consequently, for some
representation M we say that N ⊂M is destabilizing if µ(N) ≥ µ(M).
The full subcategory of semistable representations of fixed slope is closed
under kernels, cokernels and extensions, and hence abelian. The stable ones
are exactly the simple objects in this category, and objects are artinian.
This gives us the following variant of the Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration.
Proposition 1.2.15. Let M denote a semistable representation of some
quiver (labeled or unlabeled). Then there exists a filtration
0 = M0 (M1 (M2 ( . . . (M l = M
of semistable subrepresentations of the same slope, such that the subquotients
Mk+1/Mk are stable. Moreover, the subquotients are uniquely determined
in any such filtration up to isomorphism and permutation.
The uniqueness of the subquotients allows us to define S–equivalence of
representations.
Definition 1.2.16. For a semistable representation M we define the graded
representation as
gr(M) =
l⊕
k=1
Mk/Mk−1,
where the Mk comprise some Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration of M . We say that
two semistable representations M and M ′ are S–equivalent if gr(M) '
gr(M ′).
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Consider the identification of Proposition 1.2.10. Since Q and Q′ have the
same set of vertices, a stability condition θ can be used on both simulta-
neously. Subrepresentations and dimension vectors are preserved, so that
stability is preserved as well.
Corollary 1.2.17. The identification
(Q,H, I)− rep ' (Q′, I ′)− rep
preserves stability, semistability and S–equivalence.
1.2.3. Moduli spaces.
The method of construction of a moduli space of semistable quiver represen-
tations is to parametrize representations by some variety Rd(Q,H, I), with
a canonical group action which encodes isomorphisms. In the next step, we
relate stability of representations with stability on the variety in the sense
of GIT, and the associated quotient is the moduli space. This program was
first carried out by [K94].
Let (Q,H, I) denote a labeled quiver with relations.
Definition 1.2.18. The representation variety for dimension vector d ∈ NQ0
is given as
Rd(Q,H) =
⊕
α:i→j
Hom
(
kdi ⊗Hα, kdj
)
,
and the relations I define a closed subvariety Rd(Q,H, I) ⊂ Rd(Q,H).
On Rd(Q,H) we have an action of the group
Gd =
∏
i∈Q0
GL(di, k)
via conjugation, that is
(gi | i ∈ Q0) ∗ (fα | α : i→ j) =
(
g−1j fα (gi ⊗ id) | α : i→ j
)
.
Note that the diagonally embedded scalars Gm ⊂ Gd act trivially, so that
we can equivalently pass to the action of the group
PGd = Gd/Gm.
Furthermore, there is a tautological bundleM of A–modules On Rd(Q,H, I).
Here, A denotes the path algebra of (Q,H, I).
As a vector bundle, M is trivial
M =
⊕
i∈Q0
kdi
×Rd(Q,H, I)→ Rd(Q,H, I).
Each fiber Mx carries the structure of an A–module, by declaring that each
arrow acts via the morphisms encoded in x.
Clearly, any representation N of (Q,H, I) with dimension vector d is iso-
morphic to a member of this family (identifying Ni ' kdi), and hence gives
a point in Rd(Q,H, I). Isomorphism classes of representations correspond
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to orbits under the action of Gd.
This construction is compatible with choices of bases, and restricts to the
well–known case of unlabeled quivers. Hence, we can transfer the following
theorem due to [K94]. Note, that we may assume θ ∈ ZQ0 without loss
of generality (see Remark 1.2.22), and define a character via the following
well–known identification.
Lemma 1.2.19. Mapping a tuple θ ∈ ZQ0 to the character
χθ : Gd → Gm, (gi | i ∈ Q0) 7→
∏
i∈Q0
det(gi)
−θi
induces an isomorphism ZQ0 ' χ(Gd). The characters of PGd correspond
to tupels orthogonal to d.
On Rd(Q,H, I), we hence have the notion of stability and semistability in
the sense of GIT by considering the trivial line bundle L, linearized with χθ.
Proposition 1.2.20. Orbits in Rd(Q,H, I) are in one–to–one correspon-
dence with isomorphism classes of representations of (Q,H, I) with dimen-
sion vector d. Stable and semistable representations correspond to stable
and semistable orbits respectively, and two representations are S–equivalent
if and only if the closures of the corresponding orbits intersect.
This implies that there is a GIT–construction of the moduli space. Here, we
use the abbreviations st = θ − st and sst = θ − sst.
Theorem 1.2.21. There is a commuting diagram
Rd(Q,H, I)
st

  // Rd(Q,H)
sst

  // Rd(Q,H, I)

M std (Q,H, I)
  // M sstd (Q,H, I)
p // M sspd (Q,H),
and the following assertions hold.
(1) The vertical arrows are good quotients, and the leftmost quotient is even
geometric.
(2) The inclusions are open, and p is a projective morphism.
(3) The varieties M std (Q,H, I),M
sst
d (Q,H, I) and M
ssp
d (Q,H, I) are the
moduli spaces of stable, semistable and semisimple representations of
(Q,H, I) of dimension vector d, respectively.
(4) The variety M sspd (Q,H, I) is affine. It is trivial if and only if Q does
not contain oriented cycles.
(5) Closed points in M sstd (Q,H, I) correspond to S–equivalence classes of
semistable representations, and closed points in M std (Q,H, I) corre-
spond to isomorphism classes of stable representations.
Proof. The special case of an unlabeled quiver without relations is settled
by [K94], and the general theory of GIT (see eg. [Rei08], Section 3.5), and
the question when M sspd (Q) is affine is settled by [LP90].
Relations in the unlabeled case can be handled, once we note that S–
equivalence respects relations. This is because orbit closure respects S–
equivalence and
Rd(Q, I)
sst = Rd(Q, I) ∩Rd(Q)sst.
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Finally, our identifications allow a transfer to the labeled case. Note that
Q′ contains oriented cycles if and only if Q does. 
Remark 1.2.22. As seen above, an integral tuple θ ∈ ZQ0 defines a character
of Gd such that stability with respect to the G–line bundle Lχ on Rd(Q,H, I)
is related to θ–stability of representations. For arbitrary θ ∈ QQ0 we can
reduce to this case by scaling with a positive rational (and actually integral)
number, allowing an extension of the definition of stability.
According to VGIT (see Section 1.1), the vector space QQ0 is divided into
finitely many rational polyhedral chambers such that the behavior of stabil-
ity does not depend on the explicit choice of θ inside any fixed chamber (this
can also be seen by more concrete calculations, see eg. [Ch08]). The walls
inducing this decomposition are the hyperplanes orthogonal to potential di-
mension vectors e ≤ d of subrepresentations, and hence rational. Using the
closures of these walls, it is possible to extend the notion of stability to
arbitrary real tuples θ ∈ RQ0 .
Denote by A the path algebra of (Q,H, I), by R the representation variety
Rd(Q,H, I), and by G the group Gd. Consider the functor
MA : (Sch/k)op → Sets,
which maps a scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes of A⊗OS–modules
which are locally free as OS–modules.
By sending a morphism f : S → R to the pullback f∗M of the tautological
family, we obtain a natural transformation
h : R→MA.
Just like in [ACK07], Proposition 4.4, we can prove that MA is locally
isomorphic to a quotient functor.
Proposition 1.2.23. The natural transformation h induces a local isomor-
phism
h′ : R/G→MA.
1.3. Rational maps and divisors
In this section, we review some basic notions and conventions concerning
divisors and rational maps.
The notion of a rational contraction is given as in the foundational paper
[HK00]. We sometimes use equivalent descriptions provided by [Ca12].
For divisors, the standard reference is the book [Laz04] of Lazarsfeld.
1.3.1. Divisors.
We will often consider normal and projective varieties X which are Q–
factorial. That is,
Cl(X)Q = CaCl(X)Q,
i.e. every Weil divisor is Q–Cartier. Recall that the Cartier Class group can
be identified with the group Pic(X) of line bundles on X, where O(D) is
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the line bundle corresponding to a divisor D.
Let D denote a Cartier divisor on a projective and normal variety X. The
section ring of D is defined as
R(X,D) =
⊕
m≥0
H0 (X,mD) =
⊕
m≥0
H0 (X,OX(mD)) .
Here, and elsewhere sometimes, we speak of sections of O(D) as sections of
D by a slight abuse of notation.
If R(X,D) is finitely generated (as a k–algebra), then evaluation of sections
gives rise to a rational map
fD : X 99K YD = Proj(R(X,D)),
which is regular outside the stable base locus of D.
Here, the stable base locus is defined as the intersection
B(D) =
⋂
m≥0
Bs(mD)
of the base loci of its multiples.
Remark 1.3.1. Taking a thinning
R(X,D)[k] =
⊕
m≥0
H0 (X,O(kmD))
does not change the projective spectrum, or the question whether the ring
is finitely generated. Thus, the maps fkD are essentially the same for suf-
ficiently large multiples k. Actually, they are Mori equivalent (consider
Definition 1.3.7 below).
Similarly to the situation in Remark 1.1.10, we need an appropriate quotient
of the space Pic(X). That is, we consider the space
N1(X) = Ca(X)/ ≡num
of Cartier divisors up to numerical equivalence. By definition, two divisors
D1 and D2 are numerically equivalent if for all curves C we have
D1 · C = D2 · C.
Recall that N1(X)R is a free abelian group of finite rank, and that this rank
ρ(X) = rk
(
N1(X)
)
is called the Picard number of X. Inside N1(X)R one is often interested in
the subcones
Amp(X) ⊂ Nef(X) ⊂ Mov(X) ⊂ Eff(X) ⊂ N1(X)R,
which we now want to describe.
It is well–known that a Cartier divisor D is called ample if
fkD : X ↪→ Proj (R(X, kD))
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is a closed embedding for some multiple k, and that the classes of ample
divisors span a cone
Amp(X) ⊂ N1(X)R
which is open. By the Kleiman–criterion, the closure of the ample cone is
the nef cone, i.e.
Nef(X) = Amp(X).
By definition, it is spanned by classes of Cartier divisors D such that
D · C ≥ 0
holds for all curves C. In between, there is the cone of semiample divisors
Amp(X) ⊂ SAmp(X) ⊂ Nef(X),
which is spanned by classes of divisors D such that some multiple is base
point free. This cone is neither closed nor open in general.
Clearly, for a semiample divisor D, the associated map
fD : X → YD
is regular (if it exists). Even more, this map is a regular contraction, i.e. it
is surjective and and has connected fibers.
However, the map
fD : X 99K YD
may be regular even though D is not semiample. For an example, consider
the Hirzebruch surface F1 (see Example 2.4.3).
A Cartier divisor D is called movable if
codim(B(D)) ≥ 2.
Clearly, semiample divisors are movable, so that there is an inclusion
Nef(X) ⊂ Mov(X).
Here, Mov(X) is the closure of the cone which is spanned by classes of mov-
able divisors.
Finally, we consider the cone of pseudoeffective divisors
Eff(X) ⊂ N1(X)R.
It is the closure of the cone spanned by Cartier divisors D which are effective,
that is such that
H0 (X,mD) 6= 0
for some multiple m.
We remark that the interior of Eff(X) is the so called big cone, spanned by
classes of divisors D such that
fD : X 99K YD
is a birational map.
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1.3.2. Rational contractions.
Let f : X 99K Y denote a dominant birational map of projective and normal
varieties, where additionally X is Q–factorial.
Definition 1.3.2. We say that f is a birational contraction if there exists
a resolution
W
p
~~
q
  
X
f
// Y,
whereW is normal and projective, p is birational, and for every p–exceptional
effective divisor E on W the equation
q∗(OW (E)) ' OY
holds. For a Q–Cartier divisor D on Y the pullback is defined as
f∗(D) = p∗(q∗(D)).
Remark 1.3.3. All these notions do not depend on the choice of a resolution.
The pullback is well–defined on numerical equivalence classes (cf. [Ca12],
Lemma 1.3), but not functorial in general.
The rational map
fmD : X 99K YD,
for a suitable multiple of a Q–Cartier divisor D with finitely generated sec-
tion ring, provides a natural example of a rational contraction.
Definition 1.3.4. A small Q–factorial modification (SQM) of a normal and
projective variety X is a birational map
f : X 99K Y
to a normal, projective, and Q–factorial variety which is an isomorphism in
codimension one.
The map f above is automatically a rational contraction. This is implied
by the following characterization (consider [Ca12], Remark 2.2). This also
shows that the inverse map f−1 is a contraction as well.
Lemma 1.3.5. Consider a birational map f : X 99K Y between normal and
projective varieties such that X is additionally Q–factorial. Then f is a
rational contraction if and only if there are open subsets U ⊂ X and X ⊂ Y
such that
f : U
∼−→ V
and codim(Y \ V ) ≥ 2.
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Remark 1.3.6. It is possible to define rational contractions
f : X 99K Y
which are not necessarily birational, though the definition is rather technical
([HK00], Definition 1.1), and we make no use of it.
If X is a Mori dream space it can be shown a posteriori, that all rational
contractions factor as a SQM followed by a regular contraction (consider
[Ca12], Proposition 3.3).
Definition 1.3.7. Let D1 and D2 denote Q–Cartier divisors on a normal
and projective variety X such that their section rings are finitely generated.
We say that D1 and D2 are Mori equivalent, if for some multiple m > 0, the
associated contractions are isomorphic. That is, there exists an isomorphism
ϕ between YD1 = YmD1 and YD2 = YmD2 , such that the following diagram
commutes.
X
fmD1
}}
fmD2
!!
YD1 ϕ
// YD2
1.4. Mori dream spaces
Mori dream spaces were introduced by Hu and Keel in their foundational
paper [HK00]. They form a class of varieties where Mori’s program works
very well, whence the name.
There are two different approaches to discuss the properties of a Mori dream
space. One approach uses the cone structure inside the space of divisors,
while it is also possible to describe it by VGIT of its Cox ring. In this sec-
tion, we provide an overview of both points of view.
1.4.1. Characterization via cones of divisors.
The original definition of a Mori dream space ([HK00], Definition 1.10)
characterizes it via its cone structure.
Definition 1.4.1. A projective and normal variety Y is called a Mori dream
space if the following holds.
(1) Y is Q–factorial, and Pic(Y )Q = N1(Y )Q.
(2) The nef cone Nef(Y ) is spanned by finitely many semiample line bun-
dles.
(3) There is a finite collection of SQMs
fi : Y 99K Yi, i = 1, . . . , N
such that each Yi satisfies (2), and the movable cone Mov(Y ) is the
union of the cones f∗i (Nef(Yi)).
The second condition implies that the cones Nef(Yi) are rationally polyhe-
dral, so that Mov(Y ) is rational polyhedral as well.
If fi and fj are Mori equivalent, the pullbacks of the nef cones coincide, so
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that we can assume the fi to be pairwise inequivalent.
We state some of the good properties of a Mori dream space (consider
[HK00], Proposition 1.11).
Theorem 1.4.2. Let Y denote a Mori dream space. Then the following
holds.
(1) For all line bundles L, the section ring R(Y,L) is finitely generated.
(2) The SQMs fi appearing in Definition 1.4.1 are, up to Mori equivalence,
the only SQMs of Y .
(3) There are finitely many birational contractions
gi : Y 99K Yi, i = 1, . . . ,M,
where the Yi are Mori dream spaces, such that
Eff(Y ) =
M⋃
i=1
g∗i (Nef(Yi)) ∗ exc(gi).
In particular, Eff(Y ) is rational polyhedral. Here, exc(gi) is the cone
spanned by the gi–exceptional prime divisors. Up to Mori equivalence,
these are all birational contractions of Y with Q–factorial image.
(4) For any divisor D on Y we can run a Mori program. If the divisor
becomes nef at some step in the program, it also becomes semiample.
As for the case of SQMs, we can assume the birational contractions gi to be
pairwise Mori inequivalent. Clearly, the SQMs fi appear among the gi.
Definition 1.4.3. Consider the situation of Theorem 1.4.2. The cones
g∗i (Nef(Yi)) ∗ exc(gi)
have disjoint interior for inequivalent gi, and are called the Mori chambers
of Y .
Remark 1.4.4. The decomposition of the effective cone into Mori chambers
has the following properties.
(1) The Mori chambers are precisely the closures of the Mori equivalence
classes which have non–empty interior. Different Mori chambers can
only intersect in their boundaries.
(2) The identity map is a rational contraction, so that
Nef(X) ⊂ Eff(X)
is a Mori chamber.
(3) The decomposition of Eff(X) into Mori chambers respects the mov-
able cone. This is because the SQMs fi appear among the birational
contractions gi.
We close this subsection by a very brief sketch of Mori’s program, motivating
the naming of Mori dream spaces. We refer to [Mat02] for more details.
Remark 1.4.5. The final property given in Theorem 1.4.2 is the reason why
Mori dream spaces are named that way.
Suppose we are given a divisor D on a variety X. The general goal of the
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Mori program is to find a birational model (X ′, D′) such that the trans-
formed divisor D′ is nef on X ′. The strategy to construct X ′ is to apply a
sequence of contractions, which remove curves C such that
D · C < 0.
In general, it is not known whether the steps of such a program can be
carried out, and even if this is possible, whether such a program terminates.
But for a Mori dream space X, this is possible, and the contractions which
are need are parameterized by the cone structure of Eff(X).
1.4.2. GIT quotients and the Cox ring.
Suppose that Y is a normal, projective and Q–factorial variety such that
Pic(Y )Q = N
1(Y )Q. Choose a collection of line bundles
L1, . . . , Lr ∈ Pic(Y ),
which forms a basis of the vector space N1(Y )Q over Q. The Cox ring of Y ,
with respect to that basis, is defined as
Cox(Y ) =
⊕
a∈Zr
H0
(
Y,L⊗a11 ⊗ . . .⊗ L⊗arr
)
.
Corresponding to the grading of Cox(Y ), there is the action of the torus T =
T r on the Cox ring. Namely, for t ∈ T and s a section in the homogeneous
piece to some a ∈ Zr we have
t ∗ s = (ta11 · . . . · tarr ) · s.
Remark 1.4.6. The Cox ring is named after Cox, who used a similar ring
for the description of toric varieties (consider [Co95]).
The Cox ring itself depends on the choice of a basis L1, . . . , Lr, but the
question whether the Cox ring is finitely generated does not.
With a more careful treatment (see [ADHL15]), it is possible to introduce
a variant of the Cox ring which does not require the choice of a basis.
Using the Cox ring, one can give an alternative description of Mori dream
spaces (consider [HK00], Proposition 2.9).
Theorem 1.4.7. Let Y denote a normal, Q–factorial and projective variety
such that
Pic(Y )Q = N
1(Y )Q.
Then Y is a Mori dream space if and only if Cox(Y ) is a finitely generated
k–algebra.
The strategy of proof rests on another result of [HK00]. They show that,
under sufficiently good properties, a GIT quotient of an affine variety is a
Mori dream space. They then show that the action
T r × Spec(Cox(Y ))→ Spec(Cox(Y ))
satisfies these properties, and that a GIT quotient recovers Y .
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More precisely, they assume the following situation.
Assumption 1.4.8. Let a reductive group G act on an affine variety X,
and let χ0 ∈ χ(G) denote a character such that the following assertions are
satisfied.
(1) The general stabilizer Gx is finite.
(2) X is normal and Cl(X)Q = 0.
(3) Up to constants, there are no non–trivial G–invariant invertible regular
functions, i.e.
E(X)G = 0.
(4) All GIT quotients of X are projective.
(5) For GIT chambers, stability and semistability coincides, i.e. Assump-
tion 1.1.18 holds.
(6) χ0 is contained in the interior of a GIT chamber, and the unstable
locus is of codimension at least two. That is,
codim
(
X \Xχ0−sst) ≥ 2.
The condition Cl(X)Q = 0 implies that X is Q–factorial, and that, up to
multiples, all line bundles are trivial. Hence, the G–line bundles are of the
form Lχ for some character χ.
Theorem 1.4.9. Consider the situation as in Assumption 1.1.18, and de-
note by
q : Xχ0−sst → Y
the GIT quotient. Then the following assertions hold.
(1) Y is a Mori dream space.
(2) Descent of the linearized bundle Lχ induces a map
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q,
which is an isomorphism.
(3) We have
ψ
(
CG(X)
)
= Eff(Y ),
i.e. the G–ample cone is identified with the pseudo–effective cone.
Moreover, Mori chambers are identified with GIT chambers, and the
GIT chamber containing χ0 is identified with the nef cone.
(4) Every rational contraction
f : Y 99K Y ′
is induced by VGIT. That is, Y ′ = Yχ for a suitably chosen character
χ, and f is equivalent to the rational map provided by VGIT.
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1.5. Almost factorial domains
Let X = Spec(A) denote an affine variety. In particular, X is supposed to be
irreducible, so A is an integral domain. It is well–known that A is a unique
factorization domain (UFD) if and only if X is normal and Cl(X) = 0.
Following [St67], we call A an almost factorial domain (AFD) if and only
if X is normal and Cl(X) is torsion.
First, we review the relevant properties of and conventions on AFDs, which
are established in [St67].
(1) A nonzero nonunit x ∈ A is called primary if the ideal (x) ⊂ A is a
primary ideal. In that case, the associated prime ideal px is defined as
the prime ideal associated to (x).
(2) Two primary elements which have the same associated prime ideal are
up to units powers of a third primary element. Conversely, powers of
a primary element are again primary.
(3) For a nonzero nonunit y ∈ A, a suitable power yn can be factored into
primary elements.
(4) If D ⊂ X is a prime divisor, there exists a primary element x ∈ A and
a natural number n such that
nD = div(x).
Additionally, we need the uniqueness of the set of associated prime ideals
in a primary decomposition, which can be proven by a slight variation of
the well–known proof that the elements in a decomposition into primes are
uniquely determined. We note that the prime ideal associated to a primary
ideal is given as its radical ideal.
Lemma 1.5.1. The following statements hold in any integral domain.
(1) Suppose there are two decompositions
a1 · . . . · ar = b1 · . . . · bs
into primary elements. Then the sets of the prime ideals associated to
the ai and associated to the bj respectively coincide.
(2) If we have a primary element x ∈ A such that
x | a1 · . . . · ar,
then x|ani for a suitable index i and a suitable power n.
(3) Given two primary elements x, y ∈ A such that x | y, it follows that
the associated prime ideals coincide.
Proof. The first assertion easily follows from the second and third asser-
tions.
Induction over r proves the second assertion, where r = 1 is trivial. If
x | a1 · . . . · ar−1, we are done by the induction hypothesis, and if not we
have anr ∈ (x) since x is primary.
Under the hypothesis of the third assertion we may write y = xy′. Now
y - y′, since otherwise x would be a unit, so y | xn for some power n. Thus
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there are inclusions of ideals
(y) ⊂ (x) ⊃ (xn) ⊂ (y).
This yields the inclusions
py ⊂ px = pxn ⊂ py
by taking the radicals, which finishes the proof. 
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CHAPTER 2
Mori dream spaces
In this section, we generalize the theorem of Hu and Keel about GIT quo-
tients to the case where the unstable locus is of codimension one. We apply
this result to quiver moduli, and use it to describe quotients of Mori dream
spaces.
2.1. Quotients of spectra of AFDs
In this first section we establish our main result. We use the properties of an
almost factorial domain to describe the influence of unstable codimension
components to the GIT chamber structure, and how this is related to Mori
chambers of the quotients.
2.1.1. Divisors under the group action.
As a first step, we compute the regular invertible functions on an open subset
of the spectrum of an AFD. Obviously, this does not require the introduction
of a group action yet.
Assumption 2.1.1. Let A denote an AFD, and let U ⊂ X = Spec(A) denote
an open subset. By
Z = Z(U) = {Z1, . . . , Zq}
we denote the set of irreducible components of X \ U which are of codi-
mension one in X. Interpreting the elements Zi as prime divisors on the
variety X, the fact that A is almost factorial implies that niZi = div(gi) is a
principal divisor for some natural number ni and a primary element gi ∈ A
(consider Section 1.5). In particular it holds that Zi = N(gi).
In the special case where A is a UFD, we have that every prime divisor is
principal, and hence Zi = div(gi) for prime elements gi ∈ A.
Lemma 2.1.2. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.1 the map
F : A∗ × Zq → O(U)∗,
given by
(λ, a1, . . . , aq) 7→ λ · ga11 · . . . · gaqq |U ,
is injective with torsion cokernel. In particular, there is an isomorphism
E(X)Q ×Qq → E(U)Q.
If A is a UFD, the map F is an isomorphism, and E(X)× Zq ' E(U).
Proof. First assume that
1 = λ · ga11 · . . . · gaqq
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on U for some (a1, . . . , aq) ∈ Zq, and λ ∈ A∗ on U . By removing factors with
ai = 0 and bringing factors with ai < 0 to the other side, we can assume
without loss of generality
ga11 · . . . · gass = λ · gas+1s+1 · . . . · garr
for some ai > 0 globally on X.
If we assume that this equation is non–trivial, which is r 6= 0 6= s, there exists
a point x ∈ Z1 \ (Zs+1 ∪ . . . ∪ Zr). But then we obtain the contradiction
0 = g1(x)
a1 · . . . · gs(x)as = λ(x) · gs+1(x)as+1 · . . . · gr(x)ar 6= 0.
Thus all ai have to vanish, which also implies λ = 1. This proves the injec-
tivity of the map F .
To prove surjectivity (up to torsion in the case where A is an AFD), we may
assume without loss of generality that X \ U is of pure codimension one,
using Hartogs’ lemma 1.0.1.
Given g, h ∈ O(U) = O(D(g1 · . . . · gq)), which are inverse to each other, we
may write
g = ag/(g1 · . . . · gq)sg , h = ah/(g1 · . . . · gq)sh
for some ag, ah ∈ A and sg, sh ∈ N, and hence
(g1 · . . . · gq)sg+sh = agah.
First assume that Cl(X) = 0. Then, since the gi are irreducible in the
unique factorization domain A, both ag and ah are products of multiples of
the gi up to invertible elements, and are hence contained in the image of F ,
so g is in the image of F as well.
For the general case we choose a power n such that there exist decomposi-
tions ang = x1 · . . . · xs and anh = y1 · . . . · yt into primary elements. Clearly
(g1 · . . . · gq)n(sg+sh) = anganh = x1 · . . . · xsy1 · . . . · yt
are two decompositions of anga
n
h into primary elements. By uniqueness of
the associated prime ideals in a primary decomposition (Lemma 1.5.1), the
prime ideals associated to primary elements on the right must be contained
in the family p1, . . . , pr. Thus, up to units each of the elements xi is a
multiple of a primary element zi such that one of the gj is a multiple of zi.
Again taking multiples if necessary, this implies that some power of ag is up
to units a product of the gi, which implies that g
N is in the image of F for
some power. 
Now we introduce a group action. Note that any geometric quotient of the
form as below is given as a GIT quotient for a character in the interior of a
GIT chamber according to Proposition 2.1.15.
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Assumption 2.1.3. Given the situation of Assumption 2.1.1, we assume
furthermore that a reductive group G acts on X such that U is G–invariant.
Later on, we will further require that there exists a geometric quotient
q : U → Y,
and that the stabilizers Gx for x ∈ U are finite. Except for in Proposition
2.1.7, we additionally assume that Y is projective, and hence E(Y ) = 0.
All GIT quotients of X are required to be projective, which is implied by
O(X)G = AG = k.
We recall that the vanishing order of gi on Zi = N(gi) is denoted by ni.
Lemma 2.1.4. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.3 the following holds.
(1) The action of G on X induces an action of G on Z, and we denote the
set of orbits as
Z/G = {B1, . . . , Br}.
If G is connected, this action is trivial.
(2) Suppose that N(h) ⊂ X is G–invariant for some nonzero nonunit h ∈
A. We further require that in the primary decomposition
hn = h1 · . . . · hs
the vanishing orders of hi and hj on their respective nullstellensets
N(hi) and N(hj) agree, whenever N(hi) and N(hj) have the same orbit
under the action of G on Z(D(h)), and that the prime ideals associated
to hi and hj differ when i 6= j. Then hn is a semiinvariant with respect
to a uniquely determined character. Conversely, all semiinvariants are
of such a form.
Proof. To prove the first assertion observe that if G′ ⊂ G is a connected
component, and Z ∈ Z, then G′ ∗ Z ⊂ X \ U is irreducible and hence con-
tained in some Z ′ ∈ Z. By equality of dimensions we have G′ ∗ Z = Z ′. It
is easy to see that this defines an action of G/G0 on Z, and hence an action
of G.
For the second assertion we need some preparations.
By the first assertion, G acts on Z(D(h)) = {N(h1), . . . ,N(hs)}, and we
denote by pig the permutation of indices associated to an element g ∈ G. It
is immediate to verify that N(g ∗ hi) = N(hpig(i)), so
g ∗ hi = λzk and hpig(i) = λ′zl
are multiples of a third primary element z ∈ A up to units λ, λ′ ∈ A∗.
On the other hand, g can be interpreted as an automorphism of A, and
hence of X, which induces an isomorphism of local rings
OX,ξi → OX,ξpig(i) ,
where ξi and ξj are the generic points of N(hi) and N(hj) in the affine scheme
X. So ordN(hi)(hi) = ordN(hpig(i))(g ∗ hi), from which we deduce k = l. In
other words, g permutes the elements hi up to units, so that the equation
g ∗ h1 · . . . · hs = λ(g) · h1 · . . . · hs
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holds for a unit λ(g) ∈ A. A suitable power gp is contained in the con-
nected component G0 of the identity element, hence the class of hn|D(h) in
E(D(h)) = E(D(h))G
0
(the equality holds by [KKV89], Proposition 1.3) is
gp–invariant. We conclude that λ(g)p ∈ Gm, so λ(g) is a constant function
on D(h), and hence on X, which takes value in k∗. Finally, it is easy to see
that the assignment g 7→ λ(g) ∈ Gm defines a character of G.
Conversely, hn and g ∗ hn = χ(g) · hn have the same vanishing order on any
prime divisor, and the claim follows from the computations above. 
For an orbit Bi ∈ Z/G, the group action provides ambient isomorphisms be-
tween the divisors Zj ∈ Bi. We can thus assume that the defining functions
gj have the same vanishing order, i.e.
niZj = div(gj).
Lemma 2.1.5. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.3, the following holds.
(1) For any orbit Bi ∈ Z/G, the function
fi =
∏
Zj∈Bi
gj
satisfies the assertions of Lemma 2.1.4.(2), so g ∗ fi = χi(g) · fi for a
uniquely determined character χi ∈ χ(G).
(2) The isomorphism F : E(X)Q × Qq → E(U)Q given in Lemma 2.1.2
induces an isomorphism
E(X)GQ ×Qr → E(U)GQ.
If A is a UFD, the same statement is true with coefficients in Z.
Proof. The first assertion immediately follows from Lemma 2.1.4. For the
second assertion, consider the map F ′ : E(X)G × Zr → E(U), given by
(λ,m1, . . . ,mr) 7→ λ · fm11 · . . . · fmrr ,
where the fi are associated to orbits as in the third assertion. We are done
by applying the second assertion of Lemma 2.1.4, and Lemma 2.1.2. 
From now on we will continue using the notation as it is introduced in
Lemma 2.1.4 and Lemma 2.1.5.
Convention 2.1.6. Let r denote the number of orbits of Z(U) under the
action of G. Further, let fi and χi denote the associated semiinvariant and
character to an orbit Bi ∈ Z(U)/G.
Proposition 2.1.7. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.3, there is an up to
torsion exact sequence
0→ E(Y )→ E(X)G × Zr → χ(G)→ Pic(Y )→ 0,
which is that this sequence becomes exact after tensoring with Q. In partic-
ular, the formula
ρ(Y ) = rk(χ(G))− (|Z/G|+ rk(E(X)G)) + rk(E(Y ))
for the Picard number holds. If the stabilizers for points on U are trivial,
A is a UFD, and if furthermore G is connected, then the above sequence is
exact by itself.
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Proof. We want to apply Proposition 5.1 of [KKV89] to our situation.
For the remainder of the proof we adopt the notation given there, except
that we replace X by U .
Because U is open in X, the group
Pic(U) 
 // Cl(U) Cl(X)oooo
is torsion, and vanishes if A is a UFD. The cokernel of
q∗ : Pic(Y )→ PicG(U)
is a subgroup
coker(q∗) ⊂
∏
x∈C
χ(Gx),
where C is a finite set of points representing closed orbits. To show that this
group is finite, it thus suffices to prove that each χ(Gx) is finite, which is
true since the Gx are finite by assumption.
Furthermore, because the group G/G0 is finite, the group H1(G/G0, E(U))
is torsion (consider [W94], Theorem 6.5.8), and vanishes if G is connected.
Up to torsion the diagram thus reduces to an exact sequence
0→ E(Y )→ E(U)G → χ(G)→ Pic(Y )→ 0,
and the claim is implied by Lemma 2.1.5. 
2.1.2. Divisors under descent.
We now introduce the descent map ψ, sending characters to line bundles
on the quotient. This map is surjective, and by Lemma 2.1.5, the kernel is
spanned by the characters χi ∈ χ(G) and χ′ ∈ χ(G) such that
g ∗ fi = χi(g) · fi, and g ∗ f = χ′ · f
for Bi ∈ Z/G, and for f ∈ E(X)G.
Definition 2.1.8. The last map in the exact sequence of Proposition 2.1.7
induces a map
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q,
given by sending a character to the descent of the trivial line bundle L,
linearized by that character.
It is easy to see that multiplication with χ′ corresponding to an invertible
regular function f does not change the semistable locus. This is not true in
general for the characters χi associated to Bi ∈ Z/G. Note that the χi as
in Lemma 2.1.5 can be interpreted as directions in the space χ(G)Q.
Definition 2.1.9. A GIT class C ⊂ χ(G) is called a stable class with respect
to U if for all the characters χi as in Lemma 2.1.5 we have
χi · C ⊂ C.
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As might be expected, a GIT chamber is stable with respect to itself.
Lemma 2.1.10. Let χ ∈ χ(G) denote a character in the interior of a GIT
chamber C. Then, C is stable with respect to
U = Xχ−sst.
Proof. Let fi denote the semiinvariant with respect to the character χi,
associated to some orbit in Z(U)/G according to Lemma 2.1.5. For a semi-
invariant f to some multiple of χ, we have
N(f · fi) = N(f),
since the vanishing locus of fi is contained in the complement of U . Thus,
Xχ−sst ⊂ Xχχi−sst,
which implies χi · χ ∈ C by VGIT. But this holds for all χ ∈ C, so that
χiC ⊂ C. But this is only possible if C remains invariant under translation
by χi. 
Because there are only finitely many GIT classes, a ray starting in any
character will stay in some fixed class for large distances, and the content of
the following lemma is that the rays in the directions of the χi satisfy this
simultaneously.
Lemma 2.1.11. Using the notation of Assumption 2.1.3, choose an arbitrary
character χ ∈ χ(G). Then, after replacing χ by a suitable multiple, there is
an isomorphism of section rings
R(X,Lχχm11 ...χ
mr
r
)G → R(U,Lχ)G,
given in degree n as
s 7→ 1
fnm11 · . . . · fnmrr
s|U ,
if we take the mi = mi(χ) suitably large. In particular,
χ · χm11 · . . . · χmrr
is contained in a stable class, for mi large enough.
Proof. Injectivity is obvious. Consider the map
φ :
⊕
m∈Nr,n≥0
H0(X,Lχnχm11 ...χ
mr
r
)G →
⊕
n≥0
H0(U,Lχn)
G,
given on homogenous elements in a similar form as the map in the statement
of the lemma. Note that φ is graded with respect to the n–gradings, and
surjective since every section in H0(U,Lχ)
G can be lifted to a global section
after multiplication with sufficiently many gi.
Note that the characters χi are linearly independent by the sequence in
Lemma 2.1.7 and the isomorphism in Lemma 2.1.5.(2), so that the left hand
side is isomorphic to
H0(X,L)[S, T1, T2, . . . , Tr]
G = A[S, T1, T2, . . . , Tr]
G,
where the action of G is given as
g ∗ S = χ(g)−1S, g ∗ Ti = χi(g)−1Ti,
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and the action on scalars is inherited from the action of G on A. This fixed
point algebra is finitely generated as a k–algebra by the Theorem of Hilbert–
Nagata, so the right hand side is finitely generated as well. Of course it is
sufficient to lift the finitely many generators, which after taking a suitable
thinning of the section ring can be assumed to all live in degree 1. Taking
fixed powers m1, . . . ,mr which lift all generators thus gives a surjective map
as claimed. 
The following useful observation can be deduced from Lemma 2.1.11.
Corollary 2.1.12. If χ ∈ χ(G) is contained in a stable class, then
Xχ−sst ∩ U = Xχ−sst
in codimension one.
Proof. Clearly, the only codimension one components which could con-
tradict the equality are of the form Zi. But by Lemma 2.1.11 there are
isomorphisms
H0(X,L
χχ
m1+1
1 ...χ
mr+1
r
)G → H0(U,Lχ)G ← H0(X,Lχχm11 ...χmrr )
G
for sufficiently large mi, and thus we can assume without loss of generality,
replacing χ by χ · χm11 · . . . · χmrr , that any semiinvariant with respect to χ
can be divided by f1, . . . , fr. So the Zi are unstable with respect to χ. 
Another consequence of Lemma 2.1.11 is the following.
Lemma 2.1.13. For a character χ ∈ χ(G) contained in a stable class, the
canonical map
R(X,Lχ)
G → R(Y, ψ(χ))
is an isomorphism, where we may have to replace χ by a suitable multiple.
In particular, the pseudoeffective cone Eff(Y ) is exactly the image of the
union of all stable G–ample classes.
Proof. By definition of descent we have an induced isomorphism
q∗ : R(Y, ψ(χ))→ R(U,Lχ)G.
Taking suitable multiples and multiplying with suitable powers of the χi,
where the latter operation does not change ψ(χ), the right hand side is
isomorphic to R(X,Lχ)
G by Lemma 2.1.11.
Hence, the divisor ψ(χ) admits a section if and only if Lχ admits a section,
which is equivalent to Xχ−sst 6= ∅ up to multiples of χ. 
Lemma 2.1.14. Let χ ∈ C and χ′ ∈ C′ denote two characters in the interior
of GIT chambers which are stable with respect to U such that fχ and fχ′ are
Mori equivalent. Then
Xχ−sst = Xχ
′−sst
in codimension one.
Proof. We proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.2 of [ST16], up to the point
where
Xχ−sst ∩ U = Xχ′−sst ∩ U
in codimension one. Corollary 2.1.12 now implies the desired result. 
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We now have established the results needed to show that all subsets and
quotients of the form as in Assumption 2.1.3 are induced by GIT.
Proposition 2.1.15. Suppose that a reductive group G acts on the spectrum
X of an almost factorial domain A. Furthermore, assume that there exists
an open G–invariant subset U ⊂ X and a geometric quotient
q : U → Y,
where Y is projective. We then claim that U = Xχ−sst for a character
χ ∈ χ(G) in the interior of a GIT chamber.
Proof. We adapt the classical proof of a similar result in the smooth case
([MFK94] Converse 1.13) to our situation. Fix an ample line bundle A ∈
Pic(Y ) and consider the pullback
q∗(A) ∈ PicG(U).
Up to multiples, q∗(A) is trivial as a line bundle, hence the action of G
on q∗(A) is given by global multiplication with a cocycle. By the proof of
Proposition 2.1.7 such cocycles are given by characters, so
q∗(A) = (Lχ)|U
for some character χ ∈ χ(G). Furthermore, the isomorphism
φ : (Lχ)|U → (Lχχi)|U , (x, v) 7→ (x, f−1i (x)v),
where we use the notation of Lemma 2.1.5, shows that we can assume χ to
be stable with respect to U . Then, by an argument as in Corollary 2.1.12,
we see that the codimension one components of X \ U are unstable with
respect to χ.
The original proof of Mumford furthermore employs the fact that the com-
plement of an open affine subset is of pure codimension one. This carries
over to our case. Indeed, let V ⊂ X denote an open affine subset, and denote
by Z ⊂ X the union of the codimension one components of the complement.
Up to multiples, Z is a prime divisor, so that X \Z is a principal affine open
subset. The map
O(X \ Z)→ O(V )
is an isomorphism by Hartogs’ lemma 1.0.1, so that these two subsets coin-
cide.
Now that these facts are established, the proof of [MFK94] provides us
with the assertion U ⊂ Xχ−st. Hence we have a diagram
U 
 //
q

Xχ−st

  // Xχ−sst
qχ

Y 
 // qχ
(
Xχ−st
)   // Yχ.
Since Y is projective and qχ
(
Xχ−st
)
is irreducible, the open immersion
Y ↪→ qχ
(
Xχ−st
)
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is an isomorphism, and the same reasoning applies to the lower right arrow
of the diagram. Because geometric quotients parametrize all orbits, this
implies that U and Xχ−st consist of the same orbits. For any orbit
O ⊂ Xχ−sst
the fiber of qχ(O) must also contain a stable orbit O′ by the lower right
isomorphism. By the properties of a good quotient, the closures of O and
O′ must hence intersect, but O′ is closed and of maximal dimension among
the orbits, so that the orbits coincide.
In other words, the maps in the upper row are identities as well. 
2.1.3. The main theorem.
We are finally ready to prove the main result of this section. While the
general outline of the proof follows that of the original proof in [HK00], our
proof is much more detailed. This is because the presence of codimension
one components presents us with several subtle problems, which have to be
solved by applying the results discussed in the preceding subsections.
We assume the situation of Assumption 2.1.3. In particular, we have the
action of a reductive group G on an affine variety X which is the spectrum of
an AFD. We assume that all GIT quotients are projective, and the existence
of a geometric quotient
q : U → Y
to a projective variety. As Proposition 2.1.15 shows, there is no harm in
assuming that q is the GIT quotient associated to a character χ0 in the
interior of a GIT chamber C. Also recall our general Assumption 1.1.18
about GIT chambers.
Theorem 2.1.16. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.3 the following holds.
(1) Section rings of divisors on Y are finitely generated, the rational maps
associated to stable characters are contractions of Y , and every rational
contraction to a normal, projective variety is of such a form.
(2) Y is a Mori dream space.
(3) Under the canonical map
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q,
the image of the G–ample stable GIT classes is exactly the pseudoef-
fective cone of Y .
(4) Mori chambers of Y are identified with stable GIT chambers, and C is
identified with Nef(Y ).
Proof. It is well–known that a quotient of a normal variety is again nor-
mal. To ensure the Q–factoriality of Y , we apply Lemma 2.1 of [HK00].
Furthermore, since we assume that stability and semistability with respect
to chambers coincide, the chamber quotients are geometric, and hence nor-
mality and Q–factoriality for them holds by the same argument.
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For discussing contractions, it suffices to consider the contractions associ-
ated to divisors, because all rational contractions are induced in such a way
(consider [HK00], Lemma 1.6). Further, since ψ is surjective, we can write
any divisor on Y as D = ψ(χ) up to multiples. By Lemma 2.1.11 we can ad-
ditionally assume that χ is contained in a stable class, so that the canonical
map
R(X,Lχ)
G → R(Y, ψ(χ))
is an isomorphism by Lemma 2.1.13. Consider the induced isomorphism
φ : Yχ = Proj(R(X,Lχ)
G)→ Proj(R(Y,D)),
and the following diagram
U
q

V? _oo 
 //

Xχ−sst
qχ

Y
fD &&
q(V ) //? _oo Yχ
φww
Proj(R(Y,D)),
where again V = U ∩ Xχ−sst. Note that the two squares at the top form
the diagram used in the construction of the rational map fχ : Y 99K Yχ (see
section 1.1.3). Commutativity is clear except for the part involving fD and
the isomorphism φ.
If we choose generators s0, . . . sd for R(X,Lχ)
G and s′0, . . . , s′d for R(Y,D)
compatible with φ, and without loss of generality of degree 1, then the GIT
quotient qχ is given as
x 7→ [s0(x) : . . . : sd(x)],
and a similar description holds for fD. Hence fD ◦ q|V = φ ◦ qχ|V and using
the surjectivity of the quotient map V → q(V ), this implies that the lower
triangle commutes as well. This proves the first assertion.
If χ and χ′ are characters corresponding to the same stable class, then by a
similar argument as above ψ(χ) and ψ(χ′) are Mori equivalent.
Since there are only finitely many GIT chambers, which are rational poly-
hedral, this implies that there are only finitely many Mori chambers as well,
which are rational polyhedral as well.
Now, assume conversely that D and D′ are general elements of the interior
of the same Mori chamber. We can again write D = ψ(χ) and D′ = ψ(χ′)
for characters χ, χ′ ∈ χ(G) in stable GIT chambers, considered to be in the
interior. We want to prove that χ and χ′ are GIT equivalent, for which it is
sufficient to show Xχ−sst ⊂ Xχ′−sst.
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Consider the following diagram, where V = Xχ−sst ∩Xχ′−sst.
Xχ−sst
qχ

V? _oo 
 //
qχ
xx
qχ′
''
Xχ
′−sst
qχ′

qχ(V )
∼ //
K k
xx
qχ′(V )  s
&&
Yχ
φ∼ // Yχ′
qχ(U ∩ V ) ∼ //
3 S
ff
qχ′(U ∩ V )
+ 
88
q(U ∩ V )
∼
ff
∼
88
 _

Y
fχ
SS
fχ′
JJ
Note that q(U ∩ V ) = q(U ∩ Xχ−sst) ∩ q(U ∩ Xχ′−sst) is an open subset,
where both contractions fχ, fχ′ are defined. For the commutativity of the
square involving φ and the isomorphism qχ(V ) ' qχ′(V ), note that both
maps coincide on the open subset qχ(U ∩ V ). The commutativity of the
other squares is immediately clear by construction.
Pick any point x ∈ Xχ−sst.
By the GIT–construction, we have the following for any point y ∈ Yχ′ :
there exists a section s ∈ H0(X,Lχ′)G such that s|Xχ′−sst = q∗χ′(s′), where
s′ ∈ H0(Yχ′ , A′) is a section of the ample line bundle A′ on Yχ′ , given as the
descent of the bundle (Lχ′)|Xχ′−sst , such that s′(y) 6= 0. In particular, this
holds for y = (φ ◦ qχ)(x) ∈ Yχ′ .
Via φ the ample line bundle A′ can be identified with an ample line bundle
A on Yχ, and s
′ with a section s′′, and working through the diagram it is
easy to check that
(Lχ′)|V ' q∗χ(A|qχ(V )).
A similar statement holds for s and s′′. We thus have a diagram
H0(Xχ−sst, Lχ′)G
  // H0(V,Lχ′)
G
∼

H0(Xχ−sst, q∗χ(A))G
  // H0(V, q∗χ(A))G.
By Lemma 2.1.14, we have Xχ−sst = Xχ′−sst in codimension one, so by
Hartogs’ lemma 1.0.1 the map in the first line is an isomorphism.
This finally gives an identification
s|Xχ−sst = q∗χ(s′′) ∈ H0(Xχ−sst, Lχ′)G,
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and thus s(x) = s′′(qχ(x)) = s′(φ◦qχ(x)) 6= 0, so x is semistable with respect
to χ′ as desired. This proves the third assertion.
For the second assertion it remains to check that the Mori chambers con-
stituting the moving cone are spanned by divisors which are pullbacks of
semiample divisors under SQM’s fi : Y 99K Yi, and that the nef cones of the
Yi are spanned by finitely many semiample bundles (note that id : Y → Y
is a SQM as well).
We first observe that the pullback f∗(D) of a semiample divisor D under
a SQM f : Y 99K Y ′ is movable. Indeed, this is even well–known for the
pullback of movable divisors.
Conversely, assume that D is a movable divisor which is contained in the
interior of some Mori chamber. Then fD is an isomorphism outside the
union of the stable base locus with the augmented base locus ([BCL14],
Theorem A). A small perturbation L − 1mA by an ample divisor A does
not leave the Mori chamber, and consequently both divisors are given by
characters inside the same stable GIT chamber. Obviously, GIT equivalent
divisors descend to line bundles with the same stable base locus (by lifting
and descending sections), from which we deduce that the augmented base
locus of D agrees with its stable base locus
B+(D) = B(D).
This implies that fD is a SQM. By Lemma 1.6 in [HK00], it follows that
D is the pullback of an ample divisor under the SQM fD.
This proves that Mov(Y ) is the union of the cones f∗i (Nef(Yi)), and we only
need to establish that the cones Nef(Yi) are spanned by semiample bundles.
We claim that it suffices to show that Nef(Y ) is spanned by semiample line
bundles. Indeed, as we have shown already, the Yi are themselves GIT quo-
tients of X with respect to a character in the interior of a GIT chamber. But
all steps of the proof up to now can be carried out for these quotients in par-
allel, where the stable GIT chamber structure has to be changed accordingly.
Now, let D ∈ Nef(Y ) denote any divisor, which we write as D = ψ(χ)
for a character χ ∈ C ′, where C ′ is a stable GIT class with respect to U .
This class is contained in the closure of the GIT chamber C ⊂ χ(T )Q, with
respect to which Y is the GIT quotient. Hence, by VGIT we know
U = Xχ0−sst ⊂ Xχ−sst,
ie. for any point in U , there exists a semiinvariant with respect to a multiple
of χ which does not vanish in it. For any point y ∈ Y , choose a preimage
x ∈ U and some semiinvariant f ∈ H0(X,Lχm)G, which does not vanish in
x. Then, using Lemma 2.1.13, we know
R(X,Lχ)
G ' R(Y, ψ(χ)),
so that this semiinvariant descends to a section of mD which does not vanish
in y. This shows that D is semiample, and we are done. 
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Remark 2.1.17. In the situation of Assumption 2.1.3, choose any G–ample
character χ. In any case we can find a GIT chamber C such that χ is
contained in its closure.
The quotient Y associated to the chamber is a Mori dream space by Theorem
2.1.16, and still Yχ is normal and projective but may fail to be Q–factorial.
As the construction shows, the rational contraction
Y → Yχ
induced by GIT is a regular contraction, so Yχ is at least a not necessarily
Q–factorial Mori dream space by the result of [O16], Section 10.1.
Apart from an upper bound on the Picard number, and the assertion that the
Mori chamber structure of Yχ is a coarsening of the Mori chamber structure
of Y , this observation does not seem to provide any quantitative results, and
the qualitative result is already covered by [Ba11]. Even though this does
not seem to be helpful in itself, it sparks the hope that the results of this
section might possibly extend to good quotients.
Remark 2.1.18. Another natural approach to extend Hu and Keel’s result
to the case where the unstable locus has codimension one works as follows.
Suppose that we have the action of a group G on an affine variety X, sat-
isfying the assumptions of [HK00]. Let U denote the semistable locus as-
sociated to a character χ0 in the interior of a GIT chamber, but where the
unstable locus is of codimension one. Then the variety X ′ as in
U ⊂ X ′ = X \ Z,
where Z is the union of the components in Z(U), is again affine, normal and
has Cl(X ′)Q = 0. For the induced action of G on X ′ we have(
X ′
)χ0−sst = Xχ0−sst,
so that X ′ additionally satisfies the codimension assumption of Hu and Keel.
It then seems tempting, to apply Hu and Keel’s result to X ′ instead of X.
However, the GIT chamber structure for the action of G on X ′ differs from
the chamber structure on X. To describe how they are related, one has to
use arguments similar to those of the preceding subsections.
Furthermore, X ′ acquires additional invertible regular functions. Such func-
tions yield a kernel for the descent map
ψ : χ(G)Q → Pic(Y )Q,
where Y denotes the quotient. Hence, the theorem of [HK00] can not be
applied directly.
On the other hand, this discussion shows that morally, invertible functions
and codimension one components in the unstable locus are the same, at least
with respect to the application of our result about quotients.
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2.2. Quotients of Mori dream spaces
Let Y denote a Mori dream space, acted upon by a reductive group G,
which we here assume to be connected. Again we assume that stability
and semistability with respect to chambers coincide (consider Assumption
1.1.18). Suppose that there is a G–invariant open subset V ⊂ Y admitting
a geometric quotient
q′ : V → Z,
where Z is projective and stabilizers on V are finite. We want to show in
this section that Z is again a Mori dream space, and compute the Picard
number.
Again, by Remark 2.2.5 given below, such a quotient is given as a GIT quo-
tient with respect to the interior of a chamber. But the proofs occurring in
this section do not depend on this observation.
Recall that Y admits the description as a GIT quotient via its Cox ring. Let
r = ρ(Y ) denote the Picard number of Y , and choose line bundles
D1, . . . , Dr ∈ Pic(Y ),
which form a Q–basis of Pic(Y )Q. Without loss of generality, we can choose
this basis such that Eff(Y ) is contained in the convex cone spanned by it.
The Cox ring
Cox(Y ) =
⊕
m∈Nr
H0 (Y,Dm11 ⊗ . . .⊗Dmrr )
is finitely generated as a k–algebra, and there is a quotient representation
q′′ : U → Y,
where U ⊂ X = Spec(Cox(Y )) is the stable and semistable locus for some
character χ0 ∈ χ(T ) in the interior of a GIT chamber, where T is the torus
acting on Cox(Y ) via the grading. The codimension of X \ U is greater or
equal to two.
Remark 2.2.1. It is easy to see that
E(X) = Cox(Y )∗/k∗ = 0
using the projectivity of Y and the Nr–grading of Cox(Y ) (compare with
Corollary 2.2 in [A09]).
A lifting of the action µG : G× Y → Y is defined to be an action
µ′G : G×X → X
such that U is G–invariant, and such that the actions of T and G on X
commute. Obviously, this is equivalent to an action of the product group
T ×G on X.
As a first step, we ensure the existence of a lifting to a suitably chosen Cox
ring. Additionally, we establish that we may take the Cox ring to be an
AFD. Note that if Pic(Y ) is torsion–free we may even assume Cox(Y ) to be
a UFD (consider [A09]).
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Lemma 2.2.2. There exists a basis D1, . . . , Dr of Pic(Y )Q such that the
following assertions hold.
(1) The Cox ring with respect to this basis is almost factorial.
(2) There exists a lifting of the action µG : G× Y → Y to X.
Proof. We start with any basis D1, . . . , Dr ∈ Pic(Y ) of Pic(Y )Q such that
Eff(Y ) is contained in the cone spanned by these bundles.
The proof of [HK] Proposition 2.9 shows that T acts freely on U if we re-
place the Di with sufficiently high powers. In the terminology of Jow (see
[J], Theorem 1.8) such a basis is called a preferred basis, and the associated
Cox ring is normal ([J], Proposition 1.12).
We again consider the commutative diagram given in [KKV] Proposition
5.1, where X in the notation of [KKV] corresponds to U , G to T , and X//G
to Y . By normality of U , and because T is a torus, we know that any line
bundle admits a linearization ([KKLV89], Proposition 2.4).
Using Hartogs’ lemma 1.0.1, the group E(U) ' E(X) vanishes by the Re-
mark 2.2.1 above. Further, H1(T/T0, E(U)) vanishes since T is connected,
and
∏
x∈C χ(Tx) vanishes because the action of T on U is free. The diagram
thus induces an exact sequence
0→ χ(T )→ Pic(Y )→ Pic(U)→ 0,
where χ(T ) and Pic(Y ) are both of rank r. Since U is Q–factorial ([HK]
Lemma 2.1), this implies the first result.
To see the second assertion we fix a G–linearization for each bundle Di.
These linearizations induce a linearization of each product
Da = Da11 ⊗ . . .⊗Darr
for a ∈ Nr. Note that the linearization of Da is uniquely determined by the
linearizations of the Di since the decomposition of D
a as a product of the
Di is unique. This gives an action of G on H
0(Y,Da), and thus on Cox(Y )
and X as well.
Recall that the action of T = Hom(Zr,Gm) on Cox(Y ) is given as
t ∗ s = t(a) · s
for t ∈ T and s ∈ H0(Y,Da) homogenous of multidegree a ∈ Nr. Since the
action of G is given by a linear action on the fibres of Da these two actions
commute. The commuting actions of G and T on X induce commuting
contragredient actions on H0(X,L) = O(X). Hence, if f ∈ H0(X,Lχ)T is
a T–eigenfunction with respect to some character χ ∈ χ(T ), which does not
vanish in a point x ∈ X, then g ∗ f for g ∈ G is again a T–eigenfunction
with respect to χ, which does not vanish in the point g ∗ x.
This implies that the semistable locus with respect to any character χ of T
is G–invariant; in particular this holds for U . 
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Remark 2.2.3. If G is not connected, the proof of Lemma 2.2.2 applies in
case there exists a basis D1, . . . , Dr of Pic(Y )Q which consists of G–invariant
line bundles. However such a basis might not exist. The obvious action of
Z2 on P1 × P1 gives a counterexample (as explained in [Br14], Example
1.16).
Fixing a basis which satisfies the assertions of the lemma above, we obtain
the following result. The proof is straightforward.
Lemma 2.2.4. Let V ⊂ Y denote a G–invariant open subset such that there
exists a good quotient
q′ : V → Z.
Then the composition
q : (q′′)−1(V ) q
′′
−→ V q
′
−→ Z
is a good quotient with respect to the action of T×G on X. If q′ is geometric,
so is the composition.
Remark 2.2.5. A similar assertion as in Proposition 2.1.15 holds if we re-
place X by a Mori dream space Y . That is, any geometric quotient
q′ : V → Z
of an open and G–invariant subset V ⊂ Y such that Z is projective, is given
as the GIT quotient of X = Spec(Cox(Y )) associated to a GIT chamber.
Proof. Replacing the notation q : U → Y in the proof of Proposition 2.1.15
by the geometric quotient
q′ : V → Z,
we get by a similar argument, that q−1(V ) → Z, where q is given as in
Lemma 2.2.4 and the preceding construction, is a geometric quotient. Using
the descent properties of the quotient q′′ : U → Y , with notation again as in
Lemma 2.2.4, we can thus lift the pullback (q′)∗(A) ∈ PicG(V ) of an ample
line bundle on Z to a G–line bundle on Y , and the proof of Proposition
2.1.15 applies. 
We are now able to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 2.2.6. In the situation above, Z is a Mori dream space with Picard
number
ρ(Z) = ρ(Y ) + rk(χ(G))− |Z(V )|.
If Pic(Y ) is torsion–free, and stabilizers of points in V are trivial, the group
Pic(Z) is torsion–free as well. Furthermore, the Mori chamber structure of
Z is given by the GIT chambers for the action of T × G on X which are
stable with respect to (q′′)−1(V ).
Proof. Using the Lemmata 2.2.2 and 2.2.4 we can write Z as a geometric
quotient of the open set U ′ = (q′′)−1(V ). By the codimension assertion on
the unstable locus with respect to χ0, the codimension one components of
X \ U ′ in X are in one–to–one correspondence under q′′ with the codimen-
sion one components of Y \ V .
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Hence, Z is a Mori dream space by Theorem 2.1.16, with Picard number
ρ(Z) = rk(χ(T ×G))− |Z(V )|.
The claimed formula follows using
χ(T ×G) = χ(T )× χ(G),
rk(χ(T )) = rk(T ) = ρ(Y ).
Under the additional assumptions we see that T ×G is connected, X is the
spectrum of a UFD, and that stabilizers for the action of T×G on (q′′)−1(V )
are trivial, so the torsion–freeness of Pic(Z) follows.
Finally, by Theorem 2.1.16, we know that Mori chambers of Z are identified
with stable GIT chambers in χ(T ×G)Q. 
Remark 2.2.7. It seems desirable to describe the Mori chambers of Z in
terms of the Mori chambers of Y . Using the notation of the proof of Theorem
2.2.6, we could try to apply the functor Pic∗(∗)⊗Q (consider Lemma 1.1.4)
to the diagram
(Y, ∗) (U, T )q
′′
oo   // (X,T )
(X,G× T )
(id,pr2)
ii
(Z, ∗) ((q′′)−1(V ), G× T ),q
′◦q′′oo
( 
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to obtain
Pic(Y )Q ' χ(T )Q ↪→ χ(G× T )Q  Pic(Z)Q.
One would expect that the inclusion χ(T ) ⊂ χ(T × G), or the projection
χ(T ×G)→ χ(T ), respects the GIT chambers, though a proof remains elu-
sive. The difficulty seems to be imposed by the change of the group action.
For example, we could attempt to use the Hilbert–Mumford–criterion.
Recall that this criterion tells us that a point x ∈ X is χ–semistable if and
only if for all one–parameter subgroups λ such that the limit
lim
s→0
λ(s) ∗ x
exists, the numerical criterion
〈λ, χ〉 ≥ 0
holds. Here, 〈∗, ∗〉 denotes the canonical pairing between characters and
one–parameter–subgroups. While the numerical side poses no problems, it
seems difficult to relate the existence of limits for a group λ : Gm → T ×G
to the existence of limits for the group λT : Gm → T .
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There is a natural construction of Mori dream subspaces.
Remark 2.2.8. Let Y denote a Mori dream space, and consider the descrip-
tion as a GIT quotient
q : U → Y
with respect to the action of the torus T , where U ⊂ X = Spec(Cox(Y )).
Suppose that we have a closed subset X ′ ⊂ X which is invariant under the
action of T , and which is the spectrum of an AFD as well. Then, there is a
diagram
X ∩ U
q′

  // U
q

Y ′ 
 // Y,
where q′ is again a geometric quotient, and Y ′ is a Mori dream space. By
applying the functor Pic∗(∗), we can show that
Pic(Y )Q
f−→ Pic(Y ′)Q → 0
is surjective. Furthermore, by relating the Mori chamber structures through
the GIT chamber structures of the prequotients, we can show that f respects
this chamber structure.
It seems very desirable to find torus–invariant hypersurfaces X ′ of X which
are again spectra of an AFD, because a positive answer in that direction
would allow us to construct a flag of Mori dream spaces.
Of course, instead of considering the Cox ring construction of a Mori dream
space, we could consider any other quotient of the spectrum X of an AFD.
Examples of such a situation are provided by representation varieties
Rd′(Q
′) ⊂ Rd(Q),
where the quiver Q′ is obtained from Q by removing arrows or vertices.
2.3. Application to quiver moduli
From our point of view, quiver moduli form a class of examples for Mori
dream spaces, which admits an at least partial description in a combina-
torial flavor. An explicit instance of this philosophy is given in Examples
2.4.4 and 2.4.3. Conversely, the description of quiver moduli as Mori dream
spaces might be helpful in understanding their birational geometry.
It has been observed before that Theorem 2.3 in [HK00] can be applied to
some quiver moduli (see for example [Cr11]), but the assumption on the
codimension of the unstable locus seems to restrict the possible applications.
For background on the construction of quiver moduli, consider Section 1.2.
Recall that the representation variety with respect to a quiver Q and dimen-
sion vector d is defined as
Rd(Q) =
⊕
α:i→j
Hom(kdi , kdj ).
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There is a canonical action of the reductive group
PGd =
∏
i∈Q0
GLdi(k)
 /Gm
on Rd(Q), given as simultaneous conjugation.
For a stability condition θ ∈ ZQ0 , the moduli space M θ−sstd (Q) of quiver
representations is then given as the GIT quotient of Rd(Q) under PGd with
respect to the character χ = χθ.
Obviously, PGd is connected, and Rd(Q) is just affine space. Note that if d
is coprime, which is that the greatest common divisor of the di equals 1, the
set of stability conditions for which stability and semistability may differ is
a finite union of hyperplanes (see Section 3.5 in [Rei08]). Thus for GIT
chambers stability and semistability coincide. We thus have the following
corollary.
Theorem 2.3.1. Suppose that Q is a quiver which does not admit oriented
cycles, that d is a coprime dimension vector, and that θ is a stability condi-
tion contained in the interior of a GIT chamber.
ThenMθ−sstd (Q) is a Mori dream space satisfying the assertions of Theorem
2.1.16. In particular, the Picard number is given as
ρ(Mθ−sstd (Q)) = |Q0| − (r + 1),
where r is the number of components of the unstable locus which are of
codimension one.
If Q admits oriented cycles, Mθd(Q) is no longer projective, and hence fails
to be a Mori dream space for trivial reasons. Since Md,θ(Q) is projective
over the Hilbert quotient, the author expects that this however gives an ex-
ample of a relative Mori dream space, which as of yet needs to be defined.
Furthermore, we note that the same results hold if we allow relations for the
quiver, such that the associated representation variety is again a spectrum
of an AFD. However, it seems very hard to describe relations which meet
this criterion in general.
Remark 2.3.2. There is an alternative proof showing that quiver moduli
as in Theorem 2.3.1 are Mori dream spaces, which only makes use of the
quotient result established in [HK00].
Consider the framed quiver Q̂ with additional stability parameter ε attached
to the additional point ∞ (we refer to [ER09], Section 3 for more details).
We may take our framing to be large, in the sense that for each vertex i ∈ Q0
we attach at least ni = di + 1 arrows ∞→ i.
Similarly to [ER09] Proposition 3.3, we see that for ε 0 a representation
(M,f) of the framed quiver is stable if and only if it is semistable if and only
if f is dense, which is that there is no proper subrepresentation containing
the vector space k attached to ∞. Since the framing is large, we can always
equip the arrows landing in each vertex i ∈ Q0 with linear maps such that
their images generate the vector space at i, and thus the unstable locus is
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contained in
Rd(Q)×
∏
i∈Q0
Hom(kdi+1, kdi)rk≤di−1,
which is well–known to be of codimension at least two. By Theorem 2.3
in [HK00], the associated quotient M̂ε0 is a Mori dream space, and so
is the other chamber quotient M̂ε≈0, where we take ε to be positive but
sufficiently small ([HK00] Proposition 1.11.(2)). However, for this chamber
there is the structure of a bundle
M̂ε≈0 →M,
whereM is the moduli space for the unframed quiver ([ER09] Proposition
3.8). Hence M is a Mori dream space as well by the main result of [O16].
However, it seems difficult to extract information about the Picard number
or the Mori chambers using this construction.
Of course we could directly apply the result of [Ba11], since the prequotient
Rd(Q) is just affine space, but this does provide us with no quantitative
information about the moduli space at all.
2.4. Examples
2.4.1. Affine prequotients.
We start with a very basic example, showing that Theorem 2.3 of [HK00]
can be extended to the case of unstable components in codimension one.
Example 2.4.1. Let the group G = Gm ×Gm act on the variety
X = A1 × A2
via (g, h) ∗ (x, y) = (gx, hy), where we denote by x the coordinate of A1 and
by y1, y2 the coordinates on A2. It is easy to verify that there is only one
GIT chamber with stable locus
U =
(
A1 \ 0)× (A2 \ 0) ,
and associated quotient
q : U → P0 × P1 ' P1.
The quotient is a Mori dream space despite the fact that the unstable locus
is of codimension one. However, the Picard number ρ(P1) = 1 differs from
the rank of the character group rk(χ(G)) = 2, as is predicted by Theorem
2.1.16. Indeed, we have that
Z(U) = {0× A2}
consists of a single component. Furthermore, the relation between the stable
GIT chambers and the Mori chambers is correctly predicted as well (though
both are trivial). To see this note that
0× A2 = N(x), (g, h) ∗ x = g−1x,
so if we identify ϕ : Z2 ' χ(G) via
ϕ(a, b) =
(
(g, h) 7→ g−ah−b
)
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the character associated to 0×A2 is given as the vector (−1, 0) and the only
GIT chamber is given as the cone spanned by the rays through the origin
and (−1, 0) or (0,−1) respectively.
In the first example we can easily replace A2 by any other prequotient.
Example 2.4.2. Suppose that a reductive group G acts on X = Spec(A),
where A is an AFD. Consider the action of the group G′ = G×Gm on
X ′ = X × A1
given by (g, h)∗(x, y) = (g∗x, hy). For the character lattice this corresponds
to the addition of an orthogonal direction
χ(G′) ' χ(G)× Z.
Since the action is diagonal, we can compute that(
X ′
)χ−sst
= Xχ1−sst × (A1)χ2−sst ,
where χ = (χ1, χ2) is the decomposition with respect to the above isomor-
phism. A similar statement holds for the stable loci. Hence the chamber
structure for the action of G on X and for the action of G′ on X ′ coincide
in the sense that the chambers are stretched into the additional direction.
One can compute that for U ′ equal to the semistable locus to some chamber
in χ(G′)Q the unstable codimension one components are given as
Z(U ′) = {Z × A1 | Z ∈ Z(U)} ∪ {X × 0} ,
where U is the semistable locus corresponding to the chamber in χ(G)Q.
The action of G′ on Z(U ′) is induced by the action of G on Z(U), where
X × 0 is fixed.
The associated characters for Z × A1 lie in the hyperplane χ(G)Q, and the
character associated to X × 0 points into the orthogonal direction. Thus,
the stable chamber structure in χ(G′) is induced by the stable chamber
structure in χ(G), which agrees with the description of the quotients
Y ′ ' Y × P0 ' Y,
where Y ′ is the quotient with respect to a chamber in χ(G′)Q, and Y is the
quotient with respect to the corresponding chamber in χ(G)Q.
Our first nontrivial example is the Hirzebruch surface F1, which also allows
a description as a quiver moduli.
Example 2.4.3. Consider the vector bundle E = O(0)⊕O(−1)→ P1, and
the associated projectivization
F1 = P(O(0)⊕O(−1))→ P1,
which is the first Hirzebruch surface F1. Denoting by pi : A2 \ 0 → P1 the
canonical quotient map, we have the pullback pi∗E = L0 ⊕ L−1 → A2 \ 0,
where as always L→ A2 \ 0 is the trivial bundle, and 0 and −1 correspond
to characters of Gm via the isomorphism χ(Gm) ' Z. Note that as a variety
pi∗E ' A2 × (A2 \ 0), so taking out the image of the zero section gives the
variety
(pi∗E)0 ' (A2 \ 0)× (A2 \ 0).
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There are two natural actions of Gm on (pi∗E)0. The first one is given by the
description pi∗E = L0 ⊕L−1 and the second action is induced by the action
of Gm on the fibres of E (corresponding to the quotient pi′ : E0 → P(E)).
Since these two actions commute, we obtain an action of G = Gm ×Gm on
(pi∗E)0, which reads as
(λ, µ) ∗ ((a, b), (c, d)) = ((λa, λb), (µc, λµd)).
We claim that the composition (pi∗E)0 → E0 → P(E) = F1 is a geometric
quotient. Indeed, the construction of the involved bundles works locally over
the open subsets where E is trivial or the inverse images under pi thereof,
and on these sets the claim holds.
We note that (pi∗E)0 ⊂ A4 is the stable and semistable locus associated to
the character χ(λ, µ) = λ2µ. Computing the GIT chambers for this action
yields the following result, which is both accessible by an elementary calcu-
lation or by a quiver–like computation as in Example 2.4.4 (for the involved
quiver see below).
stable locus quotient
I (a, b) 6= 0 ∧ (c 6= 0 ∨ d 6= 0) F1
II c 6= 0 ∧ ((a, b) 6= 0 ∨ d 6= 0) P2
For chamber II, the formula for the Picard number as in Theorem 2.1.16
thus gives the correct result. We further remark that the only stable cham-
ber with respect to chamber II is again chamber II, which agrees with the
Mori chamber structure of P2.
Also, for chamber I, the theorem gives the correct result since there are
no unstable codimension one components, and the GIT chamber structure
agrees with the known Mori chamber structure of F1.
We can describe the morphisms induced by VGIT, or equivalently by the
divisors, quite explicitly for this example. All of this agrees with the well–
known birational geometry of F1.
(1) For a character χ in the interior of chamber II, the map associated by
VGIT
fχ : F1 → P2
is the blowup morphism, and is hence regular. This is also the contrac-
tion of the associated divisor D = ψ(χ), but D is neither semiample
nor movable.
(2) Further, for a character χ in the ray supporting both chamber I and
the G–ample cone, the associated map
fχ : F1 → P1
is the map inducing the structure of F1 as a P1–bundle over P1.
(3) For a character in the ray supporting chamber II and the G–ample
cone, the map induced by VGIT is trivial.
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Note that the action of Gm × Gm on A4 as above admits a description as
the action of PGd on Rd(Q), where the quiver Q is given as
A
β2
 β1ww
γ

B α
// C,
and the dimension vector as d = (1, 1, 1) (compare with Example 3.6 in
[CS08]).
2.4.2. Quiver moduli examples.
The following example provides a non–trivial stable chamber structure. Note
that the group Gd associated to the occurring dimension vector is a torus,
and that the following quotients also admit a description in the toric lan-
guage.
Example 2.4.4. Let Q denote the following quiver.
0
a //
b 
1
c
  
d

2 e
// 3
We consider the dimension vector d = (1, 1, 1, 1). If M ∈ Rd(Q) is a repre-
sentation, we use the notation M = (a, b, c, d, e), where a ∈ k is the linear
map associated to the arrow a and so forth.
As explained in section 2.3, the character group of PGd is identified with
the hyperplane (1, 1, 1, 1)⊥ ⊂ Z4 ' χ(Gd). To facilitate the discussion, we
will always extend the scalars to R, and work with coordinates on χ(PGd)R
given by the basis
B : b1 = (1, 1,−1,−1), b2 = (1,−1, 1,−1), b3 = (1,−1,−1, 1)
for this hyperplane. To further simplify the picture, we consider the intersec-
tion of the GIT cone in R3 with an affine hyperplane S, given in parameter
form as
S : x(s, t) = p+ su1 + tu2,
where p = (1, 1, 0), u1 = (1,−1, 0), and u2 = (0, 0, 1). We can interpret
this as the hyperplane of points which have value 1 in direction (1, 1, 0). A
GIT chamber in χ(PGd) is thus represented by a polytope in the plane R2
corresponding to the coordinates on S.
We need to translate between cones, or half spaces, in χ(PGd), and half
spaces in S. This is a standard linear algebra computation, which gives the
following result. Let v ∈ (1, 1, 1, 1)⊥ ⊂ R4 denote a nonzero vector. Then
the restriction of v⊥ ⊂ R4 to the slice S in the coordinates as above is given
as
x(t) = a+ tb,
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where
b = (v1 + v4, v3 − v2),
and a is given by
a =
(
0,
v4 − v1
v1 + v4
)
, or a =
(
v1 − v4
v3 − v2 , 0
)
.
If v2 − v3 > 0, then the restriction of the half space H(v) ⊂ R4 with the
slice S is given by translating the line given above in the direction of the
first coordinate. If v2 − v3 < 0, the same holds with a change of direction.
For the translation in the direction of the second coordinate a similar asser-
tion holds when we use the inequalities v1 + v4 > 0, or v1 + v4 < 0.
We are now ready to compute the intersections of the 14 potential walls
with S. Instead of a complete computation we focus on two prototypical
examples and only state the full result without proof.
First, consider the dimension vector e = (0, 0, 1, 1). This dimension vector
does always occur as the dimension type of a subrepresentation, and hence
the associated hyperplane supports the G–ample cone. The condition for
slope semistability reads as
θ2 + θ3
2
≤ θ0 + θ1 + θ2 + θ3
4
.
Since this is equivalent to 0 ≤ θ0 + θ1 − θ2 − θ3, the associated half space in
χ(PGd)R is given as H(1, 1,−1,−1). A necessary condition for a character
to be G–ample is thus that it is contained in the half space H(1, 1,−1,−1).
The dimension vector e = (1, 1, 0, 0) occurs as a subrepresentation of a
representation M = (a, b, c, d, e) ∈ Rd(Q) if and only if the maps starting in
one of the points 0, 1 and ending in of the points 2, 3 are represented by 0.
That is, if and only if b = c = d = 0.
Here, the condition for slope semistability reads as
θ0 + θ1
2
≤ θ0 + θ1 + θ2 + θ3
4
,
which is equivalent to 0 ≤ −θ0 − θ1 + θ2 + θ3. The associated half space in
χ(PGd)R is thus given as H(−1,−1, 1, 1). For a character in H(−1,−1, 1, 1)
this dimension vector does not impose any condition on the semistable lo-
cus. However, if the character is not contained in the half space, a necessary
condition for a representation to be semistable is that this dimension vector
does not occur, which is b 6= 0 or c 6= 0 or d 6= 0.
Continuing the computation in the same spirit, the 14 potential dimension
vectors of nontrivial subrepresentations give the following 14 potential walls.
We also state into which direction the associated half space extends.
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e occurs iff a b extends to
I (0, 0, 0, 1) (always) (0, 2) (2, 0) neg. y–axis
II (0, 0, 1, 0) e = 0 0 (2,−4) pos. x–axis
III (0, 1, 0, 0) c = d = 0 0 (2, 4) neg. x–axis
IV (1, 0, 0, 0) a = b = 0 (0,−2) (−2, 0) neg. y–axis
V (1, 1, 0, 0) b = c = d = 0 (−1, 0) (0, 2) neg. x–axis
VI (1, 0, 1, 0) e = a = 0 (1, 0) (0,−2) pos. x–axis
VII (1, 0, 0, 1) a = b = 0 0 (−2, 0) neg. y–axis
VIII (0, 1, 1, 0) d = e = 0 0 (2, 0) pos. y–axis
IX (0, 1, 0, 1) c = 0 (1, 0) (0, 2) neg. x–axis
X (0, 0, 1, 1) (always) (−1, 0) (0,−2) pos. x–axis
XI (1, 1, 1, 0) d = e = 0 (0, 2) (2, 0) pos. y–axis
XII (1, 1, 0, 1) b = c = 0 0 (−2, 4) neg. x–axis
XIII (1, 0, 1, 1) a = 0 0 (−2,−4) pos. x–axis
XIV (0, 1, 1, 1) (always) (0,−2) (2, 0) pos. y–axis
From this, we are able to read off the full chamber structure on S. The
stability conditions for the chambers, which we sketch below in Figure 1,
read as follows.
(Rd(Q))
A−sst = {a 6= 0 ∧ e 6= 0 ∧ (b 6= 0 ∨ c 6= 0 ∨ d 6= 0)}
(Rd(Q))
B−sst = {a 6= 0 ∧ (b 6= 0 ∨ c 6= 0) ∧ (d 6= 0 ∨ e 6= 0)}
(Rd(Q))
C−sst = {(a 6= 0 ∨ b 6= 0) ∧ (b 6= 0 ∨ c 6= 0) ∧ (c 6= 0 ∨ d 6= 0)
∧(d 6= 0 ∨ e 6= 0) ∧ (e 6= 0 ∨ a 6= 0)}
(Rd(Q))
D−sst = {c 6= 0 ∧ (a 6= 0 ∨ b 6= 0) ∧ (d 6= 0 ∨ e 6= 0)}
(Rd(Q))
E−sst = {e 6= 0 ∧ (a 6= 0 ∨ b 6= 0) ∧ (c 6= 0 ∨ d 6= 0)} .
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Figure 1. These are the restrictions of the GIT chambers
to the slice S, where the x– and y–axis correspond to coor-
dinates on the slice and the y–axis is scaled with factor 12 .
The origin is the point in which the chambers A,B,C and
E meet. Additionally, the directions associated to possible
unstable codimension one components are given.
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To compute which chambers are stable, we need to be able to translate
directions in χ(PGd)R to directions on the slice S. Hence suppose that we
have a direction given as
c = cpp+ c1u1 + c2u2 ∈ R3,
where cp ≥ 0, and an arbitrary vector
x = p+ su1 + tu2 ∈ S.
Then the translation of x into the direction c is given as
x+ nc = (1 + ncp)p+ (s+ nc1)u1 + (t+ nc2)u2.
Obviously, the ray spanned by x + nd through the origin meets the slice S
in the point
p+
s+ nc1
1 + ncp
u1 +
t+ nc2
1 + ncp
u2.
If cp 6= 0, this converges to the point (c1, c2) ∈ S in the chosen coordinates
on S. But if cp = 0, the translation into the direction of c corresponds to
the translation into the direction of (c1, c2) in the coordinates on S.
Now we need the characters associated to codimension one components of
the unstable loci. For the first coordinate function we have
g ∗ a = g0
g1
a,
which corresponds to the vector
χa = (1,−1, 0, 0) ∈ χ(Gd)R.
An elementary computation yields that this corresponds to a direction of
the first type for χa = (−1, 2) in coordinates on S.
With similar computation steps we obtain the directions χe = (−1,−2) of
the first type, and χc = (1, 0) of the second type.
This yields the following structure of stable chambers.
chamber Z stable chambers
A N(a),N(e) A
B N(a) A,B
C ∅ all chambers
D N(c) D
E N(e) A,E
Finally, we compute some quotients associated to the chambers, showing
that the Mori chamber structure of the quotients coincides with the stable
GIT chamber structure.
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For the chamber B, we claim that the associated quotient is the Hirzebruch
surface F1. Consider the maps
ϕ : Rd(Q)→ Rd′(Q′), (a, b, c, d, e) 7→ (e, b, ca, da),
ψ : Rd′(Q
′)→ Rd(Q), (α, β1, β2, γ) 7→ (1, β1, β2, γ, α),
where the quiver Q′ and the dimension vector d′ are given as in Example
2.4.3. It is straightforward to check that ϕ and ψ respect the semistable
loci of the chambers B and I respectively, and induce an isomorphism of the
quotients.
Similarly the maps
ϕ(a, b, c, d, e) = (eb, eca, da),
ψ(α1, α2, α3) = (1, α1, α2, α3, 1),
where Q′ is given as
A // 33++ B,
show that the quotient with respect to the chamber A is isomorphic to P2.
For these chambers the predictions of Theorem 2.1.16 are thus confirmed. As
a side remark we note that similar computations confirm the predictions for
the chambers D and E, where the quotients are both nontrivial P1–bundles
over P1.
2.4.3. Quotients of Mori dream spaces.
We conclude with an example of a quotient of a Mori dream space.
Example 2.4.5. The group G = SL2 acts on the Mori dream space
X =
(
P1
)6
via the diagonalized canonical action on P1. Some quotients for this action
are computed in [P95]. Following the notation given there, we consider
quotients Xs(m)/G, where m = (m1, . . . ,m6) indicates that we take the
GIT quotient with respect to the bundle O(m1) ⊗ . . . ⊗ O(m6). Note that
since the character group of SL2 is trivial this bundle admits a unique G–
linearization.
Corollary 5 in [P95] shows that in the case when |m| = m1 + . . . + m6 is
odd, the corresponding bundle lies in the interior of a GIT chamber, and we
can use Theorem 3 of [P95] to compute the unstable loci.
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Three geometric quotients are explicitly given. They are well–known to be
Mori dream spaces (even toric), and the formula of Theorem 2.2.6 correctly
predicts the Picard number.
(1) Xs(2, 3, 3, 1, 1, 1)/G ' Bl(1,1,1),(∞,∞,∞)
(
P1
)3
,
which has Picard number 5. Indeed, there is one unstable component
of codimension one
Z =
{
(x1, . . . , x6) ∈
(
P1
)6 |x2 = x3} .
(2) Xs(2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1)/G ' Bl(0,0,0),(1,1,1),(∞,∞,∞)
(
P1
)3
,
which has Picard number 6. There are no unstable components of
codimension one.
(3) Xs(1, 1, 2, 1, 1, 1)/G ' Bl(0,0,0),(1,1,1),(∞,∞,∞)
(
P1
)3
,
so the quotient again has Picard number 6. In this case there are no
unstable components of codimension one as well.
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CHAPTER 3
Moduli spaces of quiver sheaves
In this chapter, we provide a construction for the moduli spaces of multi–
Gieseker semistable quiver sheaves, following Mumford’s strategy. Further-
more, we discuss the variation of the moduli space under change of the
stability condition.
3.1. Quiver sheaves
We start by introducing the notion of multi–Gieseker stability and the cat-
egory of quiver sheaves. Also, we establish some foundational results about
this notion of stability.
3.1.1. Basic notions.
Let X denote any scheme, and let Q denote an (unlabeled) quiver.
Definition 3.1.1. A quiver sheaf E on X associated to the quiver Q is a
representation of Q in the category of coherent sheaves on X. That is, we
have a family of coherent sheaves Ei, i ∈ Q0 associated to the vertices, and
a family Eα : Ei → Ej , α : i→ j of morphisms of coherent sheaves associated
to the arrows.
Occasionally, we will also consider representations of Q in the category of
quasi–coherent sheaves, and call them quasi–coherent quiver sheaves.
A morphism of quiver sheaves ϕ : E → F is a collection of morphisms
ϕi : Ei → Fi for each vertex i ∈ Q0, such that the canonical diagram
Ei ϕi //
Eα

Fi
Fα

Ej ϕj // Fj
for each arrow α : i→ j commutes.
For a path γ = αl . . . α1 and a quiver sheaf E recall that we denote
Eγ = Eαl . . . Eα1 ,
and say that E satisfies a relation ∑rk=1 λkγk if the identity
r∑
k=1
λkEγk = 0
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of morphisms of sheaves holds. This property is inherited by quiver sub-
sheaves and quiver quotient sheaves.
To give a first idea about how to interpret quiver sheaves as configurations
of morphisms of shevaes, we provide some simple examples.
Example 3.1.2. The simplest non–trivial example of a quiver sheaf is a
morphism
E1 Eα−→ E2,
associated to the quiver consisting of two vertices and an arrow between
them. Another example is that of a pair (E, φ), consisting of a sheaf E and
an endomorphism φ. By using relations we could require
φr = 0, or φr = φ,
ie. that φ is nilpotent or idempotent respectively. A slightly more sophisti-
cated example is that of two composable morphisms
E1 Eα−→ E2 Eβ−→ E3,
where we could require EβEα = 0 by using relations. A commuting square
of morphisms of sheaves can also be expressed as a quiver sheaf satisfying a
relation.
Let us recall the notion of a topological type τ of a sheaf E (compare with
Definition 1.4 and Remark 1.5 of [GRT16]). It is given as
τ(E) = ch(E)todd(X) ∈ B(X)Q,
where B(X) is the group of cycles on X modulo algebraic equivalence (con-
sider the proof of [F98] Theorem 15.2). By definition, the topological type
thus remains constant in flat families over a connected and noetherian base
scheme. Further, it determines the Hilbert polynomial with respect to any
ample line bundle ([F98], Example 18.3.6).
By a slight abuse of notation we use the same letter for the topological type
of a quiver sheaf.
Definition 3.1.3. We say that a quiver sheaf E has topological type
τ ∈ B(X)Q0Q
if for all i ∈ Q0 the sheaf Ei has topological type τi.
There are some other properties of sheaves which transfer to quiver sheaves
simply by requiring the sheaves at the vertices to fulfill this property.
Definition 3.1.4. A quiver sheaf E is called pure of dimension d if all the
shaves Ei are pure of dimension d.
Assume that X is projective over k, and fix a tuple
L = (L1, . . . , LN )
of ample line bundles. Following [GRT16], we say that a sheaf E is (n,L)–
regular if it is n–regular with respect to each line bundle Lj .
Definition 3.1.5. A quiver sheaf E is called (n,L)–regular if all the sheaves
Ei are (n,L)–regular. Equivalently, the quiver sheaf E is (n,L)–regular if Ei
is n–regular with respect to Lj for all i ∈ Q0 and all j = 1, . . . , N .
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Another such property is the saturation of sheaves.
Lemma 3.1.6. Let φ : E1 → E2 denote a morphism of sheaves on X which
are of the same dimension d, and let F1 ⊂ E1, F2 ⊂ E2 denote subsheaves
which are respected by the morphism, i.e. φ : F1 → F2. Then the saturations
φ : F1,sat → F2,sat
are respected as well.
Proof. Recall ([HL10] Definition 1.1.5), that the saturation is given as
F1,sat = ker (E1 → E1/F1 → (E1/F1) / (Td−1 (E1/F1))) ,
where Td−1 of a sheaf is defined to be the sum over all subsheaves of dimen-
sion at most d − 1. We have an induced morphism φ′ : E1/F1 → E2/F2.
Since the dimension of a sheaf does not grow under taking the image, we
have an induced morphism between the second quotients occurring in the
above description of the saturation as well. The obvious commuting diagram
tells us that φ thus induces a morphism between the kernels, which gives
the result. 
Lemma 3.1.6 shows that saturation of a quiver subsheaf is well–defined.
Definition 3.1.7. Consider a quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E of a quiver sheaf purely
of dimension d. The saturation of F in E is defined as the quiver subsheaf
Fsat ⊂ E such that
(Fsat)i = Fi,sat
for all vertices i ∈ Q0.
Definition 3.1.8. A family of quiver sheaves on X is called flat or bounded
over a k–scheme S of finite type, if the families of sheaves Ei are flat or
bounded for all i ∈ Q0 respectively.
3.1.2. Stability conditions.
Now we introduce the notion of stability for quiver sheaves. To relate them
to the already established notions of stability for vector space representa-
tions of a quiver ([K94]), and to the stability condition for sheaves as in
[GRT16], we first give a slightly more general definition which interpolates
between these two. However, our construction and variation results only
hold in a special case.
Consider a projective scheme X over k.
Definition 3.1.9. A multi–Gieseker stability condition (L, σ, ρ) for quiver
sheaves associated to Q over X consists of a tuple
L = (L1, . . . , LN )
of ample line bundles on X, and two tuples
σ, ρ ∈ (RQ0×N)
+
,
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where the right hand side is the subset of RQ0×N consisting of tuples σ
of non–negative real numbers such that for any fixed i not all σij vanish
simultaneously. We denote the entries of such tuples σ as
σ = (σij)(i,j)∈Q0×N .
If all entries of σ are strictly positive we say that σ is positive.
Typically, we think of L as being fixed, and just refer to (σ, ρ) as the stability
condition if L is clear from the context.
Definition 3.1.10. The multi–Hilbert polynomial of a quiver sheaf E with
respect to σ is defined as
P σE =
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijP
Lj
Ei ,
where P
Lj
Ei is the usual Hilbert polynomial of Ei computed with respect to
the ample line bundle Lj .
The multi–Hilbert polynomial can be written as
P σE (T ) =
ασd (E)
d!
T d +
ασd−1(E)
(d− 1)! T
d−1 + . . .+ ασ0 (E)
for real numbers ασk(E), and strictly positive leading coefficient. Here, d is
the maximum of the dimensions of the sheaves Ei. The coefficients can be
further expressed as
ασk(E) =
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijα
Lj
k (Ei),
where α
Lj
k (Ei)/k! is the coefficient to the monomial T k in the Hilbert poly-
nomial P
Lj
Ei , computed with respect to Lj .
Using these coefficients allows us to introduce the reduced version of the
multi–Hilbert polynomial and, later, the slope.
Definition 3.1.11. The multi–rank of a quiver sheaf E with respect to ρ is
defined as
rkρ(E) =
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
ρijα
Lj
d (Ei),
where d is the maximum of the dimensions of the sheaves Ei. The reduced
multi–Hilbert polynomial of E with respect to (σ, ρ) is defined as
p
(σ,ρ)
E =
P σE
rkρ(E) .
Definition 3.1.12. A quiver sheaf E is called multi–Gieseker semistable
with respect to (σ, ρ), or simply semistable, if it is pure and for all non–
trivial quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E the inequality
p
(σ,ρ)
F ≤ p(σ,ρ)E
holds. If all such inequalities are strict we call E stable.
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Remark 3.1.13. This stability condition is a condition in the sense of [R97].
Additionally, any quiver sheaf E is noetherian, allowing us to adopt general
results from [R97] to our setting.
There are three special cases of this stability condition.
(1) In case X = Spec(k), coherent sheaves are just vector spaces V , and the
Hilbert polynomial is just its dimension. Consequently, quiver sheaves
are simply vector space representations M of Q. Considering L = (L),
i.e. just the trivial line bundle, σ = θ and ρ = (1, 1, . . . , 1), we compute
p(σ,ρ)(M) =
∑
i∈Q0 θi dim(Mi)∑
i∈Q0 dim(Mi)
.
In other words, (σ, ρ)–stability is the same as the well–known slope
stability for vector space representations of Q as introduced in [K94].
(2) If Q = • is the trivial quiver, quiver sheaves are the same as sheaves E
on X. Considering σ = ρ, the reduced multi–Hilbert polynomial for a
d–dimensional sheaf E reads as
p
(σ,σ)
E =
∑N
j=1 σjP
Lj
E∑N
j=1 σjα
Lj
d (E)
.
Thus this stability condition is the one introduced by [GRT16].
(3) From now on we consider the case of an arbitrary scheme X, an arbi-
trary quiver Q, but σ = ρ. The reduced multi–Hilbert polynomial of a
quiver sheaf E then reads as
pσE =
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijP
Lj
Ei∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
σ
d (Ei)
.
Of course it is convenient to just write σ instead of (σ, σ) in this case.
Sometimes we need to compare our stability condition to stability conditions
for the sheaves at the vertices in the sense of [GRT16].
Definition 3.1.14. Let (L, σ) denote a stability condition for quiver sheaves
on X associated to a quiver Q. We use the notation
σi0 = (σi0j)j=1,...,N
for the restriction of σ to the vertex i0 ∈ Q0. The tuple (L, σi0) then is a
stability condition for sheaves on X in the sense of [GRT16].
3.1.3. Properties of stability.
From now on we restrict ourselves to the special case of ρ = σ, and examine
some of the properties of such conditions. In this case, the leading coef-
ficient of the reduced multi–Hilbert polynomial is 1/d!, and thus not very
interesting. The second highest order coefficient is of more importance.
Definition 3.1.15. The slope of a quiver sheaf E with respect to a stability
condition σ is
µ̂σ(E) = α
σ
d−1(E)
ασd (E)
,
where d is the degree of the multi–Hilbert polynomial.
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We need the following easy technical result.
Lemma 3.1.16. Let E denote a quiver sheaf such that
µ̂σ(E) ≥ µ
for some real number µ. Then there exist indices 1 ≤ j ≤ N and i ∈ Q0
such that σij 6= 0 and µ̂Lj (Ei) ≥ µ.
Proof. With the obvious modifications the elementary proof of [GRT16]
Lemma 2.11 applies. 
The reduced multi–Hilbert polynomial can now be written as
pσE(T ) =
1
d!
T d +
µ̂σ(E)
(d− 1)!T
d−1 +O(T d−2).
As an instance of the philosophy mentioned in Remark 3.1.13, there are
variants of the Harder–Narasimhan and Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration for quiver
sheaves. Alternatively, one could check that the proofs of the respective
results for sheaves (eg. consider Proposition 1.5.2 and Theorem 1.3.4 in
[HL10]) can be generalized.
The Harder–Narasimhan filtration measures to what extent a quiver sheaf
fails to be semistable.
Theorem 3.1.17. For a pure quiver sheaf E and a stability condition σ there
is a uniquely determined filtration
0 = HN0(E) ( HN1(E) ( . . . ( HNl(E) = E ,
called the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E, such that all the subquotients
Fk+1 = HNk+1(E)/HNk(E) are semistable and such that
pσ(F1) > pσ(F2) > . . . > pσ(F l).
Further, pσmax(E) = pσ(HN1(E)) is maximal among the reduced Hilbert poly-
nomials of quiver subsheaves of E, and HN1(E) is maximal among the quiver
subsheaves attaining this limit.
If a quiver sheaf is semistable, the Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration describes if and
how it fails to be stable.
Theorem 3.1.18. Suppose that E is a semistable quiver sheaf with respect
to a stability condition σ. There exists a filtration
0 = E0 ( E1 ( . . . ( E l = E ,
called a Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration, such that all Ek have the same reduced
multi–Hilbert polynomial and such that all subquotients are stable.
The subquotients in any such filtration are uniquely determined up to iso-
morphism and permutation.
The uniqueness of the subquotients in a Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration implies
that the following notion is well–defined.
Definition 3.1.19. Fix a stability condition σ and consider two semistable
quiver sheaves E and F . We define
gr(E) =
l⊕
k=1
Ek/Ek−1,
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where the Ek are the quiver subsheaves occurring in some Jordan–Ho¨lder
filtration of E . We say that E and F are S–equivalent if
gr(E) ' gr(F).
As in the case of sheaves, it is enough to check the inequalities on saturated
quiver subsheaves.
Lemma 3.1.20. A pure quiver sheaf E on X is semistable with respect to a
stability condition σ if and only if
pσF ≤ pσE
holds for all nontrivial saturated quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E. Similarly, E is
stable if strict inequality holds for all such quiver subsheaves.
Proof. Consider any quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E . By construction, the satura-
tion of F differs from F only in codimension one, and is a supersheaf of F .
Hence
α
Lj
d (Fi,sat) = α
Lj
d (Fi) and P
Lj
Fi ≤ P
Lj
Fi,sat
for all i ∈ Q0 and j = 1, . . . , N , where d is the dimension of E . Thus the
reduced multi–Hilbert polynomial of F is always smaller than the polynomial
of the saturation. 
We can prove a generalized version of a lemma of Grothendieck, which is
a central boundedness result in our work. To prepare for the variation of
moduli spaces as treated in Section 3.6, we formulate this result for a whole
set of stability conditions. Consider a subset
Σ ⊂ (RQ0×N)
+
which is a closed cone without origin in RQ0×N . Clearly, we could also
consider subsets which are contained in such a closed cone, or simply a
single parameter σ.
Lemma 3.1.21. Fix a stability condition σ, integers p and d, a real number
µ, a topological type τ , and a cone Σ as given above. Consider the family S
of quiver sheaves F which arise as quiver subsheaves of some quiver sheaf E
such that
(1) E is (p, L)–regular of topological type τ ,
(2) F is saturated in E,
(3) E is pure of dimension d,
(4) and µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ for some σ ∈ Σ.
This family is bounded.
Proof. We proceed by induction on |Q0|.
In the case |Q0| = 1 the quiver subsheaves of some quiver sheaf E are clearly
a subfamily of the family of subsheaves, and the boundedness of this family is
settled by [GRT16], Lemma 4.5, invoking a lemma of Grothendieck ([HL10]
Lemma 1.7.9). Note that this proof also works in the case of pure sheaves
of arbitrary dimension.
In the general case, we get by Lemma 3.1.16 that S decomposes into a finite
union of families Sij where at least one sheaf satisfies µ̂
Lj (Fi) ≥ µ. Thus by
the lemma of Grothendieck the family of sheaves Fi occurring at the vertex i
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in quiver sheaves contained in Sij is bounded (note that we can equivalently
pass to the quotient sheaves since Fi is saturated in Ei). It suffices to prove
that the families of the Fi′ , i 6= i′, occurring in Sij , are bounded as well.
We concentrate on the case of S1j . In particular, the values of α
Lj
e (F1) are
confined to a finite set, and for each of value in this set, the expression
µ̂σ1(F1) =
ασ1d−1(F1)
ασ1d (F1)
defines a well–defined and continuous function in σ ∈ Σ. Furthermore, this
function is invariant under simultaneous scaling, and must thus be bounded;
note that, modulo scaling, Σ yields a compact set. Hence,
µ′ ≥ µ̂σ1(F1)
uniformly in F1 and σ for some real number µ′. Note that by the dimension
assumption the ασid (Fi) are non–negative, so that we have∑
16=i∈Q0 α
σi
d−1(Fi)∑
16=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
≥
µ
(∑
i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
)
− ασ1d−1(F1)∑
16=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
≥
µ
(∑
16=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
)
+ (µ− µ′)ασ1d (F1)∑
1 6=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
= µ+ (µ− µ′) α
σ1
d (F1)∑
16=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
.
The left hand side is the slope of the restriction of F to the quiver where the
vertex 1, together with all arrows starting and ending in it, are removed. We
claim that the right hand side is bounded from below, which would finish
the proof by induction. Indeed, the fraction on the right hand side can be
estimated as
ασ1d (F1)∑
1 6=i∈Q0 α
σi
d (Fi)
=
ασ1d (F1)∑
i∈I
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d (Fi)
≤ α
σ1
d (F1)∑
i∈I
∑N
j=1 σij
,
where I ⊂ Q0 is the subset of vertices i ∈ Q0 not equal to 1 for which Fi
does not vanish. For these vertices, α
Lj
d (Fi) is integral and non–vanishing,
giving us the inequality. Now the right hand side is also a well–defined and
continuous function which is invariant under scaling, and is hence bounded.

Remark 3.1.22. The choice of a closed cone Σ is to obtain a compact set
after modding out scaling. For the final inequality in the proof of Lemma
3.1.21 to work, we also need that Σ does not meet the boundary.
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To talk about stability in families we consider
L′ =
(
L′1, . . . , L
′
N
)
,
the pullback of L to the space X × S where the family lives on. Note that
L′ consists of relatively ample line bundles.
Proposition 3.1.23. Being pure, semistability and stability are open prop-
erties for flat families of quiver sheaves.
Proof. Let E denote a flat family of quiver sheaves of topological type τ on
X over some noetherian base scheme S, and consider the family of relatively
ample line bundles L′ as in the preceding remark.
We know by definition that Es, where s ∈ S is a geometric point, is pure if
and only if all the sheaves Es,i for i ∈ Q0 are pure. Thus openness is implied
by the openness of the sheaf version as provided by [HL10] Proposition 2.3.1.
To prove openness of stability and semistability we also follow the reasoning
of [HL10]. For the sake of this proof we introduce the notation µ̂σ(τ) and
pσ(τ) for the slope and reduced Hilbert polynomial fixed by the topological
type and the stability condition. Consider the set A ⊂ B(X)Q0Q of topological
types τ ′ such that µ̂σ(τ ′) ≤ µ̂σ(τ) and such that there exists a geometric
point s ∈ S and a pure quotient Es → E ′ with the property τ(E ′) = τ ′ and
pσ(τ ′) < pσ(τ). By the Grothendieck Lemma for quiver sheaves 3.1.21, the
family of quotient quiver sheaves E ′ underlying A is bounded, so in particular
A is finite.
Note that Es is semistable if and only if s is contained in the complement of
the union of the finitely many closed images of the morphisms
Quotτ
′
E/X/S → S,
where τ ′ ∈ A. Here we use the Quiver Quot–scheme as introduced in Section
3.8. For stability, we use a similar argument using the inequality pσ(τ ′) ≤
pσ(τ) instead of strict inequality in the definition of A. 
A necessary condition for the construction of the moduli space is the bound-
edness of the family of semistable quiver sheaves. In contrast to the case of
Gieseker–semistable sheaves this is not automatic. For a partial result on
this problem, consider Theorem 3.7.7. Again, we think of L and also of τ as
fixed. Additionally, we fix a (possibly empty) set I of relations on Q.
Definition 3.1.24. A subset
Σ ⊂ (RQ0×N)
+
is called a bounded set of stability conditions if the family of quiver sheaves
E , which are of topological type τ , satisfy the relations I, and σ–semistable
for some σ ∈ Σ, is bounded. In case that Σ contains a single element σ, we
say that σ is bounded.
Remark 3.1.25. Clearly, imposing more relations can only improve the
boundedness of some set Σ.
Suppose we have a fixed projective scheme X, a stability condition (L, σ),
a topological type τ and a set of relations I on a quiver Q.
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Definition 3.1.26. The moduli functor of semistable quiver sheaves
Msst =Mσ−sstτ (Q, I,X) : (Sch/k)op → Sets
sends a scheme S to the set of isomorphism classes of families which are
flat over S and consist of quiver sheaves on X of topological type τ which
are σ–semistable and satisfy the relations I. There is a similar notion of a
moduli functor
Mst =Mσ−stτ (Q, I,X)
for stable quiver sheaves.
Following [Si94], Section 1, we introduce the notion of moduli spaces.
Definition 3.1.27. A scheme M sst = Mσ−sstτ (Q, I,X) which corepresents
Msst is called the (coarse) moduli space of semistable quiver sheaves of
topological type τ . Similarly, the moduli space M st = Mσ−stτ (Q, I,X) of
stable quiver sheaves is required to corepresent Mst.
If M sst or M st represent the respective moduli functor, they are called fine
moduli spaces.
3.2. The embedding functor
According to our program of construction, we need a functor that embeds the
category of sheaves into the category of representations of a quiver Q(Q′),
which we need to construct.
3.2.1. The twisted quiver.
Our embedding functor maps quiver sheaves to representations of the twisted
quiver Q(Q′), where the twisting, or auxiliar, quiver is given as in [GRT16].
Fix a projective scheme X and a collection L = (L1, . . . , LN ) of ample line
bundles on X. Furthermore, we fix a topological type τ of a quiver sheaf
and two natural numbers m > n.
Definition 3.2.1. The auxiliary quiver with N rows is defined as follows.
Q′0 = {v1, . . . , vN , w1, . . . , wN}
Q′1 = {ϕkl : vk → wl | k, l = 1, . . . , N} .
The labels Hij = Hϕij , dependent on L,m and n, attached to the arrows
ϕij : vi → wj are given as
Hij = H
0
(
X,L−ni ⊗ Lmj
)
= Hom
(
Lni , L
m
j
)
.
For example, the auxiliary quiver Q′ for N = 3 looks as follows (ignoring
the labels).
v1 //
))
$$
w1
v2
55
//
))
w2
v3
::
55
// w3
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For integers m > n consider the sheaf
T =
N⊕
j=1
L−nj ⊕ L−mj
and the k–algebra
A′ = L⊕H ⊂ EndX(T ),
where L is generated by the projections onto the summands L−ni and L
−m
j
and
H =
N⊕
i,j=1
Hij , Hij = H
0(X,L−ni ⊗ Lmj ) = HomX(L−mj , L−ni ).
The algebra A′ is realized as the path algebra of the auxiliary quiver Q′ with
N rows and labels Hij .
Definition 3.2.2. Let Q denote any finite quiver, and consider the auxiliary
quiver Q′ for some given N,m and n with given labels Hij . Then the twisted
quiver Q(Q′) is defined as follows.
Q(Q′)0 = {vij , wij | i ∈ Q0, j = 1, . . . , N}
Q(Q′)1 = {ϕikl : vik → wil | i ∈ Q0, k, l = 1, . . . , N}
∪
{
αleftk : vik → vjk | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1, k = 1, . . . , N
}
∪
{
αrightk : wik → wjk | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1, k = 1, . . . , N
}
The label attached to an arrow ϕikl is Hkl = H
0
(
L−nk ⊗ Lml
)
, independent
of i ∈ Q0, and the arrows αleftk and αrightk remain unlabeled. Further, for any
path γ = αl . . . α1 in Q and any integer 1 ≤ k ≤ N we define
γrightk = (αl)
right
k . . . (α1)
right
k ,
and γleftk is defined in a similar way. The relations associated to the twisted
quiver are then given by
I ′(I) = I ′1 ∪ I ′2,
where
I ′1 =
{
αrightl ϕikl − ϕjklαleftk | (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1; k, l = 1, . . . , N
}
,
I ′2 =
{
l∑
r=1
λr (γr)
z
k |
(
l∑
r=1
λrγr
)
∈ I; 1 ≤ k ≤ N ; z ∈ {left, right}
}
.
We think of the twisted quiver as a copy of the auxiliary quiver Q′ at each
vertex of Q, where the arrows in Q are copied for each vertex in Q′. The
relations I ′1 then tell us that in following an arrow in Q and an arrow in
Q′ the order does not matter (up to changing the copy of the arrow). The
relations I ′2 tell us that for each vertex in Q′ the corresponding copies of
paths in Q still satisfy the relations I.
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For instance, let
Q = • a−→ •
denote the a–morphism quiver, and let Q′ denote the auxiliary quiver for
N = 2. Then Q(Q′), which might as well be interpreted as the quiver Q′
doubled, looks as follows.
• H11 //
a
**
H12 &&
•
a
**• H11 //
H12 &&
•
•
a
44H22 //
H21
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•
a
44• H22 //
H21
88
•
Lemma 3.2.3. If the quiver Q has no oriented cycles, the same holds for the
twisted quiver Q(Q′).
Proof. The set of vertices of the quiver Q(Q′) is given as a copy, Q′(i), of
Q′ for each vertex i ∈ Q0 of Q, and an arrow α : i → j of Q yields a set of
arrows from the ith copy Q′(i) to the jth copy Q′(i).
Assume now that Q(Q′) has an oriented cycle γ. Then, for some i0 ∈ Q0,
the cycle γ begins and ends in the i0th copy Q
′(i0) of Q′. Now, γ either stays
entirely in Q′(i0), or it passes through some Q′(i), with i 6= i0, and then
returns to Q′(i0). In the first case, Q′ would have to contain an oriented
cycle, which is not the case. Hence, the second case holds. Then, however,
γ describes a sequence Q′(i0), Q′(i1), . . . , Q′(ir) = Q′(i0) of copies of Q′ that
it passes through, and this sequence is in fact defined by an oriented cycle
in Q, a contradiction. Hence, Q(Q′) has no oriented cycles. 
The natural target category of the extension of the embedding functor, which
we construct in the next Section 3.2.2, can be identified with the category
of representations of the twisted quiver.
Lemma 3.2.4. There is a canonical identification of categories
(Q, I)− repA′−mod '
(
Q(Q′), H, I ′(I)
)− rep.
Proof. A representation of (Q(Q′), H) in particular consists of a represen-
tation of the auxiliary quiver for each vertex in Q. Also, for some fixed
arrow α : i → j of Q the arrows αleftk and αrightk together with the relations
I ′1 comprise the data of a morphism of representations of (Q′, H). More-
over, the relations I ′2 imply that these morphisms satisfy the relations I.
The identification of (Q′, H)− rep with A′−mod thus induces the required
equivalence. 
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3.2.2. The functor.
The functor Hom(T, ∗) of [GRT16] extends to map quiver sheaves to rep-
resentations of Q in the category of representations of (Q′, H), which we
identify with representations of (Q(Q′), H, I ′(I)).
Fix a topological type τ for a quiver sheaf. First, we recall Theorem 5.7 of
[GRT16].
Theorem 3.2.5. For m n 0, the functor
Hom(T, ∗) : Coh(X)→ A′ −mod
is fully faithful on the full subcategory of (n,L)–regular sheaves of topological
type τi for some i ∈ Q0. More precisely, for E in this subcategory the
evaluation
ηE : Hom(T,E)⊗A′ T → E
is a natural isomorphism, and thus Hom(T, ∗) is left adjoint to the functor
∗ ⊗A′ T .
Remark 3.2.6. Theorem 5.7 of [GRT16] is stated for one fixed topological
type τ . The main reason for this is to ensure the boundedness of the family
of sheaves involved. The condition m  n  0 can be satisfied for all of
the finitely many τi simultaneously, providing us with an adjoint pair in this
slightly more general case.
A module in the image of this functor can be written as
Hom(T,E) =
N⊕
j=1
H0
(
E ⊗ Lnj
)⊕H0 (E ⊗ Lmj ) ,
where the arrow ϕij acts via the canonical map
H0 (E ⊗ Lni )⊗k H0
(
L−ni ⊗ Lmj
)→ H0 (E ⊗ Lmj ) .
Hence, the image of the functor (for a single τ) lies in the full subcategory
of representations of dimension vector d′ = d′(τ,m, n) which reads as
d′vk = h
0 (E ⊗ Lnk) = PLkE (n), d′wk = h0 (E ⊗ Lmk ) = PLkE (m).
Note that the Hilbert polynomials PLkE , and hence the dimension vector, are
fixed by the topological type τ .
By abstract nonsense, using the naturalness of the evaluation, we obtain an
extension of Theorem 3.2.5 to quiver sheaves. The target category of the
induced embedding functor can be identified with the category of represen-
tations of the twisted quiver by Lemma 3.2.4.
Theorem 3.2.7. For m n 0 the induced functor
Hom (T, ∗) : (Q, I)− Coh(X)→ (Q(Q′), H, I ′(I))− rep
is fully faithful and exact on the full subcategory of (n,L)–regular quiver
sheaves of topological type τ . More precisely, for a quiver sheaf E in this
subcategory the evaluation
ηE : Hom (T, E)⊗A′ T → E
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is a natural isomorphism, and thus Hom (T, ∗) is left adjoint to the functor
∗ ⊗A′ T . The image of the embedding lies in the full subcategory of repre-
sentations of dimension vector d (τ,m, n).
Proof. By general nonsense, the functor of Theorem 3.2.5 extends to a
functor
Hom (T, ∗) : (Q, I)− Coh(X)→ (Q, I)− repA′−mod,
and the target category is identified via Lemma 3.2.4. By definition, the
functor is left–exact on Q−Coh(X), and on the subcategory it additionally
is right–exact as it is a left–adjoint. 
For a quiver sheaf E the decomposition reads as
Hom(T, E) =
⊕
i∈Q0
N⊕
j=1
H0
(Ei ⊗ Lnj )⊕H0 (Ei ⊗ Lmj ) ,
where the arrow ϕikl acts via the canonical map
H0 (Ei ⊗ Lnk)⊗k H0
(
L−nk ⊗ Lml
)→ H0 (Ei ⊗ Lml ) ,
and the arrows αleftk and α
right
k for some arrow (α : i→ j) ∈ Q1 act via
H0
(Ei ⊗ Lpk)→ H0 (Ej ⊗ Lpk) ,
where p = n or p = m respectively. Hence, Hom(T, E) has dimension vector
d = d(τ,m, n) given as
dvik = h
0 (Ei ⊗ Lnk) = PLkEi (n), dwik = h0 (Ei ⊗ Lmk ) = P
Lk
Ei (m).
Investigating the moduli functor requires a version of Hom(T, ∗) globalized
to a functor between categories of flat families. First, recall the global-
ized functors in the setting of A′–modules and ordinary sheaves as given in
[GRT16].
Definition 3.2.8. Let S denote any scheme.
Denote by flatA′(S) the category of OS⊗A′–modules on S which are locally
free as OS–modules. By flatS(X × S) we denote the category of OX×S–
modules which are flat over S.
The globalized functors
Hom′(T, ∗) : flatS (X × S)→ flatA′(S)
∗ ⊗′A′ T : flatA′(S)→ flatS(X × S)
are defined as
Hom′(T,E) = (pS)∗Hom(p∗XT,E), M⊗′A′ T = p∗SM⊗OX×S⊗A′ p∗XT,
where pS : X × S → S and pX : X × S → X are the canonical projections.
The globalized functor Hom′(T, ∗) is also fully faithful, as shown in [GRT16]
Proposition 5.8 by reducing to the fibers.
Proposition 3.2.9. For m n 0 the functor Hom′(T, ∗) is fully faithful
on the full subcategory of flatS(X × S) consisting of flat families of (n,L)–
regular sheaves of topological type τ .
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Next, we want to extend these globalized functors to the case of a quiver
Q with relations I. Let A denote the path algebra of the twisted quiver
(Q(Q′), H, I ′(I)).
Definition 3.2.10. Denote the category of representations of Q in flat fam-
ilies as
flatS(X × S,Q, I) = (Q, I)− repflats(X×S).
By flatA(S) we denote the category of OS ⊗ A–modules on S which are
locally free as OS–modules.
Lemma 3.2.11. There is an equivalence of categories
(Q, I)− repflatA′ (S) ' flatA(S),
i.e. the category of representations of (Q, I) in the category flatA′(S) is
equivalent to the category flatA(S).
Proof. This is the same identification as in Lemma 3.2.4, but twisted by
OS . 
Proposition 3.2.12. For m  n  0 the functor Hom′(T, ∗) induces a
fully faithful functor
Hom′(T, ∗) : flatS(X × S,Q, I)τ → flatA(S)
from the full subcategory of (n,L)–regular representations of topological type
τ in flatS(X×S) to flatA(S), which we will also denote by Hom′(T, ∗). The
corresponding functor induced by ∗ ⊗′A′ T will be denoted by ∗ ⊗′A T .
Proof. The functorial nature of Hom′(T, ∗) allows an extension to the cat-
egory of representations of Q. The target of this extension can be identified
with flatA(S) by Lemma 3.2.11, and it is clear by abstract nonsense that
the functor remains fully faithful. 
We can give a description of the image of this functor.
Proposition 3.2.13. For m  n  0 as in Proposition 3.2.12 and a flat
family M of right–A–modules of dimension vector d = d(τ,m, n) over some
scheme B there exists a unique locally closed subscheme i : B
[reg]
τ ⊂ B such
that the following conditions hold.
(1) i∗M ⊗′A′ T is a family of (n,L)–regular quiver sheaves of topological
type τ and satisfying the relations I on X which is flat over B
[reg]
τ , and
the unit map
ηi∗M : i
∗M→ Hom′ (T, i∗M⊗′A′ T )
is an isomorphism.
(2) If σ : S → B is a subscheme such that σ∗M ' Hom′ (T,E) for some
family E of (n,L)–regular quiver sheaves of topological type τ which
satisfy the relations I on X which is flat over S, then σ factors through
the embedding morphism i and
E ' σ∗M⊗′A′ T.
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Proof. The identification of Lemma 3.2.11 allows us to consider M as a
representation of Q in the category of flat families of A′–modules satisfying
the relations I. Consider Proposition 5.9 in [GRT16], which is analogous
to the present Proposition, and take B
[reg]
τ to be the intersection of the
corresponding closed subschemes provided for these families of A′–modules.
To see that this subscheme satisfies the intended assertions we can again
trace back the identification of Lemma 3.2.11 and observe that all assertions
may be checked at each vertex of Q, since the preservation of the relations
is built into the functors. For the second assertion we also note that a
morphism factors through a set of locally closed subschemes if and only if
it factors through the intersection. 
It seems natural to think of the relations as defining a closed subscheme.
This is made precise in the following result. Just for the purpose of formu-
lating this corollary, we let A0 denote the path algebra for the case I = ∅,
i.e. the path algebra of the quiver (Q(Q′), H, I ′1).
Corollary 3.2.14. Suppose that we are given a topological type τ , a set
of relations I, and integers m  n  0 such that Proposition 3.2.12 holds
for I = ∅. For a flat family M of right–A0–modules of dimension vector
d = d(τ,m, n) over some scheme B which restricts to a family M′ of modules
which satisfy the relations I ′2 = I ′2(I) over some closed subscheme B′ ⊂ B
we have
(B′)[reg],Iτ = B
[reg]
τ ∩B′.
Here, B
[reg]
τ ⊂ B is the locally closed subscheme as in Proposition 3.2.12 in
a version without relations, and (B′)[reg],Iτ is the locally closed subscheme as
in Proposition 3.2.12 in a version incorporating the relations I.
Proof. By construction, the restriction of the familyM allows a description
M |B[reg]' Hom′(T,E),
where E is a family of quiver sheaves over B[reg] = B[reg]τ . Further restricted
to B
[reg]
τ ∩ B′, the modules satisfy the relations I ′2, so that, due to the
construction of the functor, the quiver sheaves satisfy the relations I. This
shows that
B[reg]τ ∩B′ ⊂ (B′)[reg],Iτ .
Conversely, M′ restricted to (B′)[reg] = (B′)[reg],Iτ allows a description
M′ |(B′)[reg]= Hom′(T,E′)
for a family of quiver sheaves E′ which satisfy the relations I. Over the
intersection (B′)[reg] ∩ B[reg], the families M and M′ coincide, so that, by
faithfulness of the functor Hom′(T, ∗), the families E and E′ coincide as
well. Thus, E and E′ glue to a flat family of right–A–modules over the
subscheme
(B′)[reg] ∪B[reg].
But by maximality, this subscheme must equal B[reg]. 
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Consider the functor
Mreg(X,Q, I) : (Sch/k)op → Sets,
which assigns to a scheme S the set of isomorphism classes of families of
(n,L)–regular quiver sheaves on X satisfying the relations I of topological
type τ which are flat over S.
For brevity denote B = Rd(Q(Q
′), H, I ′(I))[reg]τ , where we use the tautologi-
cal family of modulesM as explained in Appendix 1.2.3. Sending a morphism
f : S → B to the family f∗ (M |B ⊗′AT ) defines a natural transformation
g : B →Mreg(X,Q, I).
As in [ACK07] Theorem 4.5, the existence of the locally closed subscheme
parameterizing the image of the embedding functor implies that this moduli
functor is locally a quotient functor.
Proposition 3.2.15. There is a local isomorphism of functors
Mreg(X,Q, I) ' B/G,
where G = Gd. This functor is induced by g.
Proof. The proof of [ACK07] Theorem 4.5 holds verbatim, where we use
our version of the local isomorphism
h′ : R/G→MA
as in Proposition 1.2.23 and our Proposition 3.2.13. 
3.3. Stability under embedding
The next step in our program is to make sure that the embedding functor
Hom(T, ∗) we constructed preserves stability. The technical cornerstone of
this is a variant of the Le Potier–Simpson theorem for quiver sheaves and
multi–Gieseker stability. We basically follow the reasoning of [GRT16],
Sections 7 and 8.
3.3.1. The Le Potier–Simpson theorem.
Suppose we are given a quiver Q together with a (possibly empty) set of
relations I, a stability condition (L, σ) and a topological type τ = (τi)i∈Q0 .
We assume that σ is a bounded stability condition, i.e. that the family of
semistable quiver sheaves with respect to σ which satisfy the relations is
bounded. Using this we choose p 0 such that all such quiver sheaves are
(p, L)–regular. Furthermore, we assume that dim(E) = d for all sheaves of
type τi for some i ∈ Q0.
Remark 3.3.1. Basically, the relations I and I ′2 are not of great impor-
tance in this section. This is due to the fact that the property of satisfying
some given relation is inherited by quiver subsheaves, so that the notion of
semistability is insensitive to relations. The only relevance these relations
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have is via the question of boundedness, which might only hold on the sub-
family of semistable quiver sheaves which satisfy some relations.
On the other hand, the relations I ′1 are essential for the technical step of
Lemma 3.3.14.
Let us recall the Le Potier–Simpson estimate for the dimension of the space
of global sections of a sheaf twisted by an ample line bundle. Because we
use similar notation, we refer to the formulation in [GRT16] Theorem 7.1.
Here, for a real number x we use the notation [x]+ = max (x, 0).
Theorem 3.3.2. Let X denote a projective scheme, and L a very ample line
bundle on X. Let E denote a purely d–dimensional sheaf on X and define
the number
CLE =
(
rL
)2
+
1
2
(
rL + d
)− 1,
where rL is the rank of E with respect to L. Then, for any n > 0 we have
h0(E ⊗ Ln) ≤ r
L − 1
d!
[
µ̂Lmax(E) + C
L
E + n
]d
+
+
1
d!
[
µ̂L(E) + CLE + n
]d
+
.
To distinguish between strictly semistable and stable quiver sheaves we need
more control over the destabilizing quiver subsheaves (compare with Lemma
2.13 in [GRT16]). Note that boundedness of σ is not needed for the follow-
ing proof.
Lemma 3.3.3. Suppose that F ⊂ E is a destabilizing quiver subsheaf of a
semistable quiver sheaf E of topological type τ . Then F ⊂ E is saturated and
F ⊕ E/F
is semistable with Hilbert polynomial pσE and of topological type τ .
Proof. F has the same Hilbert polynomial as E and its quiver subsheaves
are quiver subsheaves of E . It is thus again semistable. A similar reasoning
using quotients shows that E/F is semistable with Hilbert polynomial pσE as
well, which is a property inherited by the direct sum. The assertion about
the topological type is implied by its additivity.
To see that F is saturated consider the inequalities
pσF (n) =
∑
i,j σi,jh
0
(
Fi ⊗ Lnj
)
rσ(F) ≤
∑
i,j σi,jh
0
(
Gi ⊗ Lnj
)
rσ(F )
= pσG(n) ≤ pσE(n)
for n  0, where G ⊂ E is the saturation of F , and the last inequality
holds by semistability. The inequalities are thus actually equalities, and in
particular for each i∈ Q0 we have
H0
(Fi ⊗ Lnj ) = H0 (Gi ⊗ Lnj )
for at least one index j = j(i) such that σij does not vanish. For n  0
the sheaves Gi ⊗ Lnj are globally generated, so Gi ⊂ Fi for all i ∈ Q0, which
shows F = G. 
We are ready to proof the Le Potier–Simpson theorem for quiver sheaves
(compare with [GRT16], Theorem 7.2). Recall that we assume σ to be
bounded, and σ–semistable quiver sheaves to be (p, L)–regular.
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Theorem 3.3.4. For an integer n  p  0 the following assertions are
equivalent for a purely d–dimensional quiver sheaf E of topological type τ
which satisfies the relations I.
(1) E is semistable.
(2) E is (p, L)–regular and for all quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E we have∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(F) ≤ p
σ
E(n).
(3) E is (p, L)–regular and the above inequality holds for all saturated quiver
subsheaves F ⊂ E such that
µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ̂σ(E).
The same statement holds for stable quiver sheaves and strict inequality.
Moreover, equality holds for a quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E if and only if F is
destabilizing.
Proof. The set of (p, L)–regular sheaves of topological type τi for some
i ∈ Q0 is bounded. Hence we can bound
µ̂
Lj
max(F ) ≤ C1
for all such sheaves F by a constant C1 > 0. Recall that
CLE =
1
2
rLj (E)
(
rLj (E) + dim(E)
)
,
the constant used in the Le Potier–Simpson estimate, is fixed by the topo-
logical type of the sheaf E. Hence we may set
C = max
(
C
Lj
Ei
)
,
where E is any quiver sheaf of topological type τ .
We now claim that there exists a constant C2 > 0 which satisfies the follow-
ing assertions.
(1) For all (p, L)–regular quiver sheaves E of topological type τ we have
−µ̂σ(E) + 1 ≤ C2.
(2) For any (p, L)–regular quiver sheaf E of topological type τ , all non–
empty subsets I ⊂ Q0 and all integers 0 ≤ ei,j ≤ rkLj (Ei) the inequality∑
i∈Ic,j
(σijeijC1) +
∑
i∈I,j
(σij
d!
(eij − 1)
(
C1 + C
)
+
(−C2 + C))
≤ (µ̂σ(E)− 1)
∑
i∈Q0,j
σijeij
holds, where Ic = Q0 \ I denotes the complement, and the sums are
simultaneously taken over j = 1, . . . , N .
This is possible because of the boundedness of the family of involved quiver
sheaves, and because the parameters occurring in the second inequality, be-
sides C2, are either fixed beforehand or only vary within a finite set.
Consider the set S of sheaves F which are saturated subsheaves F ⊂ E of
a (p, L)–regular sheaf E of topological type τ and such that µ̂Lj (F ) ≥ −C2
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for some j. This set is bounded by the Grothendieck Lemma for sheaves
(because the subsheaves are saturated we can equivalently consider the quo-
tients and apply [HL10] Lemma 1.7.9).
Furthermore, consider the set S′ of quiver sheaves F which are saturated
quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E of some (p, L)–regular quiver sheaf E of topological
type τ and such that µ̂σ(F ) ≥ −C2. This set is bounded as well according
to the Grothendieck Lemma 3.1.21 for quiver sheaves.
To shorten notation we introduce the numbers
D1 = C1 + C, D2 = −C2 + C.
Now we further claim that for n p the following assertions hold.
(1) Given any quiver sheaf F which consists of sheaves in S or is in S′ and
any quiver sheaf E which is (p, L)–regular and of topological type τ we
have that
pσF (n) ∼ pσE(n)⇔ pσF ∼ pσE ,
where ∼ is one of the relations =,≤ or <.
(2) All F ∈ S are (n,L)–regular.
(3) The quiver sheaves F ∈ S′ are all (n,L)–regular.
(4) n > C2 − C
(5) For all quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E of some (p, L)–regular quiver sheaf E
of topological type τ and all non–empty subsets I ⊂ Q0 we have∑
i∈Ic,j
σijP
Lj
Fi (n) +
∑
i∈I,j
σij
d!
((
rLj (Fi)− 1
)
(D1 + n)
d + (D2 + n)
d
)
≤ rσ(F) (pσE(n)− 1) .
The first three assertions are true because the involved families of quiver
sheaves are bounded, and the fourth assertion holds because the right hand
side is just a constant. To see that the last assertion holds note that, after
bringing rσ(F) to the other side, the left hand side is a polynomial in n with
leading coefficient 1d! and second coefficient∑
i∈Ic,j
(
σijα
Lj
d−1(Fi)
)
+
∑
i∈I,j
(σij
d!
(
rkLj (Fi)− 1
)
D1 +D2
)
rσ(F) .
Then we may estimate
α
Lj
d−1(Fi) = α
Lj
d (Fi)µ̂Lj (Fi) ≤ rkLj (Fi)µ̂
Lj
max(Ei) ≤ rkLj (Fi)C1
to arrive at an expression as in the second condition for C2. Thus for large
n the inequality of polynomials holds as claimed, and there are only finitely
many such conditions.
We now prove 1.)⇒ 2.). Let E denote some semistable quiver sheaf satisfy-
ing the relations, which is hence (p, L)–regular by assumption. Consider a
quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E . Note that if G denotes the saturation of F in E we
have ∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(F) ≤
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Gi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(G) ,
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so we may assume that F is saturated without loss of generality.
Let I ⊂ Q0 denote the set of vertices such that
µ̂Lj (Fi) < −C2
for all j = 1, . . . , N . Again, let Ic denote the complement of this set.
Note that for i ∈ Ic we clearly have Fi ∈ S, so Fi is (n,L)–regular by the
choice of n. If i ∈ I we know
µ̂
Lj
max(Fi) ≤ µ̂Ljmax(Ei) ≤ C1
and C
Lj
Fi ≤ C
Lj
Ei ≤ C. Thus the Le Potier–Simpson estimate (Theorem 3.3.2)
tells us
h0(Fi ⊗ Lnj ) ≤
rLj (Fi)− 1
d!
[
µ̂
Lj
max(Fi) + CLjFi + n
]d
+
+
1
d!
[
µ̂Lj (Fi) + CLjFi + n
]d
+
≤ r
Lj (Fi)− 1
d!
(D1 + n)
d +
1
d!
(D2 + n)
d
by our choice of constants and n.
Now we distinguish two cases.
If I = ∅, i.e. Ic = Q0, we have that∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(F) = p
σ
F (n) ≤ pσE(n),
where the first equality holds because all Fi are (n,L)–regular and the in-
equality is equivalent to pσF ≤ pσE , which holds by semistability of E .
If E is stable, the inequality is strict by the same argument.
On the other hand, if I 6= ∅ we may rewrite
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj ) =
∑
i∈Ic,j
σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj ) +
∑
i∈I,j
σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
≤
∑
i∈Ic,j
σijP
Lj
Fi (n) +
∑
i∈I,j
σij
d!
((
rLj (Fi)− 1
)
(D1 + n)
d + (D2 + n)
d
)
and the right hand side is strictly smaller than pσE(n)r
σ(F) by choice of n.
That 2.)⇒ 3.) holds is very obvious. It thus remains to check the direction
3.)⇒ 1.).
Let E denote any (p, L)–regular quiver sheaf of topological type τ , and let
F ⊂ E denote a quiver subsheaf. Without loss of generality we assume that
F is saturated.
If µ̂σ(F) < µ̂σ(E) then clearly F does not destabilize. If on the other hand
µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ̂σ(E) ≥ −C2, where the latter inequality holds by choice of C2,
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we know that F is contained in S′ and is hence (n,L)–regular. Thus
pσF (n) =
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(F) ≤ p
σ
E(n)
for n 0, which implies pσF ≤ pσE .
If the inequality in 2.) is strict the above inequality is also strict, and thus
E is stable.
It remains to show the addendum.
Consider some quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E and its saturation G ⊂ E . Recall the
argument of 1.)⇒ 2.), and note that most of it does not actually make use
of the assumption of 1.). Only the case I = ∅ is relevant though. Because if
I 6= ∅ holds for G, the inequality in 2.) is strict, so G and thus F can not be
destabilizing.
If F is destabilizing it is saturated by Lemma 3.3.3, and hence consists of
sheaves in the family S. This implies that the desired equality in 2.) is
equivalent to the equality pσF = p
σ
E . Conversely, if equality holds in 2.) we
have that
pσE(n) = p
σ
F (n) =
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(F)
≤
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijh
0(Gi ⊗ Lnj )
rσ(G) = p
σ
E(n).
Note that as G consists of sheaves in S it in particular is (n,L)–regular, so
that an argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.5.7 shows that F is saturated.
Hence F = G and equality in 2.) is equivalent to pσF = pσE . 
Actually, a slight reformulation of the Theorem of Le Potier–Simpson is
needed.
Corollary 3.3.5. For n  p  0, the following assertions are equivalent
for any pure quiver sheaf E which is of topological type τ and which satisfies
the relations I.
(1) E is semistable.
(2) E is (p, L)–regular and for all quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E it holds∑
i,j
σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )P σE ≤ P σE (n)P σF .
(3) E is (p, L)–regular and the above inequality holds for all saturated quiver
subsheaves F ⊂ E such that µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ̂σ(E).
Moreover, for semistable E and destabilizing F ⊂ E, equality in 2) holds if
and only if F is destabilizing.
Proof. As in the proof of [GRT16] Corollary 7.3, we may rewrite the in-
equality concerning the polynomials P σE and P
σ
F as an inequality concerning
the leading coefficients. The reformulated assertions are then equivalent by
the Le Potier–Simpson Theorem 3.3.4. 
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3.3.2. Semistability under embedding.
We now want to show that a quiver sheaf E is semistable if and only if its
image under the embedding functor Hom(T, E) is semistable. Recall that
we still assume σ to be a bounded stability condition given the relations I.
To that end, we start by fixing integers m n p 0 that satisfy certain
technical conditions. Later, we will show that the embedding functor defined
by these integers has the desired property of preserving stability.
To formulate the technical conditions we first need some definitions.
Definition 3.3.6. Let E denote any (n,L)–regular sheaf of topological type
τi for some i ∈ Q0. Consider the evaluation map
evj : H
0(E ⊗ Lnj )⊗ L−nj → E → 0.
For any subspace V ′j ⊂ H0(E⊗Lnj ) denote the image and kernel of the map
induced by evj as
0→ F ′j → V ′j ⊗ L−nj → E′j → 0.
Furthermore, consider
0→ K →
N⊕
j=1
V ′j ⊗ L−nj →
N∑
j=1
E′j → 0.
Denote by Sev the family of sheaves E
′
j , F
′
j ,
∑N
j=1E
′
j and K that arise in
such a way.
Definition 3.3.7. Let S denote the family of quiver sheaves F such that
F ⊂ E is a saturated quiver subsheaf, where E is (p, L)–regular of topological
type τ , and such that µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ̂σ(E).
We claim that there are integers m  n  p  0 satisfying the following
assertions, which we will keep fixed in the following arguments.
(1) All semistable quiver sheaves of topological type τ which satisfy the
relations I are (p, L)–regular.
(2) The Le Potier–Simpson corollary 3.3.5 holds.
(3) L−nj is (m,L)–regular for all j = 1, . . . , N .
(4) All quiver sheaves in S and all sheaves in Sev are (m,L)–regular.
(5) For all quiver sheaves E of topological type τ , for all integers cij between
0 and P
Lj
Ei (n) and for all quiver sheaves F which are in S or consist of
sheaves in Sev the relation of polynomials
P σE
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijcij ∼ P σE (m)P σF
holds if and only if the relation
P σE (m)
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijcij ∼ P σE (m)P σF (m)
holds, where ∼∈ {=,≤, <}.
(6) The functor Hom(T, ∗) is an embedding, i.e. Theorem 3.2.7 holds.
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The first assertion can be achieved because the family of semistable quiver
sheaves is bounded by assumption. The second and the sixth assertions hold
by the statements of the Corollary and the Theorem, and the third asser-
tion is easily achieved because there are only finitely many Lj . To guarantee
the fourth and fifth assertion note that S is bounded by the Grothendieck
Lemma 3.1.21, and Sev is also bounded (see [GRT16] Definition 8.3).
Recall that the embedding functor Hom(T, ∗) maps any (n,L)–regular quiver
sheaf E to a representation of the twisted quiver Q(Q′) of dimension vector
d, given by
dij1 = h
0(Ei ⊗ Lnj ) = PLjEi (n), dij2 = h0(Ei ⊗ Lmj ) = P
Lj
Ei (m).
For brevity, we let the indices (ij1) and (ij2) refer to the vertices vij and
wij respectively. We also define a stability condition θ = θ(σ, d) on Q(Q
′)
by
θij1 =
σij∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σkldkl1
, θij2 =
−σij∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σkldkl2
.
For a representation M of the twisted quiver Q(Q′) we use the notation
M =
⊕
i∈Q0
N⊕
j=1
Vij ⊕Wij ,
where Vij is the value of M at the vertex vij and Wij is the value of M at
the vertex wij . The maps associated to the arrows ϕikl are denoted as
φikl : Vik ⊗Hkl →Wil,
and the maps associated to the arrows αleftk and α
right
k are denoted as Ak and
Bk in a similar fashion. We will also use obvious variants of this notation,
for example for some other representation M ′.
Using this notation we may rewrite
θ(M) =
∑
i,j
(θij1 dim (Vij) + θij2 dim (Wij)) .
Note that for a representation M of dimension vector d we have θ(M) = 0,
so that M is semistable if and only if θ(N) ≤ 0 holds for all subrepresenta-
tions N ⊂M .
To relate stability of representations to stability of quiver sheaves a slightly
different notion of the slope is useful.
Definition 3.3.8. Let M = ⊕i,jVij ⊕Wij denote a representation of Q(Q′)
such that
∑
i,j σij dim(Wij) or
∑
i,j σij dim(Vij) are non–zero. Then we de-
fine the (auxiliary) slope of M as
µ′(M) =
∑
i,j σij dim (Vij)∑
i,j σij dim (Wij)
∈ [0,∞].
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Lemma 3.3.9. Let M denote a representation of Q(Q′) of dimension vector
d, and let M ′ denote a representation such that
∑
i,j σij dim
(
W ′ij
)
6= 0.
Then θ(M ′) ≤ 0 if and only if µ′(M ′) ≤ µ′(M).
The same assertion holds if we replace ≤ by <.
Proof. This can be shown by an elementary argument as in the proof of
[GRT16] Lemma 8.6. 
There are subrepresentations, called non–degenerate, on which the auxil-
iary slope is well–defined. For representations in the image of the embed-
ding functor, it suffices to check semistability on such subrepresentations.
Degenerate subrepresentations always destabilize.
Definition 3.3.10. A representation M of Q(Q′) is called degenerate if
Vij = 0 for all i ∈ Q0 and j ∈ {1, . . . . , N} and Wij = 0 for all i and j such
that σij = 0.
Lemma 3.3.11. Let M = Hom(T, E) denote the representation of Q(Q′) of
dimension vector d given by a (n,L)–regular quiver sheaf E of topological
type τ . Then the following holds.
(1) If a representation M ′ is non–degenerate we have∑
i,j
σij dim
(
W ′ij
) 6= 0
and µ′(M ′) is well–defined.
(2) M is θ–semistable if and only if µ′(M ′) ≤ µ′(M) for all non–degenerate
M ′ ⊂M .
(3) Suppose that M is θ–semistable. Then M ′ ⊂M is destabilizing if and
only if M ′ is degenerate or M is non–degenerate and µ′(M) = µ′(M ′).
Proof. Write M = Hom(T, E) = ⊕i,j H0(Ei ⊗ Lnj )⊕H0(Ei ⊗ Lmj ). Recall
that in this representation the arrows ϕikl are equipped with maps
φikl : H
0(Ei ⊗ Lnk)⊗H0(Lml ⊗ L−nk )→ H0(Ei ⊗ Lml ).
By our assumption on m and n the sheaf Lml ⊗ L−nk is globally generated,
so as in the proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.8, if φikl(s ⊗ h) = 0 for all h then
s = 0. Thus the first assertion can be shown as in the case of sheaves.
The rest follows by Lemma 3.3.9 once we note that θ(M ′) = 0 if M ′ is
degenerate. Compare with the proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.8. 
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We consider the notion of subordinate subrepresentations and tight repre-
sentations as in [GRT16] Definition 8.10.
Definition 3.3.12. Let M ′ and M ′′ denote subrepresentations of some rep-
resentation M of Q(Q′).
(1) We say that M ′ is subordinate to M ′′ if
V ′ij ⊂ V ′′ij and W ′′ij ⊂W ′ij
holds for all i ∈ Q0 and all j = 1, . . . , N . We denote this by
M ′ M ′′.
(2) A subrepresentation M ′ is called tight if whenever M ′  M ′′ for an-
other subrepresentation of M we have
V ′ij = V
′′
ij and W
′
ij = W
′′
ij
for all indices i and j such that σij 6= 0.
Lemma 3.3.13. Let M ′ and M ′′ denote subrepresentations of some repre-
sentation M such that µ′(M ′) and µ′(M ′′) are well–defined. If M ′ M ′′ we
have
µ′(M ′) ≤ µ′(M ′′).
Moreover, if M ′ is tight equality holds.
Proof. This is elementary. Compare with [GRT16] Lemma 8.11. 
Interestingly, the next Lemma needs the relations I ′1 on the twisted quiver.
Lemma 3.3.14. Let M satisfy the relations I ′1, and consider any subrepre-
sentation M ′ ⊂M . Then
M ′ M ′′
for a tight subrepresentation M ′′ ⊂M .
Proof. Adapting the proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.12 we define M ′′ by
W ′′ij =
N∑
k=1
φikj(V
′
ik ⊗Hkj)
V ′′ij =
{
v ∈ Vij | φijk(v ⊗ h) ∈W ′′ik for all k and for all h ∈ Hjk
}
.
It is immediately clear that these subspaces get respected by the maps φikl,
and because of the relations I ′1 they are also respected by the maps Ak and
Bk and thus define a subrepresentation. Following the remainder of the ele-
mentary proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.12 we can see that M ′ is subordinated
to M ′′ and that M ′′ is tight. 
Putting the results obtained so far together, we arrive at the following cri-
terion for semistability of a representation.
Lemma 3.3.15. Let M denote a representation of Q(Q′) of dimension vector
d which satisfies the relations I ′1. Then M is semistable if and only if
µ′(M ′) ≤ µ′(M)
for all tight non–degenerate subrepresentations M ′ ⊂M .
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Proof. This works just as [GRT16] Lemma 8.13: Using Lemma 3.3.11 it
suffices to check the claimed inequality for non–degenerate subrepresenta-
tions. Now combining Lemma 3.3.14 with Lemma 3.3.13 gives the result. 
We need to compare subrepresentations and quiver subsheaves. The key
construction for this is given by the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.3.16. Let E denote an (n,L)–regular quiver sheaf of topological
type τ . Given a subrepresentation M ′ ⊂ M = Hom(T, E) we consider the
subsheaves
E ′i =
N∑
j=1
(Ei)′j ,
where (Ei)′j = evj(V ′ij ⊗L−nj ) is given as the image of the evaluation. These
subsheaves are respected by the morphisms Eα : Ei → Ej and hence form a
quiver subsheaf E ′ = E ′(M ′) ⊂ E.
Proof. Choose any arrow α : a→ b in Q. The induced maps
H0(Eα ⊗ L−nj ) : H0(Ea ⊗ L−nj )→ H0(Eb ⊗ L−nj )
map V ′aj to V
′
bj because M
′ is a subrepresentation by assumption. Hence the
diagram
V ′aj ⊗ L−nj //

(Ea)′j

V ′bj ⊗ L−nj // (Eb)′j
commutes because morphisms of sheaves commute with restriction. Sum-
ming up over j gives the result. 
Proposition 3.3.17. Suppose that E is an (n,L)–regular quiver sheaf of
topological type τ and M ′ ⊂ M = Hom(T, E) is a subrepresentation. Con-
sider the quiver subsheaf
E ′ ⊂ E
as in Lemma 3.3.16. Then
M ′  Hom(T, E ′).
If M ′ is tight and non–degenerate M ′ satisfies the equality
µ′
(
M ′
)
= µ′
(
Hom
(
T, E ′)) .
Proof. The proof of [GRT16] Proposition 8.14 applies to each vertex.
This is sufficient to obtain a quiver sheaf version.
This remark also applies to the case of a tight subrepresentation, as the
proof of [GRT16] shows that Hom (T, E ′) is non–degenerate and we can
apply Lemma 3.3.13. 
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Lemma 3.3.18. Let E denote an (n,L)–regular quiver sheaf of topological
type τ . Then the following assertions are equivalent.
(1) Hom(T, E) is semistable.
(2) For all quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E we have
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
h0(Fi ⊗ Lnj )P σE (m) ≤
∑
i∈Q0
N∑
j=1
σijh
0(Fi ⊗ Lmj )P σE (n).
(3) The above inequality holds for all quiver subsheaves E ′ ⊂ E of the form
as in Lemma 3.3.16 for subrepresentations M ′ ⊂ Hom(T, E).
Proof. The proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.15 applies:
The inequality in the second assertions is equivalent to θ(Hom(T,F)) ≤ 0
after unwrapping the definitions. By Proposition 3.3.17 it suffices to check
this inequality on subrepresentations of the form Hom(T, E ′). 
Finally, we are ready to prove that semistability is respected by the embed-
ding functor.
Theorem 3.3.19. Let E denote a quiver sheaf of topological type τ which
satisfies the relations I. Then E is semistable if and only if E is pure,
(p, L)–regular and Hom(T, E) is semistable.
Proof. With the appropriate modifications this can be proven in the same
way as the case of sheaves ([GRT16] Theorem 8.16) by combining the pre-
ceding results. 
3.3.3. S–equivalence under embedding.
In this subsection, we strengthen the comparison result established in the
preceding subsection. For this to work, we need to get rid of degenerate
subrepresentations. One way to ensure this is to assume that σ is positive,
i.e. all its entries are strictly positive. We remind ourselves that we still
assume σ to be bounded given a set of relations I, and semistable quiver
sheaves which satisfy these relations to be (p, L)–regular.
Now that we exclude degenerate subrepresentations of Hom(T, E), the only
remaining destabilizing subrepresentations are given by destabilizing quiver
subsheaves.
Lemma 3.3.20. Let E denote a semistable quiver sheaf which satisfies the
relations I for a positive stability parameter σ. Any destabilizing quiver sub-
sheaf F ⊂ E is (p, L)–regular and Hom (T,F) ⊂ Hom (T, E) is destabilizing
as well.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3.3, E ′ is (p, L)–regular since it is a direct summand
E ′ ⊂ E ′ ⊕ E/E ′
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of a semistable quiver sheaf of topological type τ satisfying the relations I,
which is thus (p, L)–regular by our assumption. In particular, it is (m,L)–
regular and (n,L)–regular as well. This yields the equations
µ′ (Hom (T,F)) =
∑
ij σijh
0
(
Fi ⊗ Lnj
)
∑
i,j σijh
0
(
Fi ⊗ Lmj
) = P σF (n)
P σF (m)
=
pσF (n)
pσF (m)
=
pσE(n)
pσE(m)
= µ′ (Hom (T, E)) ,
which proves that Hom (T,F) is destabilizing. 
Lemma 3.3.21. Suppose that M is a θ–semistable representation, where θ is
defined using a positive stability condition σ. A destabilizing subrepresenta-
tion M ′ ⊂M is then tight.
Proof. The elementary proof of [GRT16] Lemma 8.18 applies word for
word. 
We are now ready to prove that subrepresentations of Hom(T, E) which are
destabilizing can be deduced from destabilizing quiver subsheaves.
Lemma 3.3.22. Suppose that σ denotes a positive stability condition and
let E be a semistable quiver sheaf of topological type τ which satisfies the
relations I. For any destabilizing subrepresentation
M ′ ⊂ Hom (T, E)
the quiver subsheaf E ′ ⊂ E given as in Proposition 3.3.17 is either equal to
E or destabilizing as well.
Proof. Consider our version of the Le Potier–Simpson theorem 3.3.4 and
Condition 5 on m and n for quiver sheaves. The proof of Lemma 8.19 in
[GRT16] then carries over. 
We end this subsection with the desired result.
Theorem 3.3.23. Suppose that σ is a positive stability condition. For
semistable quiver sheaves E of topological type τ which satisfy the relations
I the identity
Hom (T, gr (E)) ' gr (Hom (T, E))
holds. Hence, Hom (T, ∗) respects S–equivalence and E is stable if and only
if Hom (T, E) is.
Proof. Essentially, the proof of [GRT16] Theorem 8.20 applies, which we
repeat here as a sketch.
Consider a Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration
0 = E0 ( E1 ( . . . ( E l = E
in the category of quiver sheaves. That is, the quiver subsheaves E i are
destabilizing and the filtration is maximal with this property. Let M i =
Hom
(
T, E i) and M = Hom (T, E) denote the image of the filtration under
the embedding, so that
0 = M0 (M1 ( . . . (M l = M.
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If we assume that this filtration allows a refinement, i.e. Mp ⊂M ′ ⊂Mp+1
for a destabilizing subrepresentation M ′ ⊂ M , we get that Ep ⊂ E ′ ⊂ Ep+1
by an argument as in [GRT16], where E ′ is given as in Lemma 3.3.16. But
this contradicts the maximality of the Jordan–Ho¨lder filtration of E .
The exactness of the embedding functor now implies that it respects S–
equivalence since
gr (Hom (T, E)) =
l⊕
k=1
Hom(T, Ek)/Hom(T, Ek−1)
= Hom
(
T,
l⊕
k=1
Ek/Ek−1
)
= Hom(T, gr(E)).
This also implies that Hom(T, ∗) can distinguish stability from semistability;
because E is stable if and only if gr(E) = E and Hom(T, E) is stable if and
only if gr (Hom(T, E)) = Hom(T, E). 
3.4. Construction of the moduli space
The actual construction of the moduli space is the final step in our program,
which can be summarized as follows. The existence of the tautological fam-
ily M on the representation variety gives a subscheme which is the image
of the embedding functor, and openness of semistability provides an open
subscheme of it. Finally, the GIT quotient of the representation variety
descends to this subscheme because stability of representations and quiver
sheaves are compatible, and the quotient thus obtained is the moduli space
of quiver sheaves.
Suppose that we are given a bounded and positive stability parameter (L, σ)
for some fixed set of relations I. We fix integers m n p 0 such that
the following assertions hold.
(1) All σ–semistable quiver sheaves which satisfy the relations I are (p, L)–
regular.
(2) The functor Hom (T, ∗) is an embedding, i.e. Theorem 3.2.7 holds.
(3) Stability is preserved by Hom (T, ∗), i.e. Theorem 3.3.19 holds.
(4) S–equivalence is preserved as well, i.e. Theorem 3.3.23 holds.
Consider the representation variety
R = Rd
(
Q(Q′), H, I ′(I)
)
for the twisted quiver of dimension vector d = d(τ,m, n) and recall that
we have a group action of G = Gd on it as well as a stability condition
θ = θ(d, σ). The tautological family M of right–A–modules, where A is
the path algebra of the twisted quiver with labels and relations, gives us a
locally closed subscheme
i : B = R[reg]τ ⊂ R
according to Proposition 3.2.13. In particular, the fibers of the family
i∗M⊗′A′ T
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are (n,L)–regular quiver sheaves of topological type τ . Recall (Proposi-
tion 3.2.15) that the moduli functor Mreg(X,Q, I) of (n,L)–regular quiver
sheaves on X is locally isomorphic to the quotient functor B/G. The open-
ness of regularity, stability and semistability (Proposition 3.1.23) provides
us with open subschemes
B[st] ⊂ B[sst] ⊂ B[reg] ⊂ B,
where the members of the family i∗M⊗′A′T are stable, semistable and (p, L)–
regular respectively.
Proposition 3.4.1. There is a local isomorphism of functors
Msstτ (Q,X, I) ' B[sst]/G,
and a similar local isomorphism for the case of stable quiver sheaves.
Proof. We have a natural transformation
B[sst]/G→Msstτ (X,Q, I),
given by pulling back the restriction of the family i∗M ⊗′A′ T to B[sst]. As
in the proof of [ACK07] Theorem 6.1, this is the restriction of the natural
transformation which induced the local isomorphism of Proposition 3.2.15.
The same argument applies to the stable case. 
Proposition 3.4.2. There exists a commuting diagram
B[σ−sst] 
 //
q′

Rθ−sst
q

K 

j
// M θ−sstd ,
where M θ−sstd = M
θ−sst
d (Q(Q
′), H, I ′(I)), q is the GIT quotient as in Theo-
rem 1.2.21, the restriction q′ is a good quotient and j is the embedding of a
locally closed subscheme.
Proof. Let Y denote B[sst]. By definition, the pullback of the tautological
family M to Y satisfies
i∗M ' Hom′ (T,E)
for a family E of (p, L)–regular semistable quiver sheaves of topological type
τ which satisfy the relations I.
Consider Z = Y ∩Rθ−sst, where Y is the closure in R. This is a closed andG–
invariant subscheme in Rθ−sst. By our assumption that k has characteristic
zero, we know that q induces a good quotient on Z, and it thus suffices to
show that Y lies in Z and that Y ⊂ Z satisfies the assumptions of Lemma
3.4.3. To see the inclusion, note that for a point x ∈ Y the fiber
Mx ' Hom(T, E)
is θ–semistable due to Theorem 3.3.19. A similar argument yields the tech-
nical condition involving the closed orbits in the closure. Indeed, as a
point x ∈ Q[sst] corresponds to some representation M = Hom(T, E) for
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a semistable quiver sheaf E , the closed orbit in the closure of the orbit of x
corresponds to the module
gr(M) = gr (Hom(T, E)) ' Hom (T, gr(E)) ,
where the latter isomorphism is given by Theorem 3.3.23. Since gr(E) is
again semistable of topological type τ , the closed orbit is also contained in
the image of the semistable quiver sheaves under the embedding functor. 
We repeat the technical lemma used in the preceding theorem as given in
[ACK07], Lemma 6.2.
Lemma 3.4.3. Suppose that the action of a reductive group G on a scheme
Z admits a good quotient pi : Z → Z//G. Further, suppose that Y ⊂ Z
denotes an open and G–invariant subset such that for each orbit O ⊂ Y the
unique closed orbit O′ contained in the closure O is also contained in Y .
Then, pi restricts to a good quotient
pi |Y : Y → pi(Y )
of Y , where pi(Y ) ⊂ Z//G is open.
Theorem 3.4.4. The scheme K as in Proposition 3.4.2 is the coarse moduli
space for semistable quiver sheaves of topological type τ which satisfy the
relations I. The closed points of
K = Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I)
correspond to S–equivalence classes of semistable quiver shaves. Further-
more, there exists an open subscheme
Mσ−stτ (X,Q, I) ⊂Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I)
which is the coarse moduli space for stable quiver sheaves of topological
type τ . Its closed points correspond to isomorphism classes of stable quiver
sheaves.
Proof. Since q : B[sst] → K is a good quotient, the corresponding natural
transformation
q : B[sst]/G→ K
corepresents the quotient functor B[sst]/G (compare with the remark to
Definition [ACK07], Definition 4.6). But this quotient functor is locally
isomorphic to the moduli functor of semistable quiver sheaves by Proposi-
tion 3.2.15. Hence M also corepresents this moduli functor (where we use
[ACK07], Lemma 4.7).
The closed points of K correspond to closed orbits in B[sst]. These orbits
further correspond to S–equivalence classes of A–modules (consider Propo-
sition 1.2.20), which are of the form Hom(T, E) for some semistable quiver
sheaf E of topological type τ , as explained in the proof of Proposition 3.4.2.
We also know by Theorem 3.3.23 that S–equivalence classes of such modules
correspond to S–equivalence classes of semistable quiver sheaves.
A semistable quiver sheaf E is stable if and only if the A–module Hom(T, E)
is stable. Hence
B[st] = B[sst] ∩Rθ−st.
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The geometric quotient of Rθ−st then restricts to a geometric quotient
B[st] → q(B[st]) = K ′ ⊂ K, which has open image inside K.
Repeating the argument above we see that K ′ corepresents the moduli func-
tor of stable quiver sheaves, and that its closed points correspond to S–
equivalence classes of stable quiver sheaves. But S–equivalence reduces to
isomorphism for stable objects. 
Corollary 3.4.5. The moduli space of semistable quiver sheaves satisfying
the relations
M sstτ (X,Q, I) ⊂M sstτ (X,Q)
is a closed subscheme of the moduli space without relations, and the same
assertion holds for the moduli space of stable quiver sheaves.
Proof. The representation variety with relations I ′(I) = I ′1 ∪ I ′2 is a closed
subvariety
Rd(Q(Q
′), H, I ′(I)) ⊂ Rd(Q(Q′), H, I ′1),
and the tautological family M of right–A–modules on R = Rd(Q(Q′), H, I ′1)
restricts to a family M′ of modules additionally satisfying the relations I ′2
on R′ = Rd(Q(Q′), H, I ′(I)). According to Corollary 3.2.14 we thus have
(R′)[reg] = R′ ∩R[reg],
i.e. (R′)[reg] is a closed subscheme of R[reg]. Further, the property of sta-
bility and semistability is insensitive to the question whether relations are
imposed, so that the corresponding open subschemes parametrizing stable
and semistable quiver sheaves are closed inside the corresponding open sub-
schemes without the relations I ′2. This inclusion is respected by the quo-
tient. 
3.5. Projectivity of the moduli space
In this section we want to show that the moduli space of quiver sheaves is
projective, if the quiver Q does not contain oriented cycles. In face of the
similar result for moduli spaces of representations (compare with Theorem
1.2.21) it seems unlikely that one can get rid of this condition. Furthermore,
we require that σ is a rational stability condition for a crucial technical step
of Theorem 3.5.11 below.
Since the moduli space with relations is a closed subscheme of the moduli
space without relations (consider Corollary 3.4.5), it is sufficient to show the
projectivity for the case without relations, up to the question of bounded-
ness. We consider the case of a smooth and projective scheme X.
Theorem 3.5.1. Assume that Q does not contain oriented cycles, and that
σ is rational. Then, the moduli space of multi–Gieseker semistable quiver
sheaves of topological type τ is projective over k.
Proof. Consider the proof of [ACK07] Proposition 6.6, which holds almost
word for word in our setting. Nevertheless, we give a brief sketch to point
out the relevant references.
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Let R denote a discrete valuation ring over k with field of fractions K. The
valuative criterion then requires us to construct an extension
x : Spec(R)→M sst
for any given morphism x0 : Spec(K) → M sst = M sstτ (Q,X). The identifi-
cation of the moduli space with a quotient as in Proposition 3.4.2 allows a
lift
Spec(K ′)

y0 // Bsst

Spec(K) x0
// M sst,
where K ⊂ K ′ is a suitable finite extension of fields. Denote by R′ a discrete
valuation ring with field of fractions K ′ which dominates R.
The remainder of the proof then reduces, modulo borrowing arguments from
[ACK07], to showing that a flat family over Spec(K ′) of semistable quiver
sheaves of topological type τ on X extends to a flat family of such quiver
sheaves over Spec(R′).
By Proposition 3.5.4 we can extend the family to a flat one since Q does
not contain oriented cycles. Our version of Langton’s theorem 3.5.11 then
allows to modify the family to obtain a family of semistable quiver sheaves
as needed. 
Remark 3.5.2. For the strategy of proof presented here, both the condition
that Q contains no cycles, and the condition that σ is rational, are essential.
Interestingly, for extensions of families of quiver sheaves (as in Subsection
3.5.1), the rationality of σ plays no role, while for the proof of Langton’s
theorem (consider Subsection 3.5.2), we may allow cycles in Q.
3.5.1. Extensions.
In this subsection we construct extensions of flat families of quiver sheaves
from the base Spec(K) to Spec(R), where K is the quotient field of a dis-
crete valuation ring R. A condition for this to work is that the quiver does
not contain oriented cycles.
Let U ⊂ X denote an open subset of a noetherian scheme over k with inclu-
sion map i. It is well–known that coherent sheaves on U can be extended
to coherent sheaves on X, but we need to ensure that morphisms extend as
well. For the case of a quiver without oriented cycles we can show that this
even holds for quiver sheaves.
Proposition 3.5.3. Consider a quiver sheaf E on U over a quiver Q without
oriented cycles. There exists a quiver sheaf E ′ on X such that
E ′ |U= E .
This extension is given as a quiver subsheaf of the quasi coherent quiver
sheaf i∗E.
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Proof. We recall the construction of the extension for a single coherent
sheaf F on U . As a first step, suppose that X = Spec(A) is affine. The push
forward under the inclusion map i is quasi coherent and hence given by an
A–module
i∗F = M˜F .
The module MF can be written n as a projective limit
MF =
∑
N
N =
−→
limNN,
where the sum and limit are taken over the projective system of finitely
generated submodules N ⊂ MF . Both the restriction functor and the tilde
functor preserve colimits, which yields
F = i∗F |U= −→limN N˜ |U=
∑
N
N˜ .
But this sum is equal to one of the summands because F is coherent, so that
F = N˜0 |U . In other words F ′ = N˜0 is the desired extension.
For the general case take an affine open covering X = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vn and use
induction on n. If an extension F ′ is already given on Xn = V1 ∪ . . . ∪ Vn,
that is F ′|Xn∩U = F |Xn∩U , we apply the above construction to the open
subset (Xn ∪ U) ∩ Vn+1 ⊂ Vn+1 to obtain an extension to Vn+1.
To construct the extension of a quiver sheaf we recursively apply a slight
variation of this argument. It is easy to see that the same argument for
the reduction step to an affine scheme also holds in the quiver sheaf setting;
hence assume X = Spec(A).
If i ∈ Q0 is a source of the quiver, we use the construction to obtain some
extension E ′i =
(
N0i
)∼
for a finitely generated submodule N0i ⊂Mi = MEi .
Suppose we have a vertex j ∈ Q0 such that for all its predecessors, i.e.
vertices which allow an arrow αk : ik → j, the extensions are already con-
structed. That is
E ′ik =
(
N0ik
)∼
for certain finitely generated submodules N0ik ⊂Mik . Under the tilde functor
the push forward of the morphisms for the arrows corresponds to morphisms
of A–modules
(i∗Eαk : i∗Eik → i∗Ej) = (fk : Mik →Mj)∼ .
To construct the extension of Ej we do not consider the full system of finitely
generated submodules of Mj but the subsystem of finitely generated sub-
modules which contain the finitely generated submodule∑
k
fk
(
N0ik
) ⊂Mj .
Obviously, the sum over this system again has Mj as a limit, and the rest
of the construction works as above.
The fact that Q does not contain oriented cycles guarantees that this recur-
sion extends the sheaves at all vertices and the morphisms at the arrows in
finitely many steps. 
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We need the application of this result to the case of families over a discrete
valuation ring.
Proposition 3.5.4. Let R denote a discrete valuation ring with field of
fractions K, and suppose that Q is a quiver without oriented cycles. Any
family E of quiver sheaves over K extends to a flat family of quiver sheaves
over R.
Proof. An application of Proposition 3.5.3 to the inclusion
U = X × Spec(K) ⊂ X × Spec(R)
provides the existence of an extension. It remains to show flatness.
Locally on Spec(A) × Spec(K), the sheaf Ei is given by an A ⊗K–module
Mi, and the push forward i∗Ei is given by the same vector space equipped
with the structure of an A⊗R–module via the canonical map
A⊗R→ A⊗K.
According to Proposition 3.5.3 the extension E ′i is given by some finitely
generated submodule N0i . Because the canonical map is injective, M is
torsion–free as an R–module, and so N0i is torsion–free as well. This is
sufficient to show flatness over the principal ideal domain R. 
3.5.2. Langton’s theorem.
This rather technical subsection is devoted to proving a version of Lang-
ton’s theorem (introduced in [Lan75]) for multi–Gieseker semistable quiver
sheaves. Suppose that we have a flat family of quiver sheaves over the spec-
trum of a discrete valuation ring. The theorem then states that if the fiber
over the open point is semistable, the family can be modified over the closed
point such that the fiber there becomes semistable as well.
For the proof we first introduce some technicalities, which are not of general
interest with respect to the other sections of this thesis. For the proof of
the theorem itself, we mostly follow the reasoning of [HL10], Theorem 2.B.1.
Fix a quiver Q, a projective and smooth scheme X over k, a dimension
d ≤ dim(X) and a stability condition (L, σ) on Q.
For a quiver sheaf E we consider the number
s(E) = max(dim(Ei)) ∈ N.
Following [HL10] Definition 1.6.1, the category Q − Coh(X)s is given as
the full subcategory of the category Q − Coh(X) of quiver sheaves E with
s(E) ≤ s. Clearly,
Q− Coh(X)s ⊂ Q− Coh(X)t
for s ≤ t is a full subcategory, which obviously is closed under subobjects,
quotients and extensions. Hence it forms a Serre subcategory, and we can
consider the quotient category
Q− Coh(X)d,d′ = Q− Coh(X)d/Q− Coh(X)d′−1.
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For background on this construction we refer to [Ga90]. The quotient cat-
egory is again abelian and the canonical functor
Q− Coh(X)d → Q− Coh(X)d,d′
is exact ([Ga90], Lemma III.1). Note that two objects E ,F inQ−Coh(X)d,d′
are isomorphic if and only if there exists an ordinary morphism φ : E → F
such that kernel and cokernel of φ are contained in Q−Coh(X)d′−1 ([Ga90]
Lemma III.4). In this case we say that they are isomorphic in dimension d′.
By additivity of Hilbert polynomials on exact sequences we thus get a well–
defined map
P σ : Q− Coh(X)d,d′ → R[T ]d,d′ ,
assigning to a quiver sheaf its multi–Hilbert polynomial with respect to the
fixed stability condition. Here, R[T ]d,d′ denotes the ordered vector space
of polynomials of degree at most d modulo polynomials of degree at most
d′ − 1. By
p(E) = pσ(E)
we denote the reduced version.
We say that E is pure in Q − Coh(X)d,d′ if Td−1(E) = Td′−1(E). The defi-
nition of semistability and stability applies to the relative setting, where we
replace the multi–Hilbert polynomial by its class in R[T ]d,d′ . This satisfies
the properties of a stability condition in the sense of [R97].
Remark 3.5.5. Clearly, for d′ = 0 we recover the definition of semistability
in Q − Coh(X), and for d′ = d − 1 we obtain slope semistability. The case
d′ = d is trivial because the reduced Hilbert polynomial is just the monomial
1
d!T
d.
Remark 3.5.6. Unless emphasized differently, we are concerned with or-
dinary quiver sheaves in the proof of Theorem 3.5.11. That is, in writing
F ∈ Q − Coh(X)d,d′ we refer to an object in Q − Coh(X)d,d′ which is rep-
resented by the quiver sheaf F .
By Proposition 1.9 of [R97], there exist maximally destabilizing subobjects
for objects in Q− Coh(X)d,d′ . For technical reasons we want to make sure
that these subobjects are represented by saturated quiver subsheaves.
Lemma 3.5.7. The maximally destabilizing subobject
G ⊂ F
of any quiver sheaf F ∈ Q − Coh(X)d,d′ is represented by an actual quiver
subsheaf G ⊂ F which is saturated.
Proof. First consider any representative and the map i : G → F giving the
inclusion. This provides the diagram
G

i // F .
G/ ker(i)
, 
::
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Since ker(i) is small we may replace G by G/ ker(i). In the second step
consider the saturation
G ⊂ Gsat ⊂ F .
Assuming Gsat/G not to be small, we have a strict inclusion G ⊂ Gsat in
the quotient category. But this contradicts the maximality of G because
Gsat has larger multi–Hilbert polynomial (both ordinary and modulo smaller
degrees). Hence, G and Gsat are isomorphic in Cohd,d′(X). 
We need another preparatory lemma.
Lemma 3.5.8. Suppose that E and F are quiver sheaves projective scheme
X of dimension n such that s(E), s(F) ≤ d and such that there is an iso-
morphism ϕ : E → F in dimension d− 1. Then the induced morphism
ϕD : FD → ED
is an isomorphism.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the corresponding assertion about sheaves
on X in a functorial way. To that end, consider the exact sequence
0→ ker(ϕ)→ F → im(ϕ)→ 0,
where by assumption the codimension c of the kernel is greater equal to
n− d. Consider the induced exact sequence
Extc−1(ker(ϕ), ωX)→ Extc(im(ϕ), ωX)
→ Extc(F, ωX)→ Extc(ker(ϕ), ωX).
By [HL10] Proposition 1.1.6 both terms involving the kernel vanish. Hence
there is an isomorphism
ϕD : Extc(im(ϕ), ωX)→ FD.
Applying the same argument to the cokernel sequence shows that
GD → Extc(im(ϕ), ωX)
is also an isomorphism, which finishes the proof. 
Let X denote a projective scheme over an algebraically closed field k of
characteristic 0, and consider a field extension k ⊂ K. Denote by EK the
base change of a quiver sheaf E on X, and by LK the base change of the
tuple L. We now show that semistability is preserved by field extensions.
This is a variant of [HL10], Theorem 1.3.7.
Proposition 3.5.9. Let E denote a pure quiver sheaf on a projective scheme
X over k which is semistable with respect to some stability condition (L, σ).
Consider a finitely generated field extension k ⊂ K. The pullback EK is a
semistable quiver sheaf on XK with respect to (LK , σ).
Proof. We even claim that the Harder–Narasimhan filtrations are compat-
ible in the sense that
HNi (EK) = HNi (E)K .
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First note that any morphism l → L of fields induces a flat morphism
Spec(L)→ Spec(l), so that
h0 (XL, EL) = h
0 (Xl, El)
for any coherent sheaf El on Xl (compare with the proof of [Har77] Propo-
sition III.9.3). In particular, this implies that the Hilbert polynomials for
quiver sheaves E on X = Xk remain identical in the sense that
p(L,σ) (E) = p(LK ,σ) (EK) .
Further, the flatness implies that quiver subsheaves and quiver subquotients
of E get mapped to quiver subsheaves and quiver subquotients of EK respec-
tively.
A first consequence of these remarks is that if EK is semistable, so is E .
If we can then show that the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of EK is induced
by some filtration F∗ of E in the sense that HNi (EK) =
(F i)
K
, then F∗
satisfies the properties of the Harder–Narasimhan filtration of E .
By induction on the number of generators of the field extension k ⊂ K we
reduce to the case that K = k(x), where x is either transcendental or alge-
braic and hence separable over k (note that k is perfect).
In the separable case we pass to the normal hull, so that we may assume
the extension to be Galois. Thus, HNi(EK) is induced by a quiver sub-
sheaf F i ⊂ E if and only if HNi(EK) is invariant under the induced ac-
tion of G = Gal (K/k) on EK . To see this, we note that the correspond-
ing descent question for sheaves is locally a question whether a submodule
N ⊂ M ⊗k K over R ⊗k K, where M is a module over some k–algebra R,
is induced by a submodule N ′ ⊂ M if N is invariant under the induced
action of G on M ⊗k K. This is true by [Mi15], Proposition 16.7, with
N ′ = M ⊗k k ∩ N . Clearly, these descents are also respected by induced
morphisms f ⊗k K : M1 ⊗k K →M2 ⊗k K.
In our situation, we can see that for any g ∈ G the g ∗ HNi (EK) satisfy
the properties of the Harder–Narasimhan filtration by applying our initial
remarks to the induced morphism g : Spec(K) → Spec(K). Hence the
Harder–Narasimhan filtration is invariant and we are done.
In the case where x is transcendental over k, i.e. K = k(x) is the field of
rational functions, we can use a similar argument using the relative automor-
phism group G = Aut (K/k), once we note that the relative automorphisms
x 7→ ax
for a ∈ k∗ have k as their fixed point field (this follows from the fact that
there are no invariant polynomials by using [Muk03] Proposition 6.2). 
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Lemma 3.5.10. Let X → S denote a morhpism of finite type between noe-
therian schemes. Suppose that S0 ⊂ S is a closed subscheme defined by a
nilpotent ideal sheaf I ⊂ OS. Then a quiver sheaf F on X is flat over S if
and only if it is flat over S0 and the natural multiplication map
I ⊗S F → IF
is an isomorphism.
Proof. This follows from the sheaf version [HL10] Lemma 2.1.3 once we
note that the notion of flatness can be checked at each vertex and the natural
multiplication map for sheaves extends to quiver sheaves. 
We are ready to prove Langton’s theorem for families of semistable quiver
sheaves.
Theorem 3.5.11. Let R denote a discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal
m = (pi), field of fractions K, and residue field k.
Let F be an R–flat family of d–dimensional quiver sheaves on X such that
FK = F ⊗R K is semistable in Q − Coh(XK)d,d′ for some d′ < d. Then
there exists a quiver subsheaf E ⊂ F such that EK = FK and such that Ek
is also semistable in Q− Coh(X)d,d′.
Proof. We prove the following (stronger) auxiliary statement:
Suppose that for d′ ≤ δ < d we have that Fk is semistable in Q−Coh(X)d,δ+1
in addition to the assumptions of the theorem. Then there is a quiver sub-
sheaf E ⊂ F such that EK = FK and Ek is semistable in Q− Coh(X)d,δ.
Assuming that the auxiliary statement is true we obtain the statement of
the theorem by induction on δ, where the case δ = d− 1 is trivial (compare
with Remark 3.5.5). From now on we assume that the auxiliary statement
is false. By recursion we will define a descending sequence of quiver sheaves
on XR
F = F0 ⊃ F1 ⊃ F2 ⊃ . . . ,
where FnK = FK for all n. Under the assumption that the auxiliary state-
ment is false each Fnk is unstable in Q− Coh(X)d,δ.
Suppose that Fn was already defined. Let Kn ⊂ Fnk be a saturated repre-
sentative for the maximally destabilizing quiver subsheaf (given by Lemma
3.5.7) and define Gn = Fnk /Kn (note that Gn is pure). Then Fn+1 is given
as
Fn+1 = ker (Fn → Fnk → Gn) .
Note for later use that this implies Kn−1 = Fn/piFn−1. Because outside of
the closed point Spec(k), that is on XK , every section gets mapped to zero
we have Fn+1K = FnK .
There is an obvious exact sequence
(S1) : 0→ Kn → Fnk → Gn → 0.
Furthermore, we may now construct a second exact sequence
(S2) : 0→ Gn → Fn+1k → Kn → 0.
Note that using induction these two exact sequences imply
(EQ1) : P σ(Fnk ) = P σ(Fk) ∈ R[T ].
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To construct the second sequence first note that Fnk = Fn/piFn, where we
denote the projection map as
q : Fn → Fnk = Fn/piFn.
By construction of Fn+1 and the universal property of the kernel we have
an induced map q0 : Fn+1 → Kn. Note that piFn ⊂ Fn+1, and piFn clearly
gets annihilated by q. Hence we obtain an induced morphism
Fn+1 q0 //

Kn
Fn+1/piFn.
q′′
99
Further note that piFn+1 ⊂ piFn, so that q′′ induces a map
q′ : Fn+1k = Fn+1/piFn+1 → Kn.
The kernel of this map consists of (classes of) sections of Fn+1 which get
annihilated by q0. Hence
ker(q′) = ker(q0)/piFn+1 = piFn/piFn+1.
By flatness, we further know that piFn ' Fn and piFn+1 ' Fn+1. Since
the maps used for the construction of Fn+1 are surjective we also have
Gn ' Fn/Fn+1. This yields ker(q′) ' Gn.
To finish the construction of (S2) observe that the surjectivity of q′ is in-
herited from q0.
We define Cn = Gn ∩ Kn+1 considered as quiver subsheaves of Fn+1k via
the exact sequences above. Then the exact sequence (S2) and the obvious
inclusions Cn ⊂ Gn and Cn ⊂ Kn+1 induce a map Kn+1/Cn → Kn
0 // Gn // Fn+1k // Kn // 0
0 // Cn //?

OO
Kn+1 //
?
OO
Kn+1/Cn //
i
OO
0.
A proof by diagram chasing shows that i is an inclusion (note that Cn is
a pullback). In a similar fashion, using sequence (S1), we get a monomor-
phism Gn/Cn → Gn+1.
Assuming that Cn is not isomorphic to zero in Q − Coh(Xk)d,δ yields a
contradiction as follows. In case Cn = Kn+1 we get the inequalities
(IE1) : pσ(Kn+1) = pσ(Cn) ≤ pσmax(Gn) < pσ(Kn) ∈ R[T ]d,δ.
The rightmost inequality holds because pσmax(Gn) and pσ(Kn) are the second
and first Harder–Narasimhan weights of Fnk respectively. In case Cn 6= Kn+1
we have the inequalities
(IE2) : pσ(Cn) < pσ(Kn+1) < pσ(Kn+1/Cn) ≤ pσ(Kn) ∈ R[T ]d,δ.
The first and last inequalities hold by the defining property of a destabilizing
subobject. Note that the first inequality is strict because of the assumption,
and the latter inequality also uses the inclusion constructed above. The
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inequality in the middle is implied by the first one using the obvious exact
sequence.
In any case we have
(IE3) : pσ(Kn+1) ≤ pσ(Kn) ∈ R[T ]d,δ.
If Cn is not isomorphic to zero this holds by (IE1) and (IE2). And if Cn ' 0
this holds because we have the inclusion Kn+1 = Kn+1/Cn ⊂ Kn.
Since we assume Fk to be semistable in Q − Coh(X)d,δ+1 we have that
pσ(Kn) ≤ pσ(Fnk ) ∈ R[T ]d,δ+1. But strict inequality would also imply
pσ(Kn) < pσ(Fnk ) ∈ R[T ]d,δ,
contradicting the fact that Fnk is not semistable. Together with (EQ1) we
thus arrive at
(EQ2) : pσ(Kn) = pσ(Fk) ∈ R[T ]d,δ+1.
Hence
pσ(Kn)− pσ(Fk) = βnT δ ∈ R[T ]d,δ
for some βn ∈ R. We need some properties of the sequence βn ∈ R.
Because pσ(Kn) > pσ(Fnk ) = pσ(Fk) ∈ R[T ]d,δ, which holds by unstability
of Fnk and (EQ1), the βn are strictly positive, and by (IE3) their sequence
is decreasing. Finally, the possible values for βn are contained in discrete set
(consider Lemma 3.5.12). Hence, βn must become stationary for n 0, and
without loss of generality we restrict ourselves to such n in the following.
This implies pσ(Kn) = pσ(Kn+1) in R[T ]d,δ, and because this contradicts
both (IE1) and (IE2) it implies furthermore that
Gn ∩ Kn+1 = Cn ' 0.
Observe that Cn is a quiver subsheaf of a pure quiver sheaf of dimension d
(Gn or Kn+1). But since it can not have dimension d it must equal zero,
so that there are inclusions i : Kn+1 → Kn as well as j : Gn → Gn+1 in
Q− Coh(Xk)d,δ.
Note that P σ(Kn) = P σ(Kn+1) ∈ R[T ]d,δ as well for large enough n because
the rank of the Kn can not descend forever. Combined with (EQ1) this
gives
(EQ3) : P σ(Gn) = P σ(Gn+1) ∈ R[T ]d,δ.
Since Gn is pure the kernel of j is either zero or of dimension d. Clearly the
latter is absurd, and hence there are actual inclusions j : Gn ⊂ Gn+1. Thus
we get exact sequences
0→ Gn → Gn+1 → Gn/Gn+1 → 0,
where (EQ3) implies that the rightmost term is isomorphic to zero in the
category Q − Coh(Xk)d,δ. So the Gn are isomorphic in dimension δ and
thus in particular in dimension d− 1. By Lemma 3.5.8 their reflexive hulls
(Gn)DD are all isomorphic, so that the sequence
G0 ⊂ G1 ⊂ G2 ⊂ . . .
is an increasing sequence of quiver subsheaves of the fixed quiver sheaf which
is given as this reflexive hull, and must thus become stationary. Again we
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restrict to the case where n 0 is such that this is the case and set G = Gn.
We can see that this implies that the sequences (S1) and (S2) split as follows.
Consider the diagram
0 // Kn+1 // Kn+1 ⊕ Gn //

Gn // 0
0 // Kn+1 // Fn+1k // Gn+1 // 0,
where the first row is given by (S1) and the middle morphism as the sum
of the injective morphisms in (S1) and (S2). Thus there is an induced mor-
phism Gn → Gn+1. By construction, this is exactly the inclusion morphism
Gn ⊂ Gn+1, which turned out to be an isomorphism, so that
Fn+1k ' Kn+1 ⊕ Gn ' K ⊕ G
for all n large enough.
Define En = F/Fn. Because piFn ⊂ Fn+1, and so by induction pinF ⊂ Fn,
there is a well–defined quotient map
F/pinF → F/Fn = En.
By the local flatness criterion for quiver sheaves 3.5.10 we thus know that
En is flat over R/pin.
Next, we want to show Enk ' G, which gives us the topological type of En.
Using Noether’s isomorphism theorem we obtain
Enk = (F/Fn)/(pi(F/Fn)) = (F/Fn)/((piF + Fn)/Fn) ' F/(piF + Fn)
' (F/piF)/((Fn + piF)/piF) = Fk/im(α),
where α is the composition of the morphisms
αn : Fnk → Fn−1k , f + piFn 7→ f + piFn−1.
Note that
ker(αn) = piFn−1/piFn ' Fn−1/Fn ' Gn−1
im(αn) = Fn/piFn−1 = Kn−1,
which implies that we get decompositions
Fnk = Kn ⊕ Gn−1 = im(αn+1)⊕ ker(αn).
Hence im(α) = im(α1) = K0 and Enk = G0 ' G as desired.
Summarizing these results we have shown that En is a quotient
FRn → En → 0,
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which is flat over Rn = R/pi
n. This corresponds to a morphism φ over
Spec(R) which fits into a diagram
Quot
τ(G)
F/XR/R
σ // Spec(R).
Spec(Rn)
φ
ff
+ 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Hence the image of σ contains the closed subschemes Spec(Rn) of Spec(R)
for all n, which is only possible if σ is surjective.
The morphism Spec(K) → Spec(R) corresponds to a point y ∈ Spec(R)
such that k(y) ⊂ K. By surjectivity of σ we can find an inverse image
x ∈ Quotτ(G)F/XR/R(F , τ(G)). Let K ′ denote the common extension of the
induced field extension k(x) ⊂ k(y) and the extension k(x) ⊂ K, so that
K ′
K
. 
==
k(y)
1 Q
bb
k(x)
0 P
aa
- 
<<
Reversing the correspondences used above the extension k(y) ⊂ K ′ gives a
morphism Spec(K ′)→ Quotτ(G)F/XR/R over Spec(R) and hence a quotient
FK′ → U → 0
with topological type τ(G). By Proposition 3.5.9 we know that FK′ is
semistable. But by our assumptions, the Hilbert polynomials satisfy the
inequality
pσ(U) = pσ(G) > pσ(Fnk ) = pσ(FK′).
This is a contradiction. 
The fact that the stability condition σ is rational is crucial for the validity
of the proof of Theorem 3.5.11. Because of its significance, we state the
relevant step as a separate lemma.
Lemma 3.5.12. With notation as in the proof of Theorem 3.5.11, the num-
bers βn such that
pσ(Kn)− pσ(Fk) = βnT δ
are contained in a discrete set, if σ is rational.
Proof. Since the polynomial pσ(Fk) is independent of n, it remains to show
that the coefficients of pσ(Kn) take values in a discrete set. Such a coefficient
is given as ∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
δ (Kni )∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d (Kni )
.
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By construction, Kn is a quiver subsheaf of Fnk , so that each αLjd (Kni ) is
an integer between 1 and α
Lj
d (Kni ). The upper bound is independent of n
because FnK = Fn+1K and Fn is flat, so that there are only finitely many
possible values for the denominator.
For δ < d it is well–known that the coefficients α
Lj
δ (Kni ) take value in some
lattice (1/r!)Z. The numerator thus takes values in a set of the form
Za1 + . . .+ Zar
for finitely many rational numbers ar. By factoring out the denominators
of the ai, we see that this set is contained in a cyclic subgroup Zα ⊂ R, and
is thus discrete. 
Remark 3.5.13. If α ∈ R is irrational, the set
Z+ Zα ⊂ R
is dense. Hence, for σ which are not rational, the proof of Lemma 3.5.12,
and hence the proof of Theorem 3.5.11, is no longer valid.
3.6. Variation of stability conditions
In this section we study the question of the dependence of the moduli spaces
on the stability parameter σ. We consider some given (possibly empty) set
of relations I.
3.6.1. Walls and chambers.
Fix a natural number p, a topological type τ , a dimension d and a tuple L
of ample line bundles on some projective scheme X. Furthermore, consider
a fixed subset
Σ ⊂ (RQ0×N)
+
which is separated from the boundary of
(
RQ0×N
)
+
. That is, we require the
existence of a closed polyhedral cone
Σ ⊂ Σ′ ⊂ RQ0×N
which, except for the origin, is contained in
(
RQ0×N
)
+
. We recall that
a chamber structure on Σ′, in the sense of [GRT16] Definition 4.1, is a
collection of real hypersurfaces
W = (Wi, i ∈ J) .
The chambers are the maximal connected subsets C ⊂ Rn such that for each
wall Wi either C ⊂ Wi or C ∩Wi = ∅ holds. Note that, by definition, the
chambers are connected components of real semialgebraic sets, and so are
path–connected as well (since they even admit triangulations according to
[Lo64]).
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We consider the family S of quiver subsheaves F ⊂ E which satisfy the
conditions
(1) E is pure of dimension d, (p, L)–regular, of topological type τ , and
satisfies the relations I
(2) F ⊂ E is saturated,
(3) µ̂σ(F) ≥ µ̂σ(E) for some σ ∈ Σ′.
We need to ensure that this family is bounded, and the proof of this fact
employs the properties of the auxiliary cone Σ′.
Lemma 3.6.1. The family S is bounded.
Proof. Since the topological type τ is fixed, the expression
µ̂σ(E) =
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d−1(Ei)∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
d (Ei)
does only depend on σ ∈ Σ′. By an argument as in the proof of the
Grothendieck lemma 3.1.21, this is bounded from below as a function in
σ. Hence, S is bounded by the Grothendieck lemma. 
To each quiver sheaf F ∈ S, and each integer 0 ≤ e ≤ d−1, we can associate
a wall. It is defined by the equation
We,F :
∑
i,k∈Q0
N∑
j,l=1
σijσkl
(
α
Lj
e (Fi)αLld (Ek)− α
Lj
e (Ei)αLld (Fk)
)
= 0.
The chamber structure we consider is given by the equations which are non–
trivial, i.e. which carve out neither the empty set nor the whole of Σ′.
Note that σ is contained in the wall We,F if pσE and p
σ
F have the same coef-
ficient in degree e. Also note that the boundedness implies that there are
finitely many distinct walls, as the coefficients of the equations are deter-
mined by the topological type of F .
Lemma 3.6.2. Let E denote a purely d–dimensional and (p, L)–regular quiver
sheaf of topological type τ which satisfies the relations I, and consider a
quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E contained in the family S. Suppose that σ and σ′ are
stability conditions in Σ′ which are contained in the same chamber C. Then
pσF ≤ pσE if and only if pσ
′
F ≤ pσ
′
E .
A similar assertion holds for strict inequality.
Proof. This is a variant of the proof of Lemma 4.6 in [GRT16]. For
brevity, we concentrate on the case of non–strict inequality.
We may write
pσF − pσE =
d∑
s=0
cσs
s!
T s ∈ R[T ].
Assuming that pσF ≤ pσE but pσ
′
F > p
σ′
E , we can choose a minimal index e such
that cσt = c
σ′
t = 0 for all t > e, so that
cσe ≤ 0 and cσ
′
e ≥ 0,
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but not both vanish at the same time. The function
f(σ) =
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
e (Fi)∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σklα
Ll
d (Fk)
−
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
e (Ei)∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σklα
Ll
d (Ek)
is continuous in σ, has the wall We,F as vanishing locus, and satisfies cσe =
f(σ). Hence, either σ or σ′ is not an element of We,F , so that C is not
contained in the wall. But if neither cσe nor c
σ′
e vanishes, they have differing
signs so that f(σ′′) = 0 for some σ′′ on a connecting path from σ to σ′ inside
C. In any case, we deduce that C ∩We,F 6= ∅, which is a contradiction. 
Proposition 3.6.3. Consider Σ,Σ′, p, d, τ and L as explained above. Then,
the finite chamber structure W = (We,F ) encodes the equivalence of stability
conditions. More precisely, for any stability conditions σ and σ′ inside Σ′
which belong to the same chamber C, and for any purely d–dimensional and
(p, L)–regular quiver sheaves E and E ′ of topological type τ which satisfy the
relations I, the following assertions hold.
(1) E is σ–semistable if and only if E is σ′–semistable, and the same as-
sertion holds for stability.
(2) Let E and E ′ be semistable with respect to both σ and σ′. Then E is
S–equivalent to E ′ with respect to σ if and only if it is with respect to
σ′.
Proof. The proof is the same as the corresponding proof of Proposition
4.2 in [GRT16], where we use our Lemma 3.6.2. 
Corollary 3.6.4. The chamber structure on Σ′ as in Proposition 3.6.3
induces a finite partition of Σ such that the behavior of stability and S–
equivalence remains unchanged as σ varies within any fixed block of the
partition.
Proposition 4.2 in [GRT16] is a special case of our Proposition 3.6.3 in
the case of the trivial quiver Q = • and torsion–free sheaves on an integral
scheme. In contrast to their result, we can not guarantee the existence
of rational points in the chambers, though in the special case of symmetric
stability conditions, discussed in Section 3.7 we can. For our variation results
however, we need to assume the existence of rational points.
Assumption 3.6.5. Each chamber on Σ′ contains a rational point. In that
case, we can replace any stability condition σ by a rational one without loss
of generality.
Remark 3.6.6. The relations we used in our definition of S select a sub-
family from the corresponding family S′ wich we get without imposing the
relations. The chamber structure without relations is thus a refinement of
the chamber structure with relations.
As in [GRT16], we think of Σ′ as a bounded set of stability parameters, so
that the integer p could then be chosen so that all semistable sheaves with
respect to some σ ∈ Σ′ are (p, L)–regular.
The cone Σ′ is just an auxiliary object. Its purpose is to ensure the bound-
edness of the family S (compare with the proof of the Grothendieck Lemma
3.1.21), so that there are only finitely many walls. A priori it seems possible
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that for the whole set
(
RQ0×N
)
+
this is no longer true, i.e. that the walls
accumulate at the boundary.
It is also true that the partition of Σ which is induced by the chamber struc-
ture on Σ′ does not essentially depend on the choice of Σ′. We say that
two conditions σ and σ′ in Σ are equivalent if for any purely d–dimensional
quiver sheaves E and E ′ of topological type τ we have
(1) E is σ–semistable if and only if E is σ′–semistable,
(2) E and E ′ are S–equivalent with respect to σ if and only if they are
S–equivalent with respect to σ′.
Corollary 3.6.7. The partition of Σ induced by a chamber structure on Σ′,
as in Corollary 3.6.4, is a refinement of the partition of Σ into equivalence
classes. In particular, the latter is finite.
Remark 3.6.8. Even though we can not ensure the existence of rational
points in the chambers, we can ensure the existence of points with real al-
gebraic entries. Such points are even dense within each chamber.
To see this, consider a real closed field K ⊂ R, eg. K = R or K equal to
the set of real algebraic numbers. We note that each chamber in Σ′ is an
open subset of a real algebraic variety Z, which is defined by polynomials
(of degree two) with rational coefficients. Hence, for any real closed field
K ⊂ R, any fixed rational point x ∈ RQ0×N , and any rational number ε > 0,
the statement
(Sx,ε,K): Z(K) ∩Bε(x) is non–empty
is a statement of elementary arithmetic in the sense of Tarski (see [Ta98]),
with variables which take values in K, and not containing free variables.
According to [Ta98], the theory of elementary arithmetic is quantifier–
eliminable, so that (Sx,ε,K) is equivalent to a statement (S
′
x,ε) which does
not contain any variables at all. In particular, (S′x,ε) is independent of the
choice of a model K for the axioms of a real closed field. Consequently, the
same is true for (Sx,ε,K). Now, Z(K) ⊂ Z = Z(R) is dense if
∀x ∈ QQ0×N∀ε ∈ Q>0 : Z(K) ∩Bε(x) 6= ∅ ⇔ Z ∩Bε(x) 6= ∅,
which, as we have seen above, is a true statement.
3.6.2. Variation of moduli spaces.
We now want to describe the behavior of the moduli spaces when chang-
ing the stability condition. For this to work, we need the moduli spaces
Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) to be projective. Hence, we assume that Q contains no
oriented cycles, which also implies that Q(Q′) does not contain oriented cy-
cles (Lemma 3.2.3). Furthermore, we assume that X is smooth, and that
Assumption 3.6.5 holds, ie. that each chamber contains a rational point.
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Let Σ ⊂ RQ0×N>0 be a finite subset of rational, positive, and bounded stability
conditions under a given set of relations I, and choose m  n  p  0 so
that the conditions (1)–(4) in the beginning of Section 3.4 are satisfied for
all σ ∈ Σ. Let
RI′ = Rd(Q(Q
′), H, I ′(I))
be the representation variety of Q(Q′) with labeling H and relations I ′(I),
where d is the dimension vector determined by τ,m and n. This embeds
as a closed subvariety into the representation variety R = Rd(Q(Q
′), H).
Moreover, for σ ∈ Σ let θ = θ(d, σ) be the corresponding parameter defined
in Section 3.3, and let
B[σ−sst] ⊆ RI′
denote the locally closed subset of RI′ that parametrizes θ–semistable points
in RI′ that lie in the image of the embedding functor Hom(T, ∗) from Section
3.2.2, i.e., θ–semistable points that come from σ–semistable quiver sheaves
of topological type τ which satisfy the relations I. Then, B[σ−sst] is also a
locally closed, and G–invariant, subset of R. Define
Z =
⋃
σ∈Σ
B[σ−sst].
Theorem 3.6.9. Let Z be as above. Then,
Zθ−sst = Rθ−sst ∩ Z = B[σ−sst],
and the moduli space Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) is given by the GIT quotient
Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) = Z
θ−sst//G.
Proof. First of all, by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 10.1
of [GRT16], it follows that B[σ−sst] is a dense open subset of Zθ−sst.
Now, by the assumption that Q has no oriented cycles, the same holds for
the twisted quiver Q(Q′), and hence the quotient Rσ−sst//G is projective.
Since Z is a closed and G–invariant subscheme, the GIT quotient Zθ−sst//G
embeds as a closed subscheme of Rθ−sst//G and is thus also projective.
Since Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) = B[σ−sst]//G and Zθ−sst//G are both projective,
the image of Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) = B[σ−sst]//G in Zθ−sst//G by the morphism
induced by the inclusion B[σ−sst] ⊆ Zθ−sst is closed. Being also dense, this
image has to coincide with Zθ−sst//G.
Let pi : Zθ−sst → Zθ−ss//G denote the quotient morphism. By the com-
parison of S–equivalence (Theorem 3.3.23), for each G–orbit O in B[σ−sst],
the closed orbit O′ in the orbit closure O lies in B[σ−sst]. Hence, we can
apply [ACK07], Lemma 6.2, to conclude that pi restricts to a good quotient
B[σ−sst] → B[σ−sst]//G, and that pi−1(pi(B[σ−sst])) = B[σ−sst]. Together
with the above established identity pi(B[σ−sst]) = Zθ−sst, this implies that
B[σ−sst] = Zθ−sst. 
We obtain a Mumford–Thaddeus principle for σ–semistable quiver sheaves,
with essentially the same proof as in [GRT16]. Note that the Thaddeus
flips occurring here are to be interpreted in the context of VGIT of Z.
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Corollary 3.6.10. Let σ and σ′ be bounded stability parameters under some
given set of relations I. Then the moduli spaces
Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I) and Mσ−sstτ (X,Q, I)
are related by a finite sequence of Thaddeus flips induced by VGIT of the
variety Z.
3.7. Symmetric stability conditions
The results about construction and variation of the moduli spaces, as out-
lined in Sections 3.4 and 3.6, demand that the family of semistable sheaves
under consideration is bounded. In general, we can not guarantee that this
is true, though in the case that σij does not depend on the vertex i ∈ Q0,
we can build upon the boundedness results of [GRT16].
Recall that
σi = (σij)j∈{1,...,N}
is the restriction of σ to the vertex i ∈ Q0. For the remainder of this section
we make the following assumption, which could also be understood as σ
being symmetric under permutations of Q0.
Assumption 3.7.1. The tuples σi ∈ RN≥0 \ 0, for i ∈ Q0, all coincide.
Under this assumption on σ, we let σˆ ∈ RN denote this common restriction
of σ. As a technical tool, we consider Q0–tuples
(Ei)i∈Q0
of coherent sheaves on X, following an idea of Schmitt (cf. [Sch05]). Tupels
can be identified with quiver sheaves for the quiver with the set of vertices
Q0 and with no arrows. In particular, if E is a quiver sheaf, we obtain a Q0–
tuple (Ei)i∈Q0 of coherent sheaves by forgetting the morphisms Eα : Ei → Ej
given by the arrows α : i → j of Q. By a subtuple of a Q0–tuple (Ei)i∈Q0
we mean a Q0–tuple (Fi)i∈Q0 , where Fi is a coherent subsheaf of Ei for each
i. If σ ∈ (RQ0×N )+, we say that a Q0–tuple (Ei)i∈Q0 is σ–semistable if it is
pure of some dimension and the inequality
pσF ≤ pσE
holds for all nontrivial subtuples (Fi)i∈Q0 of (Ei)i∈Q0 .
Let E denote any coherent sheaf on X, and pick any vertex i0 ∈ Q0. Then
we define the quiver sheaf δi0(E) by
δi0(E)i =
{
E i = i0,
0 i 6= i0 , δi0(E)α = 0.
It is very easy to verify that
pσδi0 (E)
= p
σi0
E .
Lemma 3.7.2. Let E denote a σ–semistable tuple of sheaves on X. Then
pσE = p
σi
Ei
for all vertices i ∈ Q0. Moreover, all Ei are σi–semistable.
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Proof. Clearly, δi0(Ei0) is both a subobject and a quotient of E in the
category of tuples. Thus the equality of the Hilbert polynomials follows.
If U ⊂ Ei is any subsheaf, then δi(U) is also a subobject of the tuple E .
Hence
pσiU = p
σ
δi(U)
≤ pσE = pσiEi .

Remark 3.7.3. The condition
pσE = p
σi
Ei
of course implies the equality of degrees of these polynomials. Since we
require that σ ∈ (RQ0×N )+, this implies that the dimensions
dim(Ei), i ∈ Q0,
all coincide.
Lemma 3.7.4. Let (Ei)i∈Q0 and (Fi)i∈Q0 be σ–semistable tuples and assume
that pσE > p
σ
F . Then
Hom(Ei,Fk) = 0
for all i, k ∈ Q0.
Proof. Let i, k ∈ Q0. By Lemma 3.7.2, Ei and Fk are both semistable with
respect to σˆ, and pσˆEi > p
σˆ
Fk . The claim then follows from general properties
of stability conditions (cf. [HL10], Proposition 1.2.7 and its proof). 
Although we are interested in quiver sheaves and tuples, we formulate our
next lemma in the general setting of stability conditions on abelian categories
(cf. [R97]).
Lemma 3.7.5. Let
0 = E0 ⊂ E1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Er = E
denote the Harder–Narasimhan filtration for some object E with respect to
some semistability condition µ (in the sense of [R97]).
Then, for all 0 < i < r we have
µ(Ei) > µ(E).
Proof. We proceed by induction on i.
If the filtration is nontrivial, we clearly have µ(E1) > µ(E). Now suppose
that µ(Ei) > µ(E) is already settled, that is, µ(E) > µ(E/Ei). The Harder–
Narasimhan filtration of E/Ei is given by
0 ⊂ Ei+1/Ei ⊂ · · · ⊂ E/Ei,
and by definition Ei+1/Ei is then a maximal destabilizing subobject of E/Ei,
so that
µ(Ei+1/Ei) > µ(E/Ei).(1)
The short exact sequence
0→ Ei+1/Ei → E/Ei → E/Ei+1 → 0
then yields
µ(E/Ei) > min{µ(Ei+1/Ei), µ(E/Ei+1)} = µ(E/Ei+1),
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where the equality holds by virtue of (1). Hence,
µ(E) > µ(E/Ei) > µ(E/Ei+1),
which then implies that µ(Ei+1) > µ(E). The claim thus follows by induc-
tion. 
Proposition 3.7.6. Assume that σ satisfies Assumption 3.7.1. Let E denote
any pure quiver sheaf. Then E is σ–semistable as a quiver sheaf if and only
if E is σ–semistable as a Q0–tuple of sheaves on X.
In that case, all sheaves Ei are σˆ–semistable. Moreover, the numbers dim(Ei)
all coincide.
Proof. We first assume that E is semistable as a quiver sheaf and show
that it is then semistable as a tuple. Let therefore
0 = F0 ⊂ F1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Fr = E
denote the Harder–Narasimhan filtration in the category of tuples. We as-
sume that this filtration is not trivial, i.e., r ≥ 2.
Because pσFk > p
σ
E for all k, by Lemma 3.7.5, none of the Fk can be a
quiver subsheaf of E , so that for each index k there exists at least one arrow
(α : i→ j) = (αk : ik → jk) such that
Eα(Fki ) 6⊆ Fkj .
Fix one such k and α : i→ j and choose l minimal such that Eα(Fki ) ⊆ F lj .
By choice of α we clearly have l ≥ k + 1. Furthermore, choose m maximal
such that Fmi ⊆ ker(Eα). Again, the choice of α implies m ≤ k − 1. Then
we have a well–defined induced morphism
f : Fm+1i /Fmi → F lj/F l−1j
which does not vanish by the choice of m and l. Note that
Fm−1i /Fmi = (Fm−1/Fm)i
is σˆ–semistable according to Lemma 3.7.2, with the same multi–Hilbert
polynomial as the corresponding subquotient of tuples. Now,
pσFk/Fk−1 ≤ pσFm+1/Fm
≤ pσF l/F l−1
≤ pσFk+1/Fk ,
where the first and third inequalities follow by the properties of the Harder–
Narasimhan filtration, and the second inequality follows from Lemma 3.7.4
because of the existence of the nonzero morphism f . Now, the inequality
pσFk/Fk−1 ≤ pσFk+1/Fk
is a contradiction. Hence, E is already semistable as a tuple.
The other implication is trivial, and the question of semistability of the Ei
and their dimensions is taken care of by Lemma 3.7.2 and Remark 3.7.3. 
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Under the assumption of this section we can now show a boundedness result
for families of semistable quiver sheaves for certain varieties X, building on
the work of [GRT16]. Note that this also implies the boundedness of the
subfamily defined by any set of relations I.
Theorem 3.7.7. Let X be a smooth projective variety, and let τ ∈ B(X)Q0Q
be a fixed topological type. Assume further that one of the following condi-
tions holds:
(1) dim(X) ≤ 3,
(2) the Picard rank of X is at most two,
(3) all the sheaves under consideration are of rank at most two.
Then, for any subset Σ ⊆ (RQ0×N )+ of parameters σ satisfying Assump-
tion 3.7.1, the family of all quiver sheaves of topological type τ which are
semistable with respect to some σ ∈ Σ is bounded.
Proof. By Proposition 3.7.6, the claim follows from the corresponding
boundedness result for σˆ–semistable sheaves in [GRT16], Corollary 6.12.

Clearly, the set of stability conditions σ which satisfy Assumption 3.7.1 form
a subset Σ0 of
(
RQ0×N
)
+
which is convex. Hence, it is possible to move
from one such condition to another without leaving this subset. At least for
torsion–free quiver sheaves, the walls encoding the change of stability are
hyperplanes.
Proposition 3.7.8. Let τ denote a topological type of torsion–free quiver
sheaves on an integral and projective scheme X, and let p be a natural num-
ber. Then, for any closed polyhedral cone Σ′ ⊂ Σ0, the walls, as given by
Subsection 3.6.1, are rational hyperplanes. In particular, each chamber in
Σ′ contains a rational point.
Proof. Consider the wall We,F associated to the quiver subsheaf F ⊂ E
and integer e, which is defined by the equation
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
e (Fi)∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σklα
Ll
d (Fk)
−
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σijα
Lj
e (Ei)∑
k∈Q0
∑N
l=1 σklα
Ll
d (Ek)
= 0.
Because X is integral, and each sheaf Ek is torsion–free, we can write
αLld (Fk) = αLld (OX)rk(Fk), and similarly for the Ek (compare with [HL10],
Definition 1.2.2). Note that the rank does not depend on the choice of an
ample line bundle. Further, by Assumption 3.7.1, we can write σij = σˆj , so
that we may rewrite the equation as
f(σ)
∑
i∈Q0
∑N
j=1 σij(rk(E)αLje (Fi)− rk(F)αLje (Ei))
rk(F)rk(E) = 0.
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Here, we introduce the notation
rk(E) =
∑
i∈Q0
rk(Ei),
f(σ) =
∑
k∈Q0
N∑
l=1
σˆlα
Ll
d (OX)
−1 .
The function f is always positive, and hence can be ignored for the definition
of the wall. The remaining equation is linear in the entries σij . 
Corollary 3.7.9. Let X denote a smooth projective variety, and let τ de-
note a fixed topological type for torsion–free quiver sheaves. Assume that one
of the conditions of Theorem 3.7.7 holds. Then, for any stability conditions
σ, σ′ ∈ Σ0 the moduli spaces
Mσ−sstτ (X,Q) and Mσ
′−sst
τ (X,Q)
exist. Moreover, if Q does not contain oriented cycles, these moduli spaces
are projective, and are related by a finite sequence of Thaddeus flips, induced
by VGIT of the variety Z as in Theorem 3.6.9.
3.8. Quiver Quot–Schemes
We construct the quiver sheaf version of the Quot–scheme, which is helpful
as a technical tool throughout this chapter. This section is mostly indepen-
dent of the other sections.
First, we need a version of the Quot–scheme for sheaves which uses the topo-
logical type instead of the Hilbert polynomials.
Recall the strategy of proof in the construction of the sheaf version of the
Quot–scheme QuotPE/X/S , parametrizing flat quotients of the sheaf E with
Hilbert polynomial P (eg. consider [HL10], Theorem 2.2.4). Reducing to
the case
X = Pn → S = Spec(k),
one constructs an embedding of functors
QuotPE/X/S → Grassk
(
H0 (E(m)) , P
)
,
where the right hand side is represented by the Grassmannian scheme. The
Quot–scheme is then given as the component corresponding to P of the flat-
tening stratification of some suitable sheaf F on the Grassmannian.
This proof carries over to the case of the Quot–scheme QuotτE/X/S , parame-
terizing flat quotients of E with topological type τ ∈ B(X)Q. More precisely,
the same construction as above gives an embedding
QuotτE/X/S → Grassk
(
H0 (E(m)) , P
)
,
where P = P (τ) is the Hilbert polynomial determined by τ (and the implic-
itly fixed relatively very ample line bundle). Since τ is locally constant in
flat families, we may consider the component of the flattening stratification
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corresponding to τ . The same argument as above shows that this compo-
nent represents the Quot–functor.
We will mainly need the generalization to the Quiver Quot–scheme in the
version using the topological type. Though all arguments hold for the version
using Hilbert polynomials equally well.
Definition 3.8.1. Consider a projective scheme X → S over a noetherian
base scheme S, a topological type τ ∈ B(X)Q0Q and a quiver sheaf E on X.
The Quiver Quot–functor
QuotτE/X/S : (Sch/S)op → Sets
assigns to a scheme T → S the set of equivalence classes of quotient quiver
sheaves q : ET → F on XT where F is flat over T and the topological type
of the fiberwise quiver sheaves (E)t are equal to τ .
Definition 3.8.2. Consider a projective scheme X → S over a noetherian
base scheme S, a tuple of polynomials P ∈ Q[T ]Q0 and a quiver sheaf E on
X. Also, implicitly fix a relatively very ample line bundle on X. The Quiver
Quot–functor
QuotPE/X/S : (Sch/S)op → Sets
assigns to a scheme T → S the set of equivalence classes of quotient quiver
sheaves q : ET → F onXT where F is flat over T and the Hilbert polynomials
of the fibrewise sheaves at the vertices (Ei)t are equal to Pi.
Proposition 3.8.3. Let X → S denote a projective scheme over a noether-
ian base scheme S, and let E and F denote coherent sheaves on X such that
F is flat over S. Consider a morphism f : E → F and the functor
F : (Sch/S)op → Sets, (T → S) 7→ {φ ∈ HomS(T,X) | Φ∗(f) = 0} .
This functor is represented by a closed subscheme of X.
Proof. Consider the functor
F ′ : (Sch/S)op → Sets, (T → S) 7→ HomXT (ET , FT )
as in [N05], Theorem 5.8. It is represented by a scheme V = Spec
(
SymOS (Q)
)
for a suitable sheaf Q on S.
In our situation, f ∈ F ′(X) corresponds to a morphism φf : X → V , so
that Remark 5.9 in [N05] implies that our functor F is represented by the
closed subscheme φ−1f (V0), where V0 ⊂ V is the image of the zero section
S → V . 
Theorem 3.8.4. The Quiver Quot–functor is represented by a projective
scheme QuotτE/X/S, the so called Quiver Quot–scheme. It is given as the
closed subscheme
QuotτE/X/S ⊂
∏
i∈Q0
QuotτiEi/X/S
which satisfies the conditions to be compatible with the morphisms Eα.
A similar statement holds for the version using Hilbert polynomials.
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Proof. By projection to the quotient sheaves at the vertices we get a nat-
ural transformation of functors
QuotτE/X/S →
∏
i∈Q0
QuotτiEi/X/S ,
where the right hand side is clearly represented by the projective scheme
G =
∏
i∈Q0
Gi =
∏
i∈Q0
QuotτiEi/X/S .
Consider the universal quotients at the vertices
qi : (Ei)Gi → Ui
on the Quot–schemes Gi, and denote by ei : Ki → (Ei)Gi their kernels.
For a morphism
φ : T → G
of noetherian schemes over S and any arrow α : i→ j we obtain the following
exact diagram via pullback.
Φ∗Ki Φ
∗ei // (Ei)T Φ
∗qi //
(Eα)T

Φ∗Ui // 0
Φ∗Kj
Φ∗ej // (Ej)T
Φ∗qj // Φ∗Uj // 0
Hence the morphism (Eα)T descends to the quotients if and only if
0 = Φ∗qj(Eα)TΦ∗ei = Φ∗(qj(Eα)Gei),
which shows that the Quiver Quot–functor is given as the subfunctor of
HomS(∗, G) which satisfies finitely many pullback equations. It is thus rep-
resented by the intersection of the finitely many closed subschemes provided
by Proposition 3.8.3. 
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